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rganists know the Baldwin Electronic Organ for
its majestic
tone, its wide range of musical effects,
both solo and
ensemble! They know it too for its ease of playing.
Those are the main reasons why the Baldwin is
the choice of
organists throughout the country. But other
reasons
recommend it too: its utter dependability; its ease
of installation;
its flexibility in fitting into rooms of
almost any size or styling.
%BALDWIN
ELECTRONIC ORGAN
Write to The Baldwin Piano Company, Cincinnati 2, Ohio, for descriptive literature
CH RISTMAS is fun for CH ILDREN
SANTA CLAUS CHRISTMAS PARTY
by C. E. Le Massena Price, 60c
Sparkling operetta for children seven to fifteen
years of age. Tuneful . . . delightful . . . plot
revolves around old St. Nick's good work among
cynics.
WITH
LITTLE
MUSICAL
PLAYS
THE CROSSPATCH FAIRIES
by Norwood Dale Price, 60c
Full of Holiday spirit . . . bright and melodious,
yet simple enough for easy performance. Char-
acters include Mother Goose, Fairies, and Mr.
and Mrs. Santa Claus.
IN SANTA CLAUS LAND
by Gertrude M. Rohrer Price, 60c
Minimum rehearsal time Ts needed for this fa-
vorite one-act Christmas play. Runs about one
hour. For Children.
SOME CHILDREN'S
SONGS
HAPPY CHILDREN by Wallace A. Johnson
(Cat. No. 19571) Price, 30c
BABIES' NIGHT by M. Greenwald
(Cat. No. 11796) Price, 25c
LITTLE SKEPTIC by George L. Spaulding
(Cat. No. 11949) Price, 25c
SANTA CLAUS IS HERE by F. J. Bayerl
(Cat. No. 17960) Price, 35c
IF SANTA CLAUS KNEW by Homer Tourjee
(Cat. No. 30608) Price, 35c
HO! ST. NICK by Jessie L. Gaynor
(Cat. No. 30402) Price, 40c
SANTA CLAUS WILL COME TONIGHT
by L. E. Orth Price, 45c T
SANTA CLAUS by Louise E. Stairs
(Cat. No. 26051) Price, 25c
THE MADCAPS
by William Baines Price, 60c
Children or adults, or both, may present this
operetta. It has a moral, good plot, and it's fun
to give. Good chorus work involved.
A Musical Setting Of Dickens'
THE VISION OF SCROOGE
Cantata for Two-Part Chorus of Treble Voices
by William Baines Price, 40c
Dickens' beautiful Christmas story forms the
basis of this text. A melodic and most effective
cantata, not too difficult for the average Junior
high school chorus. Stage Manager's Guide
available, with full staging directions for the
accompanying series of tableaux.
PIANO SOLOS
RECITATIONS
THE NIGHT AFTER CHRISTMAS by Frieda Peyeke
(Cat. No. 18366) Price, 50c
A STRAY LETTER by Frieda Peyeke
(Cat. No. 23794) Price, 50c
PIANO — FOUR HANDS
Cat. No. Title Composer Grade Price
9807 Christmas Toy Symphony
(parts only) Hewitt .75
25499 Tommy's New Drum .... Preston 2 'A .30
16076 Two Xmas Melodies Garland 3 .40
7615 Under the Mistletoe . . Engelmann 2 Vi .50
Cat. No. Title Composer Grade Price
17358 Around the Xmas Tree Risher 1 Vi .30
2728 Arrival of Santa Claus . Engelmann 3 .40
8755 Bells of Christmas Karoly 3 .40
6380 Cathedral Chimes at Xmas Eve . . Engelmann 3 .25
11451 Chimes at Christmas . Greenwald 3 Vi .40
23105 Christmas Fantasia . . . . Mueller 3 Vi .50
1681 Coming of Santa Claus Eyer 2 .40
13530 Holy Night, Peaceful Night. . . . Greenwald 2 .25
4023 Knight Rupert . . Schumann 2 .25
26224 March of the Candy Dolls Renton 3 .40
23142 O Holy Night . Adam-Hess 5 .50
26051 Santa Claus Stairs 1 .30
24405 Tommy's New Drum .... Preston 2 Vi .30
26253 Toy-town Soldiers Richter 1 Vi .30
7609 Under the Mistletoe . Engelmann 2 Vi .40
23143 Venite Adoremus . . . . Bernard 5 .50
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Don't Miss These Features
in the December ETUDE
Sing Ho for Christmas By James Aldredge
The real-life drama behind the composition of
“Silent Night,” “O Little Town of Bethlehem,”
“The Messiah” and other beloved Christmas
music.
Learned to Sing by Accident By Mario Lanza
Mario Lanza, most widely-heralded new singer
of the day, tells the story of his rise from
truck-driving to fame and a Hollywood career.
Advice to Young Sopranos By Rose Bampton
Rose Bampton, leading soprano of the Metropoli-
tan, discusses the perplexities that beset young
singers, and suggests what to do about them.
Swing Into Your Tone By Henry Levine
Is your piano tone dry, hard, percussive? Read
the method evolved by this well-known teacher
and composer for adding depth and sonority to
your tone.
On the Claque By Earl Wilson and Hector Berlioz
A Broadway columnist and a 19th-century com-
poser-critic prove that this aspect of musical per-
formance has not changed greatly in 100 years.
Hand Bells: Ancient Art Revived
By Marion Harwood
Did you ever hear of “Boh Major?” Or “ringing
in spur?” Did you know that a “peal” of bells is
technically 5,000 separate sequences of notes,
requiring three hours or more to ring? These
are part of the lore of change-ringing, the odd
and little-known art which is now being revived
in America.
THIS MONTH’S COVER
Edward Johnson, who will step down as gen-
eral manager of the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany at the end of the 1949-50 season, began
his career as a tenor in Italy, singing as “Ed-
ouardo di Giovanni.” His interpretations of
operatic roles, notably that of Pelleas in
“Pelleas and Melisande,” were among the most
distinguished of recent operatic times. The
cover shows him framed by the gold proscen-
ium arch of the Metropolitan Opera House.
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Charles Muench, who this sea-
son succeeds Serge Koussevitzky
as conductor of the Boston Sym-
phony Orchestra, opened his sea-
son on Oct. 7 by playing the same
program as that performed at the
orchestra’s first concert in 1900,
under the direction of Wilhelm
Gericke.
The New York City Opera
Company will include as a fea-
ture of its current season Serge
Prokofieffs fairy-tale opera, “The
Love of Three Oranges.” This will
be the first presentation of the
work in New York since it was
given there by the Chicago Opera
Company in 1922.
Sir Thomas Beecliam will
conduct several orchestras in the
United States this fall and also
will lecture on Mozart at the Li-
brary of Congress, and on Handel
for the Handel Choir of Baltimore.
The Louisville Philharmonic,
its name now changed to the Louis-
ville Orchestra, has commissioned
several works for the coming sea-
son, two of which will be con-
ducted by the composers. David
Diamond and Paul Hindemith will
conduct their own compositions.
Two other composers commis-
sioned are Robert Russell Bennett
and William Schuman.
The Young Composers’ Con-
test of the National Federation of
Music Clubs has produced the fol-
lowing winners: Lochrem Johnson
of Seattle won the first prize of
$100 in Class 1 for a chamber
music composition; he also cap-
tured first prize of $50 in Class
2 for a keyboard work. Walter
Aschaffenburg of West Hartford,
Conn., won second prize of $50
in the chamber music group. Har-
old Earl Cook, Jr., won the first
ETUDE-NOVEMBER 1949
prize of $50 in Class 3 for a choral
work.
Mentlelssohn’s operetta, “Die
Heimkehr aus der Fremde,” was
recently produced by the Lemon-
ade Opera Company in New York
City. It was given in an English
translation entitled “The Stran-
ger.” Principal roles were sung
by Ruth Kobart, Margaret Rit-
ter, Francis Monacchino, Lewis
Brooks, Peter Hodshon and Mor-
ris Gesell.
The Vienna State Opera is
reported to be among the for-
eign musical organizations to be
brought to the United States this
season. While no details are avail-
able at this time, a tour by this
group seems well assured.
Dame Myra Hess and Lotte
Lehmann have recently received
honorary degrees of Doctor of
Music, the former being honored
by Cambridge University, the lat-
ter by the University of Portland
(Oregon).
The Philadelphia Orchestra
opened its 50th anniversary season
Oct. 7. Honoring the event, Mayor
Bernard Samuel of Philadelphia
proclaimed the first week in
October “Philadelphia Orchestra
Week.” The opening program in-
cluded a Bach transcription by
Conductor Ormandy and a com-
position by Arnold Schoenberg
commemorating the famous com-
poser’s 75th birthday.
Georges Enesco, distinguished
composer, violinist, pianist and
conductor, has been appointed
artist-in-residence at the Univer-
sity of Illinois for the month of
April, 1950. Mr. Enesco will ap-
pear as performer and conductor
(Continued on page 56)
Singa Swig
of Christinas
around a new Wurlitzer Piano this year
On Christmas Eve, or any evening, it’s a happy family
that gathers around a Wurlitzer Piano.
Whether you play or sing, or merely look on and listen,
there’s enjoyment in a Wurlitzer for everyone. And for
your children who learn to play it now, there’s music at
their fingertips all through life.
Like a good education, a Wurlitzer helps equip your chil-
dren for a better chance in life. Give them that chance
now. Giveyourfamily a Wurlitzer Piano this Christmas.
New models . . . New low prices
While the Wurlitzer is famous for its fine construction, splendid
tone and long life, you pay less for it than for many other well-
known makes. Wurlitzer is able to bring you a quality instrument
at moderate price tor a simple-reason: More people buy Wurlitzer
Pianos than those of any other name.
WurliTzer
World's Largest Builder of Pianos and Organs
Under One Name
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, Executive Offices, Chicago, Illinois
Remember, Wurlitzer makes organs, too... including
a fine new home organ that invites you to sit down and have
fun! Easy to play. Easy to install. Only Wurlitzer makes a
complete line of electronic organs.
s
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The Old World’s
(Treat TlusicaJ Performances
NOW FLAWLESSLY ETCHED
ON CAPITOL RECORDS
LEFUNKEN! That name has long
sounded the note for the great music of the
world. Music conducted and performed by
Europe’s foremost artists-recorded at all three
speeds with a fidelity that makes your living
room a great concert hall.
For now, Capitol has etched these
masterful
Telefunken performances, as well as other
classics, on Long-Playing Microgroove Non-
breakable 33^ rpm Records. Now you may hear
symphonies and choral works classic and
modern - in an uninterrupted tapestry of sound.
How else can you hear Igor Stravinsky conduct-
ing the Berlin Symphony Orchestra in The Card
Game- or listen raptly as Willem Mengelberg
conducts the Amsterdam Concertgebouw
Orchestra performing Ein Heldenleben?— Hear
Max Thurn as he directs the Hamburg State
Opera Choir and Orchestra in a thrilling inter-
pretation of Bruckner’s Mass in E Minor, and
evening after evening of other soul-stirring
performances by the Old World s musical greats.
MUSICAL M
A Hollywood composer asked
advice of a famous musician, now
residing in the capital of the
movie
industry, how to go about writing
background music for airplanes.
Said the composer, “Exactly the
same as bee music, only louder.
* * *
A society woman brought her
daughter to a renowned piano
teacher for an audition. The mas-
ter listened attentively to the girl’s
playing, and then said gravely.
“The young lady is not without a
lack of talent.”
# a *
When Leoncavallo attended a
performance of “Pagliacci, a man
in the next seat asked him why
he did not applaud. Leoncavado,
who thought he was not recog-
nized, replied half-humorously
:
“The best in the opera is an imita-
tion of ‘Carmen,’ and the rest is
not very good.” He was astonished
when on the next day he read in
the papers: “Composer of "Pag-
liacci’ admits he plagiarized Bi-
zet.” The amiable man in the next
seat was a reporter.
* *
A tenor applied for a job in a
chorus. The manager in charge
prided himself on his musical edu-
cation. “Before I engage you,” he
said, “I must ask you one ques-
tion. Do you sing in consecutive
fifths? If you do, I cannot accept
your services.”
* * *
When Hanslick saw Schumann
in Dresden in 1846, he asked him
what he thought about Wagner.
Schumann said: “Wagner is a
very cultivated and intellectual
person. But he talks continually,
and I could not put in a word dur-
ing our entire meeting. Well, one
cannot listen all the time.”
Some time later, Hanslick met
Wagner and asked him what he
thought of Schumann. Wagner re-
plied: “Schumann is a highly
gifted musician, but he is impos-
sible to converse with. I spoke to
him about French music, German
music, literature, politics, for over
an hour, and Schumann never said
a word. Well, one cannot talk
alone all the time.”
ISCELLANY
The Smetana Museum in Prague,
on the bank of the Moldau River
which he immortalized in his mu-
sic, has among its exhibits a cor-
rected harmonic exercise of Otakar
Hostinsky, a Czech composer who
was a pupil of Smetana. It was
the harmonization of an ascending
major scale.
Hostinsky put consecutive fifths
and octaves between the sixth and
seventh degrees, thus:
Ex. 1
Smetana offered two possible
corrections, like this:
Ex. 2
# « *
On the title page of the manu-
script of Beethoven’s Quartet in
C-sharp Minor, opus 131 (now in
possession of Schott music publish-
ers in Mainz), Beethoven wrote:
“Zusammengestohlen aus ver-
scliiedenem diesern und jenem
(stolen from here and there I
.
This jocular bit of Beethoven’s
humor frightened Schott, who
asked Beethoven how he could
expect to have it published. A
glimpse of Beethoven as a business
man is obtained in a letter from
Schott’s banker, sent from \ ienna
to Mainz and dated November 27,
1826, noting, with reference to
Beethoven’s unfulfilled promise to
deliver a manuscript:
“Dieser compositeur hat uns bis
heute noch nichts fur Sie uber-
geben.” (This composer has as yet
given us nothing for you.)
Beethoven died four months'later.
* * *
Lord Coleridge expressed his
admiration for Sir Hubert Parry,
the British composer of many a
dignified oratorio. “Your job is
not only admirable but unique.
“Why unique?” inquired the com-
poser. “Because your devil sings
in the tenor voice. All operatic
devils sing low, to symbolize the
nether regions whence they come.
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By Nicolas Slonimsky
Above: Home Model, the Hammond Organ used in more homes than any other organ.
Complete line of 2-manual-and-pedal church and home organs— $1285* and up.
ou no longer have to be rtc/i
to /lave an organ in gourhome
The newspapers of 1873 re-
ported the formation of a Parrot
Opera Company in Lima, Peru.
Thirty singing parrots presented
“Norma” at a puppet show, ac-
companied at the harmonium.
When the audience applauded, the
parrots got frightened and flew
behind the scenes. They had to be
lured with bread soaked in wine.
* * *
The manner of dressing up for
the opera was regarded as of some
importance in Victorian England.
“The Opera Box”, a weekly bulle-
tin of Her Majesty’s Theatre in
London, gives these specifications
ior an opera-goer’s attire for the
year 1850:
“The proper dress for gentle-
men who visit the opera consists
of a dress coat, plain black or
white neckcloth, and black or
“white trousers; waistcoats are left
to the fancy of the wearer.
“It may be added that, although
white trousers are admitted, black
are preferred.”
Even such an iconoclastic non-
conformist as George Bernard
Shaw had to abide by the rules,
and dutifully donned an evening
dress prescribed at the turn of the
century.
But, as a champion of equal
rights for men, he objected to the
freedom enjoyed by feminine
opera fans, and expressed himself
at length in a letter to the LON-
DON TIMES. This is what Shaw
wrote
:
“Sir
. . . The opera manage-
ment at Covent Garden regulates
the dress of its male patrons. When
is it going to do the same for the
women ?
“Saturday night I went to the
opera. I wore the costume im-
posed on me by the regulations of
the house. I fully recognize the
advantage of those regulations.
But I submit that what is sauce
for the gander is sauce for the
goose.
“Every argument that applies to
the regulation of the man’s dress
applies equally to the regulation
-of the woman’s.
“Now let me describe what actu-
ally happened to me at the opera.
Not only was I in evening dress
by compulsion, but I voluntarily
added many graces of conduct, as
to which the management made
no stipulation whatever.
“I was in my seat in time for
the first chord of the overture. I
did not chatter during the music,
nor raise my voice when the opera
was too loud for normal conversa-
tion. I did not get up and go out
when the statue music began.
“My language was fairly mod-
erate, considering the number and
nature of the improvements on
Mozart volunteered by Signor Ca-
ruso, and the respectful ignorance
of the dramatic points of the score
exhibited by the conductor and
the stage manager—if there is such
a functionary at Covent Garden.
“In short, my behavior was
exemplary.
“At nine o’clock (the opera
began at eight) a lady came in
and sat down very conspicuously
in my line of sight. She remained
there until the beginning of the
last act. I do not complain of her
coming late and going early; on
the contrary, I wish she had come
later and gone earlier.
“For this lady, who had very
black hair, had stuck over her
right ear the pitiable ^corpse of a
large white bird, which looked
exactly as if someone had killed it
by stamping on its breast and then
nailed it to the lady’s temple,
which was presumably of suffi-
cient solidity to bear the operation.
“I am not, I hope, a morbidly
squeamish person, but the specta-
cle sickened me. I presume that if
I had presented myself at the doors
with a dead snake round my neck,
a collection of black beetles pinned
to my shirtfront, and a grouse in
my hair, I should have been re-
fused admission. Why, then, is a
woman to be allowed to commit
such a public outrage?
“I suggest to the Covent Garden
authorities that, if they feel bound
to protect their subscribers against
the danger of my shocking them
with a blue tie, they are at least
equally bound to protect me
against the danger of a woman
shocking me with a dead bird.
Yours truly,
G. Bernard Shaw.”
An organ is no longer a luxury found
only in the homes of the wealthy. The
Hammond Organ has changed all that.
You can know the thrill of the world's
most versatile organ responding to
every command of your fingers on the
keys. And you can know it now.
Hammond Organ prices start at
$1285, the lowest in history. You can
quickly and easily learn to play simple
music on the Hammond Organ with
the color and feeling that only a great
organ can provide. And the Hammond
Organ fits into any size living room.
You can learn
to play the Hammond Organ
in less than a month
You needn’t know music. The fact is,
you need never have had any previous
musical experience whatever. Yet you
can learn to play at least half a dozen
simple melodies acceptably on the
Hammond Organ in less than a month.
Thousands of owners have already
done it. It's easier than you think.
Prices start at $1285 —
less than most line pianos
You can own the Hammond Organ for
less than you'd pay for most fine pianos.
Liberal terms are available through
most dealers.
The Hammond Organ
looks at home in your home
No larger than a spinet piano, the
Hammond Organ fits beautifully into
either a large or small home. No spe-
cial installation is needed. Maintenance
costs are negligible, far less than a
piano. The Hammond Organ is the
only organ in the world that never
needs tuning.
Mail the coupon today
Visit your dealer where you can see
and hear the Hammond Organ. Spend
an hour with this magnificent instru-
ment, proved by years of service in
homes and churches all over the coun-
try. For more details and the name of
your dealer, mail the coupon now.
Hammond Ojigan
MUSIC’S MOST GLORIOUS VOICE
Hammond Instrument Company
4210 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois
Without obligation, please send me . .
.
ID Information on the Hammond Organ for the home,
Q Information on the Hammond Organ for the church.
Name ••••••••
Street
*
City P.O. Zone State ii
CHURCH MODEL, used in
more than 18,000 churches.
f.o.b. Chicago. Prices indude
Federal excise tax which is
rebated to churches.
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ARTUR RUBINSTEIN uses the Steinway exclusively, as does virtually
every great
artist today: Barere, Brailowsky, Casadesus, Fleisher,
Freccia, Horowitz, Istomin,
Kapell, Kitain, Lipkin, Masselos, Milstein, Petri, Pressler,
Serkin, Sevitzky, Solomon,
Sukoenig, Walter, Weissenberg, Whittemore & Lowe, and
many more. . . . Over
1000 music schools and music departments of leading
colleges use the Steinway.
Illustrated is the Model S Grand Ebonized. Terms to suit
your individual conven-
ience. Your local Steinway representative is listed
in classified telephone directory.
A piano, you wisely decide, must be
part of his education. All his life
his mind and spirit will be enriched
by looking at life through music.
The question is, which piano?
If the Steinway were twice its
present price, you would still be
justified in insisting upon it alone!
For this glorious instrument offers
a tone unmatched in any other
piano. Steinway alone has the Dia-
phragmatic Soundboard, of hand-
picked spruce seasoned for many
long years. Steinway alone has the
Accelerated Action, so responsive
that even young fingers learn more
quickly. These and many other su-
periorities have made the Steinway
the exclusive choice of the nation’s
leading music schools and piano
teachers.
And far greater than any single
superiority is the Steinway creed—
to build the world’s finest piano. So
skillfully is the Steinway con-
structed that it will serve for many
years. If you judge it by true value,
you can afford nothing less! For
our helpful booklet, “How to Choose
Your Piano,” write Steinway & Sons,
109 W. 57th Street, New York 19,
New York.
STEINWAY THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS
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STRAUSSRICHARD
1864 1949
By James Francis Cooke
The passing of Richard Strauss on Septem-
ber 8th marks the end of the career of one of
the most momentous composers in musical
history. The phenomenon of death is simple,
natural and inevitable. It comes to all men.
But the phenomenon of giant genius, as in
the case of the great masters of art, literature,
music and science, is altogether extraordinary.
It is irreplacable and partakes of immortality.
Richard Strauss’ life span was long, like those
•of Verdi and Wagner. It was over twice that
•of Mozart and Schubert. Like Verdi and Puc-
cini, Strauss was very practical in his per-
.sonal affairs and amassed a huge fortune.
Many critics look upon Strauss as the great-
est symphonic and operatic composer since
the days of Richard Wagner and Johannes
Brahms. Unlike either Wagner or Brahms,
Strauss succeeded in both the fields of opera
and of the symphony. Now that the tragic
bitterness and hatred of war is subsiding, we
•can forget the unfortunate position in which
the master was placed during the black days
-of Nazism.
Strauss was representative of typical middle
class Bavarian families of culture which, under
the rule of the Wittelsbachs and the mentally
affected Ludwig II, brought to Munich such
art treasures as the Pinakothek and the Glyp-
tothek, as well as the flowering of the Wagner
movement. That was the era which gave to
the world the untranslatable word, “Gemii-
thlichkeit,” signifying heart-felt, good-natured
friendliness and cozy complacency.
In such an atmosphere Richard Strauss was
born, raised and developed his simple, modest,
democratic personality, which, added to his
natural genius and exhaustive musical train-
ing, gave him his high position in his art.
Despite the fact that the Waltz-Kings,
Johann Strauss, Sr., and Johann Strauss, Jr.,
were already world known, Strauss retained
his birth name, which may be translated into
English as “nosegay” or “ostrich.”
Once in Munich we passed the apartment
house at 2 Altheimerick where Richard Strauss
was born. It was unpretentious, but was much
more imposing than the dark and dingy tene-
ment in Hamburg where Johannes Brahms
first saw the light of day.
Strauss’ mother was the daughter of Pschorr,
one of the larger beer brewers of Munich. In
Bavaria the name Pschorr connotes beer just
as Schlitz, Pabst and Piel do in America. The
occupation of Baumeister in Bavaria was
never a demeaning one. Rather was it a post
which was looked upon with almost reverent
respect.
Strauss’ father was a greatly admired French
horn virtuoso, born at Parkstein in the upper
Palatinate. He played in the Royal Opera at
Munich and also taught at the Royal Academy
of Music. Strangely enough, he was an anti-
Wagnerite. His great distinction was his un-
bounded ambition to have his son become a
great master. He saw to it that the boy re-
ceived a thorough academic training as well
as a rigorous musical education. This he in-
sisted should be along strictly classical lines,
unpolluted with romantic tendencies. How-
ever, when Richard was twenty-two, he met
the idealistic Alexander Ritter at Meiningen,
who persuaded the young man to turn from
the more rigid classical forms to the freer
atmosphere of program music.
Strauss’ Opus I was a Festival March writ-
ten in 1876 when he was twelve years old. In
1884, before Strauss reached his 21st birth-
day, the ever-enterprising Theodore Thomas
gave the first performance of Strauss’ first
Symphony in F minor, Opus 12, in New York
City with the New York Philharmonic Or-
chestra.
His first opera of note, “Guntram,” was
done in 1894. This was followed by “Feuers-
not” in 1901, “Salome” in 1905, “Elektra” in
1909, and, what is generally regarded as his
greatest operatic work, “Der Rosenkavalier,”
in 1911. Since then he has produced nine
operas, none of which has been so successful
as his works written before World War I. This
might also be said of his symphonic works;
for not even his elaborate “Alpensymphonie”
and his curious “Sinfonia Domestica” are
looked upon as comparable with his magnifi-
cent symphonic poems, “Tod und Verklarung,”
“Till Eulenspiegel,” “Ein Heldenleben,” or
“Also Sprach Zarathustra.”
It is somewhat startling to realize that most
of the great critics of the world have a feeling
that the music which has been done since
World War I does (Continued on page 58)
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Goodbye, Mr. Johnson
In the spring of 1935, Giulio Gatti-Casazza,
most glamorous and most successful impre-
sario in American operatic history, resigned
a& general manager of the Metropolitan Opera
after a fabulous 27-year-reign. His successor
(following a short interregnum by Herbert
Witherspoon, who six weeks after Gatti’s de-
parture collapsed at the general manager’s
desk) was a Canadian tenor, Edward John-
son, who this month commences his final
season at the Metropolitan’s helm.
Today we know that what happened in 1935
was not merely the replacement of one man-
ager by another. When Gatti-Casazza left his
massive directorial chair (an antique piece
which Johnson promptly replaced with a
streamlined, businesslike swivel-chair), an era
had come to an end. A new and radically dif-
ferent era was to begin.
Gatti-Casazza himself, on leaving the com-
pany, had said—and his words today sound
prophetic and very wise— I have left the
Metropolitan because I feel convinced that
opera can no longer be done the way I did it.”
He had done it in the grandest possible
style. The symbols of his regime had been the
Diamond Horseshoe, the Otto H. Kahns and
Paul Cravaths, the golden voices and glamor-
ous personalities of Caruso and Chaliapin,
Jeritza and Farrar, the youthful Lily Pons,
Bori, Hempel, Rethberg, Lehmann, Gigli, and
productions of “baronial lavishness.'’
To Gatti and his era, nothing seemed im-
possible. When Oscar Hammerstein’s rival
opera house began to compete successfully
with the artistic and social glamor of the Met-
ropolitan, its wealthy stockholders restrained
Hammerstein—for a cash payment of $1,200,-
000—from giving opera anywhere in New
York or Chicago.
The Alet gave regular performances not
only in its house at Broadway and 39th Street
but also in Brooklyn (it was here that Caruso
sang his ill-fated “Elisir d’Amore”), in Bal-
timore and in Philadelphia. The company
even staged a brilliant season in Paris, with
all expenses underwritten by a few sharehold-
ers within 24 hours after manager Gatti-
Casazza had suggested the idea to board
chairman Otto H. Kahn.
At its height the organization employed 100
soloists, 150 musicians in two orchestras, and
two choruses with a roster of 180 singers.
Ever since he had first balanced his books,
in the 1913-14 season, Gatti had prided him-
self on operating the Metropolitan without a
loss, and in many a season with a profit. The
owners of the opera house, to be sure, the
shareholders of the Metropolitan Opera and
Real Estate Company, did not charge him for
the use of the building. He did not ha\ e to
worry about, or provide in his budget for
rent, insurance, real estate taxes or repairs.
What was more, no amusement tax existed in
those golden days of plenty, the era of five-
cent cigars and nickel subway fares, when
Gatti could charge as much as eight dollars
for an orchestra seat.
On October 27, 1929, when he opened the
Metropolitan for his 21st season, Gatti-
Casazza had a cash reserve of $1,200,000 in
the bank. Next day, the stock market broke.
Within a year, subscriptions had dropped
30 percent. In another year, the proud cash
reserve had been wiped out. Salaries of high-
priced singers had to be cut as much as 50
percent. The season was slashed by a whole
month. “It was the deluge,” Gatti said after-
ward, looking back in bewilderment to the
collapse of his safe, familiar world.
Soon Gatti had to ask the board of directors
for help. Grudgingly, the board raised $300,-
000. The season of 1933-34 was made possible
by a public subsidy, the first Gatti ever re-
ceived. His resignation the following year and
his departure for his native Italy were a logi-
cal consequence. His days, the days of the
world whose brilliant representative he had
been, were over. As in the larger fields of
economics and politics, the world had
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Heinslieimer
A native of Vienna, H.
W. Heinsheimer before the
war was an executive of
Universal-Edition, music
publishers, and aided the
early careers of Kurt Weill,
Ernst Krenek, Alban Berg
and other composers. He
came to America in 1938.
He is the author of the
book, "Menagerie in F-
Sharp," and numerous mag-
azine articles.
THREE GENERA-
TIONS of impresarios:
Giulio Gatli - Casazza
(left), Edward Johnson
(center), and newcomer
Rudolf Bing.
THE METROPOLITAN'S GENERAL MANAGER. AFTER
FIFTEEN HARASSING YEARS. TAKES HIS LEAVE OF OPERA
changed. A New Deal was in the making. If
the Metropolitan Opera was to live, it too had
to change.
As early as 1932, conductor Artur Bodan-
zky had spoken of the necessity of “taking the
Metropolitan out of the hands of the wealthy
few' and putting it in the hands of the general
public.” This was to be the principal task of
the Johnson era. The Metropolitan, America’s
foremost operatic enterprise, as a result was
to become more nearly an integral part of the
new, broadening cultural development that
changed the American scene rapidly and de-
cisively.
Later historians, looking back on the John-
son era at the Metropolitan, will, I think, find
his regime an important one, and in the
broader aspects of America’s musical history,
a highly successful one.
It has not been a spectacular or a glamor-
ous era. It appears pale, timid and pedestrian
beside the sparkling fireworks of the days of
the great Gatti-Casazza. It has lacked over-
whelming personalities and important pre-
mieres. It has been a hard, unending struggle
with rapidly changing times. Yet it has
marked the transition of the Metropolitan
from an exclusive club, to which the general
public was rather grudgingly admitted, to
something that approximates an opera house
for the people. This might well be a more per-
manent and more important achievement than
all the glitter of the past.
The transition was far-reaching and violent.
Nothing seems to typify it better than the
disappearance of the “Diamond Horseshoe,”
the world-famous semicircle of boxes on the
Grand Tier which in 1940 was replaced by
rows of seats and a broadcasting booth.
In the beginning the Metropolitan was es-
sentially two tiers of boxes with an opera
house built around them. The Metropolitan
Opera and Real Estate Company came into
being because fashionable New York of the
80’s found there were not enough boxes at the
old Academy of Music to go around. A new,
bigger opera house seemed the only way to
provide more boxes at the opera, and accord-
ingly n. 1883 the Metropolitan opened its
doors for the first time.
The “yellow-brick brew'ery” at 39th and
Broadway was owned by the Metropolitan
Opera and Real Estate Company. The Metro-
politan Opera Association, the actual produc-
ing organization, collected all box-office re-
ceipts, paid no rent and had no obligation to
the Real Estate Company except to present
opera six nights a week.
Shareholders—those who held at least 300
shares in the Metropolitan Opera and Real
Estate Company—for their part had the per-
manent use of a box at the Metropolitan. They
were the elite of New York society. The social
glitter of the Metropolitan was eclipsed by
only one event during the season—the Horse
Show at Madison Square Garden. Everybody
knew where the Vanderbilts, the Astors, the
Juilliards and Morgans, the Goulds, Whit-
neys, Belmonts, Fahnestocks and Kahns were
seated. These were the proud people who
could afford to provide Gatti-Casazza with the
free use of the house, and who did not, in
those golden days, expect any return for their
investment, and their assessments for upkeep
and repairs, except the boxes with their names
on gilded plates at the doors.
But even before 1929, cracks had appeared
in the solid front of socialites. Boxes had been
sold like seats on the Stock Exchange, some
fetching as much as $200,000. Soon after
Edward Johnson took office, the restlessness
among the shareholders became dangerously
apparent. In an era of changing social values,
and the harsh economic and political realities
of the New Deal, being seen in a box on open-
ing night seemed too insignificant a return
for an investment of $200,000.
In July, 1939, the crisis broke wide open.
The board of directors of the Metropolitan
Opera and Real Estate Company announced
that “financial difficulties of operating the
Metropolitan Opera House have become so
serious that its owners have decided to place
before stockholders a proposal for the sale
of the famous old structure.” The threat was
that the company would forget about Metro-
politan Opera and remember only Real
Estate.
The way the crisis was met seems typical of
the changing times. In 1910, when Hammer-
stein’s competing enterprise had threatened
the Metropolitan, a few shareholders had
quietly gotten together and, over highballs
and curling cigars, had raised the $1,200,000
necessary to buy out the troublesome rival.
Gentlemen could deal with small matters like
this without troubling the outside world.
In 1940 the outside world was troubled vio-
lently. As soon as announcement was made of
the impending sale, and possible demolition
of the building, a drive on the largest possible
scale was organized. It was spearheaded by
the Metropolitan Opera Guild, a nationwide
organization of opera lovers founded soon
after Johnson had taken office. Under the
energetic leadership of Mrs. August Belmont,
the Guild had mobilized some 18,000 mem-
bers all over the country. The Guild had been
successful in arranging radio shows, lectures,
groups of “friends of the Metropolitan,” and
opera performances at which school children
got a taste of opera for a nominal fee.
With local chapters of the Guild setting the
pace, the appeal for funds was carried to
the people by radio, newspapers, magazines,
phone calls and in-person solicitation. The
goal was a million dollars. It was reached
within a few months. Contributions were sent
in by 42,000 people. A third of the amount
was contributed by radio listeners, many of
whom had never been inside the opera house.
The house was purchased from the Real
Estate Company, which now vanished from
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the scene. The Diamond Horseshoe boxes that
had housed its shareholders disappeared. Only
once a year, on opening night, did the old
crowd which had occupied them still make a
timid appearance among the flashbulbs and
the stares of onlookers who didn t know their
names any more.
Passed on, Mr. Johnson discovered to his
grief, were more than the generation of great
sponsors. Where were the great singers, the
fabulous voices and colorful personalities that
had filled the house no matter what else was
happening on the stage or in the pit? They,
too, had passed on. Many were dead. Others
had aged. The great days of their box office
magnetism were gone. It will forever be a
bright page in the ledger of Johnson s regime
that he met this situation courageously and
head-on. He did not try to cover up. He did a
brave and sensible thing. He replaced prima
donnas with ensembles. For the one great aria
the crowd had come to be thrilled by, he sub-
stituted an integrated reading of the score.
For a spectacle, he substituted a musicianly
performance.
As early as 1937 Johnson reversed tradi-
tion by staging an apparently dangerous num-
ber of works that had never been popular in
former days. In a single season he revived
Beethoven’s “Fidelio,” Moussorgsky s Boris,
which had not been given since it had served
as a vehicle for Chaliapin, Falstaff, Simon
Boccanegra” and “Otello” by Verdi, and
Gluck’s “Orfeo.”
To everybody’s amazement, this policy paid
dividends. Johnson had guessed correctly that
his public had matured and was now able
to assimilate masterworks, not merely the
phenomenon of a high C or an extended trill.
“Otello,” ’ always considered a lemon at the
box office, turned out to have the season’s
second largest number of performances. Other
revivals did equally well. The public heard
them and clamored for more.
In relying on the ensemble rather than the
star, Johnson no doubt made a virtue of ne-
cessity. With the exception of Flagstad, who
made her Metropolitan debut during the
1934-1935 season, no stars had been brought
forward in the early days of his regime who
were comparable to the greats of Gatti’s day.
Instead, the stars—again indicating the trend
toward serious, well-rounded performance
that seemed to be wanted by a maturing pub-
lic—began to appear in the pit. Under John-
son’s management a brilliant procession of
great conductors performed at the Metro-
politan.
Sir Thomas Beecham, George Szell, Bruno
Walter, the three Fritzes, Busch, Stiedry and
Reiner excited audiences and created box
office interest by the all-round quality of their
performances.
The experience of “Otello” was repeated
again and again. Mozart, a neglected step-
child in the past, became a successful rival to
such standbys as “Faust” and “Aida.” Three
operas by Richard Strauss, “Rosenkavalier,”
“Salome” and “Elektra,” were presented in a
single season. Last year the revival of “Sa-
lome” under Fritz Reiner was a genuine tri-
umph of a great work performed flawlessly
on stage and in the pit.
The Johnson era also brought about an im-
portant change in the roster of singers.
Again, whether intentionally or through sheer
necessity, the result was better integration
of
the Metropolitan with the American cultural
climate. Three years after taking office, John-
son had replaced over 50 percent of his
singers. Brilliant young voices began appear-
ing from all parts of America.
During Johnson’s regime such singers as
Helen Traubel, Patrice Munsel, Rose Bamp-
ton, Eleanor Steber, Nadine Conner, Rise
Stevens, Dorothy Kirsten, Leonard Warren,
James Melton, Jan Peerce, and Charles Kull-
man, to name only a few, were brought into
prominence. This policy became increasingly
important as the war shut off importations
from Europe. By 1943 more than half the
singers of the Metropolitan were Americans,
and the war and its dislocations never seri-
ously embarrassed the Met’s casting depart-
ment.
During the 15 years of Johnson’s manage-
ment the trend of the Metropolitan has been
as never before toward becoming not merely
an opera house but an American institution.
It is no longer a real estate operation,
nor
primarily a place of social glamor. No matter
how many crises appear on the horizon—and
they appear as regularly as swallows in spring
—the Metropolitan appears too firmly estab-
lished in the hearts of Americans to be seri-
ously jeopardized. The success of its spring
tours, developed and expanded under John-
son and now covering the country from coast
to coast, combined with the popularity of its
weekly broadcast, is the last and perhaps most
important step in the process of decentraliza-
tion and nationwide popularizing of the Met
that has been the principal feature of the
Johnson era.
Soon a new manager will take over—Ru-
dolf Bing, a man trained in business as well
as in the brilliant and successful organization
of big musical enterprises on the Continent
and in England. He will bring with him a
wealth of experience and a thorough knowl-
edge of the repertoire, of singers and of con-
ductors. How will he adjust himself to the
spiritual climate and the economic and ar-
tistic conditions in America today?
His background and his training in the
terrifying years of the past decade indubita-
bly have opened his eyes to the realities of
our times. His proved organizational skill and
enterprising spirit make him appear a logical
choice to continue what was begun in the
Johnson era.
In any case, he, like Johnson, will be an
instrument of the exciting and inspiring forces
that mold America’s cultural destiny, the forces
that have governed the Johnson era and have
made these past 15 years an important and
constructive chapter in the history of Amer-
ican music.
Good luck, Mr. Bing. Goodbye, Mr. John-
son—and thank you!
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WHAT IS YOUR VOCAL PROBLEM?
A NEW SERVICE
FOR ETUDE READERS
Have you ever wished you
might talk about singing with
a world-famous Metropolitan
Opera star?
With this issue, ETUDE be-
gins a new department, each
month inviting a top-ranking
singer to be guest editor.
This month ETUDE pre-
sents Lauritz Melchior, heroic
tenor of the Metropolitan and
star of concert, radio, movies.
Born in Denmark, Mr. Mel-
chior sang leading Wagnerian
roles in European opera
houses before coming to the
Metropolitan. He began his
career as a baritone, switched
to tenor when his teacher dis-
covered he possessed high
notes of extraordinary power
and clarity.
Of immense physical stam-
ina, Mr. Melchior is 6'4" tall,
weighs 200 pounds. He has
sung more performances of
more Wagnerian roles than
any other tenor in Metropoli-
tan history . . . has sung as
many as four taxing Wagner-
ian roles in one week.
An ardent sportsman, he
has hunted lions in Africa,
Kodiak bears in Alaska and
smaller game in most parts of
the U. S. and Europe.
As a youngster, Melchior
was a member of the Royal
Guard in Denmark. Many
other ex-guardsmen, all six
feet tall or over, have landed
in the U. S. For some years
they’ve held a reunion at Mel-
chior’s New York home, com-
plete with smorgasbord, aqua-
vit and target practice with .22
pistols.
Melchior’s w'ife, “Kleincli-
en”, was a celebrated movie
actress in Germany. They met
when Melchior was forced to
bail out of a small plane, para-
chuting into “Kleinchen’s”
garden. It was love at first
sight.
Next month’s guest editor
will he Rose Bampton, Ohio-
born dramatic soprano of the
Metropolitan, who will answer
questions of general vocal in-
terest with especial reference
to the soprano voice.
Answered by LAURITZ MELCHIOR,
Famed Metropolitan Opera Tenor
so damage it in the meantime. There’s no one
on the faculty or nearby who gives voice
lessons, so I must wait to study until I return
home two years from now. My parents claim
that because I studied piano as a boy I don’t
Lauritz Melchior . . . He broke
all previous Wagner records.
really need experience in choral work to read
music satisfactorily. But I want to do it any-
way. Will it harm my voice?
A. No, I do not believe that choral work
would harm your voice in the least. Since you
have a baritone voice you will be singing in
a register which is medium, neither too high,
nor too low, as a first bass. Choral singing is
a great help later on for the singer if he has
to do ensemble singing. It trains the ear so
that your voice harmonizes with others and
you learn the finesse of a nuance.
Not to be forgotten is the experience of
comradeship and fun one has in such a choral
group.
To Sing or Play the Horn
Q. Is there any reason why playing the
saxophone would hurt my son’s voice? He’d
like to resume his saxophone study to play
in the college band. His father and I think
he’ll enjoy voice (Continued on page 51)
Songs for a Young Concert Tenor
Q. I’d like to encourage one of my young
students, a tenor of 20 years old, to plan a
recital program. His range is from A below
middle C to high A. What would you
suggest that he include?
A. I would suggest Schubert,
Brahms, Hugo Wolf, and possibly
Grieg, along with the American com-
posers, Victor Herbert, Jerome Kern
and others. If he is a good linguist
there are some very beautiful French,
Spanish and Italian songs. Choosing
songs for his recital depends upon
the quality and type of the tenor’s
voice.
Solo Versus Choral Singing
Q. I am 18 years old, have what some call a
rather pleasing baritone, and have been eager
for some time to join the glee club at the
university I attend, but my parents are un-
certain about the wisdom of my doing it.
They want me to train with an individual
teacher after I graduate from the university
and fear I may use my voice incorrectly and
Early Adult Voice Culture
Q. My son’s voice seems to have
matured at rather an early age. He
has been a member of a boys’ choir
in which he sang 2nd soprano and
did considerable solo work. Now at
16 his voice sounds ready for further
training. Is it wise to begin adult
training at this early age?
A. Yes, if your son’s voice has ma-
tured, he could start working with it.
Of course, with intelligence, and he
must avoid arias and too heavy a
type song. The most important thing
is that he is put into the hands of a
first class and honest voice teacher
who is capable of teaching him the
fundamental technique of singing
—
especially breath control, for from
this, everything will develop. There’s
an old saying, “There are no good singing
teachers, only intelligent pupils.” There is a
great deal to this old proverb.
If the pupil does not understand what his
teacher wants of him, or the pupil feels that
the teaching is hurting him, he should stop
at once and find someone else. One other im-
portant item for a young singer ... he should
study piano as well as languages. He should
also listen to as much good music as he can,
and from other artists he will learn what to
do and what not to do.
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How to Win Pupils
and Impress Parents
HAVING managed to make aliving for twenty-five years
giving piano lessons, a rec-
ord exceeding that of any of the
pedagogs in the twenty-teacher
school where I have my studio, I
believe that other struggling souls
may profit by the knowledge I
have gained.
First, to be a success as a pi-
ano teacher in the average small
town, don’t be a performer. Leave
the organs on Sunday to the tried
and true inhabitants of the com-
munity who use their talents for
a much needed emotional outlet.
You will make bitter enemies if
you allow yourself to be per-
suaded to encroach on their rights.
Even if you are urged to show off
at women’s clubs, parties, or as-
sembly programs, turn a polite
but cold shoulder. Run no risk of
allowing others to criticize your
technique, your ability, or your
new fall outfit. It pays to take no
chances on being too closely scru-
tinized and inevitably criticized.
By Daniel Aras
This situation can be strategically
handled by always pushing one of
your pupils forward. Even if
the young Rubinstein stumbles
through things, mammas and pa-
pas, and their relatives and friends
will be amazingly unconscious of
errors but highly appreciative of
his performance.
Second, never look as if you
need tuition in order to live. In
building up your class, be busi-
ness-like, and be interested in each
pupil. Never beg for a pupil, and,
under no conditions, go near a
rival teacher’s following, even
though starvation seems right
around the corner. “The customer
is always right” policy must be
pursued after your bills have been
presented. Every lost minute must
be made up to your pupil, despite
the fact that the minute lost was
not your fault. Don’t haggle over
your pay. Though your records
are kept with care, you had bet-
ter lose the price of a piece of mu-
sic than dispute mamma’s word.
To have the reputation of giving
full value for the money you re-
ceive is the most powerful class
builder I know.
Third, have the classics as your
goal in teaching, but don’t neglect
to teach simple familiar tunes. I
recommend that every pupil be
made to learn the gospel hymns
used in his church. For little Mary
or Johnnie to be able to play at
Sunday School just once in a life-
time will please parents and
preacher so much that they’ll sing
your praises long and loud, al-
though they probably can't sing
smoothly to the young hopeful’s
accompaniment on that eventful
Sunday morning.
Fourth, use plenty of praise and
encouragement in dealing with
parents and pupils. It is not neces-
sary to exaggerate or tell an out-
right untruth
;
but do be tactful
—
never sarcastic nor cross. Temper
the truth, if it would cause un-
necessary hurt. “Johnny does
well, if yon consider all the other
things he has to do,” sounds much
better than “Johnny will never do
anything with piano, for he never
practices.” “Mary is adorable; I
love her devotedly,” (if you do)
is much pleasanter than “The
child can’t learn to play the pi-
ano; you’re wasting your money.”
You’ll never convince any parent
that the latter remark is true, any-
way, and you’ll simply build
up your competitor’s class—not
yours.
Fifth, never tell how many
pupils you have enrolled. This
sounds like a trivial thing, but
believe me, it isn’t. Once you have
announced the size of your class,
mental calculations begin all
around you and conclusions are
reached. The result is that your
public, jealous of your “stagger-
ing” income, decides you have
too many pupils and can’t do each
one justice, or that your paltry
income shows what a poor, unpop-
ular teacher you really are.
Sixth, be impartial and consid-
erate. On every recital program
avoid starring even your geniuses.
“Equal rights with equal oppor-
tunity for all,” always gives any
American a sense of well-being.
Recitals must shriek this doctrine.
By the way, don’t let your mu-
sicals be too long. Slash Beethoven
and Brahms if necessary. They
can only haunt you, whereas a
modern parent, worn out with a
long recital, can decide that none
of the children has learned much.
Of All Things
Never Get Discouraged! Verdi was turned down by the Milan
Conservatorio for lack of musical aptitude. Caruso, who received over
S3,000,000 from his recordings alone, sang regularly with a group of
dancers and singers in an outdoor tavern in Sorrento. Dvorak, son
of a village butcher and zither player, was employed to play at a
village inn for his meals and a few' shillings. He also played in a local
insane asylum. He said, “As for Mozart and Beethoven, I only knew
they existed.” Our own Lawrence Tibbett is said to have been turned
down by his high school glee club because his voice was not good
enough.
Organ Advertisement in a London Paper: Allison Getson (St.
Martins, Herfordshire) specializes in weddings, funerals, etc., at short
notice; also weekday and occasional Sunday services London and
County within any distance covered by the local fee. (Altered to
insure anonymity.)
When Is Color Television Coining? Television has a long way
to go to reach as large a public as radio. It has been roughly estimated
that there are 2,000,000 television sets in operation while there are
over 80,000,000 radio sets in use. Color television will give an immense
boost to television, but according to one large manufacturer, color
adapters for present sets will cost from $300 to $500 and the tooling
up to make such sets will require months of preparation. Another
equally prominent television corporation announces that adapters
should be on the market priced from $35.00 upwards and should be
procurable in the not too distant future.
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LET’S HELP OUR
YOUNG ORCHESTRAS
An Amateur Group
is Harder to Conduct
Than the Boston Symphony
As Told by Arthur Fiedler to Rose Heylbut
Tomorrow’s concertmasters, first-desk wood-
winds and brass experts are cutting their mu-
sical eye-teeth in thousands of high school
orchestras all over the country. Whether or
not these young players later become profes-
sionals, they are exposed to fine music.
They participate in performance under the
same disciplines of musicianship and ensem-
ble playing as those of great symphony or-
chestras. They are introduced to music of the
masters during their most plastic years . . .
and they gain a taste for music, exactly as
school games inculcate a taste for sports.
On the face of it this mass development of
music participation augurs well for tomor-
row’s performers, and tomorrow’s listeners
also. Not everyone can play in the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. On the other hand, sub-
scribers are no less important than string
players to the success of an orchestra season.
But in music as in most things, mere num-
bers are no guarantee of excellence. If ever)'
student in every high school from Bar Harbor
to San Diego had a fiddle or horn in his
hands, our national music standard would not
be elevated thereby. First steps in improving
the high school orchestra cannot be taken by
the young players themselves. They cannot
acquire good musicianship without expert,
flexible, understanding guidance.
School authorities should select as conduc-
tors, or orchestra supervisors, the best talent
available. Only those who are solidly equipped
to teach and help, as well as to conduct, should
be entrusted with a high school orchestra.
In some respects a junior amateur orches-
tra is much harder to conduct than the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. Seasoned musicians are
fluent sight-readers and have mastered the
techniques of their instruments.
Young performers, however, must master
their instruments at the same time they are
performing.
Therefore the high school conductor’s first
task is to eliminate purely mechanical difficul-
ties. He must be able to explain phrasings,
meanings, colorings. He must be able to stop
ARTHUR
FIEDLER
has spent 30 years with the Boston Symphony, 20 conducting its “Pop”
concerts. A native Bostonian, he studied violin in Berlin until the
outbreak of World War I. Before starting the “Pops” lie played violin,
viola, organ, piano and percussion in the Boston Symphony.
at any given point to clear up purely tech-
nical, and often elementary, problems. He
must understand the technique of every in-
strument, and must be capable of explaining
any problems of bowing, fingering, transposi-
tion that may arise. The high school orchestra
cannot possibly be better than its director.
Next comes the problem of ensemble.
Strings, reeds and brass must “speak” with
the conductor’s beat, not a flash later. A help-
ful trick is to teach players to sit where they
can see the conductor out of the corners of
their eyes, following the notes at the same
time.
Reading should be stressed as a separate
technical drill, as important as practicing
scales. Not only at rehearsal, but in every
spare moment. The best way to perfect sight-
reading is to read, read, read!
If a knotty spot is revealed in a reading
rehearsal, keep going, regardless of mistakes.
And keep in rhythm. In this way one finds out
where the hard spots are. The time to smooth
them over is after they have been located.
While aptitude for sight-reading is largely
an inborn gift, like absolute pitch, reading
fluency can be developed and improved. The
most experienced conductors use the metro-
nome to establish and verify basic rhythms.
Even the sense of pitch can be improved.
Lacking absolute pitch, the musician might
acquire the habit of carrying a tuning-fork,
using odd moments to get the sound of its tone
in his ear. Once you have established one
tone, it is easy to relate it to other tones. You
may never develop absolute pitch, but you can
improve your sense of intonation with prac-
tice.
Another helpful idea is to let the junior or-
chestra supplement its playing of good music
by listening to authoritative recordings of
works being rehearsed
. . . experience the mu-
sic as a finished, flowing whole.
Material for high school orchestras should
be chosen with great care. The object is to
find music of the best sort which young per-
formers will find both interesting and play-
able. Because of the technical limitations of
the high school orchestras, this is not always
easy.
Hence the supervisor must do a great deal
of research among two kinds of music—orig-
inal compositions played as their composers
wrote them, and arrangements or simplifica-
tions of practically any symphonic work.
Either is good, providing the original works
are of sufficient interest to hold youthful
attention, and the arrangements are valid
musically, not merely cheap dealings-out of
tunes.
It is odd that the chief argument for turning
classic themes into ( Continued on page 54)
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USE the Pedal - Don't ABUSE it
Clarity and effective phrasing depend
on skillful use of the damper pedal
By Bruce Benward
THE NEW RECORDS
A new Columbia release presents the
Cleveland Orchestra, under the direction
of George Szell, praying Schumann’s Sym-
phony No. 4. in D Minor. The work is
heard in a craftsmanlike performance under
Mr. Szell.
•
Columbia also offers Chausson’s Sym-
phony in B-flat, Op. 20, performed by
Dimitri Mitropoulos and the Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra. It is a fine, lush per-
formance of a big romantic work done with
immense vigor and gusto.
•
Record collectors are eagerly tracking
down first copies of a newly-released item,
the bass aria, “Vecchia zimarra senli
from “La Boheme,” as sung by the tenor
Enrico Caruso.
Though the record’s existence has long
been known, only a handful of people had
ever heard it until it was released last
month by RCA-Victor. Four copies of the
original are known to exist, and it was from
one of these that Victor’s repressing was
made.
Caruso’s voice became darker and heavier
toward the end of his career. In his record-
ing of the duet from “La Forza del Destino”
it is often difficult to tell which voice is
Caruso’s and which is that of Scotti, the
baritone. Caruso did not formally appear as
a basso, however, until Feh. 10, 1916, at
a Metropolitan performance of “La Boheme”
in Philadelphia. The recording of “Vecchia
zimarra” was a result of that performance.
On the train from New Y ork, Andres de
Segurola had suddenly become hoarse. There
was no understudy for the role of Colline
and Caruso advised the basso to hold back
until he finished his big aria.
The excitement of performance was too
much for Segurola, however. He gave his
all and at the end of the third act, with his
big moment approaching, stood backstage
unable to utter a sound.
The audience never knew anything was
wrong. They saw Colline enter, wearing his
green coat and broad slouch hat, to sing
his big aria. There was applause at the end
of the aria; then Caruso left the stage,
reentered as Rodolfo and the act finished
as usual.
Though Caruso’s lour de force was not
made public, word of it got around and
Victor asked Caruso to make a recording of
the aria for its private files. The record
was never released generally. “It would not
be fair to the other bassos,” was Caruso’s
joking explanation.
One copy went to Caruso; another to
Bruno Zirato, then his secretary and now
assistant manager of the New York Phil-
harmonic-Symphony; another to Calvin G.
Child, then head of Victor Records; another
to Polacco, conductor of the Philadelphia
“Boheme” performance.
Only half a dozen records were made in
all, Over the years some were lost, others
were broken.
Last summer Wallace Butterworth, who
operates a record-rarities program, “Voices
That Live,” over the ABC network, tracked
down a copy in California. It belonged to
Dr. Mario Marafioti, for many years house
physieian at the Metropolitan. Butterworth
persuaded Dr. Marafioti to part with his
record, and turned it over to RCA-Victor.
The esoteric record is being produced at
the RCA-Victor plant, but copies may be
had only by writing to “Voices That Live,
c/o Station WJZ, New York.
It’s sad to see a talented student pianist
arouse the enthusiasm of his audience thiough
his dexterity, speed, and gamut of dynamics,
and then neutralize the effect by holding his
right foot on the sustaining pedal.
Undoubtedly it is confusing to the very
young student to be told, “Use the pedal in
this composition,” but "never in this one.
Teachers must not be satisfied merely to point
out the pedaling spots, but must make this
advice convincing by explanation.
Much of the keyboard music written dur-
ing the 17th century was intended for the
harpsichord or clavichord, which possessed
much less sustaining quality than our present
day piano. The measured clarity of each scale
and arpeggio passage of this period seem to
rule out the grandiose pedal effects of the 19th
or 20th century.
Moreover, a close look at the history of
theory would bear out the fact that musicians
of the period were still thinking in terms of
counterpoint, and scarcely gave the new sci-
ence of chords a serious thought. In order for
contrapuntal music to be understood, all com-
peting voices must be clearly heard. Thus,
obviously, the sustaining pedal has no use in
the music of Buxtehude, Couperin, Rameau,
Purcell, Scarlatti, and Bach.
It was in the 18th century that the piano
came into extensive use, and with it came a
“knee pedal” which lifted the dampers from
the strings. Mozart remarked about a piano
which was made by Stein and seemed to
function especially well so far as the sustain-
ing pedal was concerned. He apparently sanc-
tioned its use but did not include directions
for its employment in his compositions.
Cautious editors of 18th century sonatas
often leave out pedal indications altogether,
and allow the performer to choose where to
apply the sustaining pedal.
The romantic style of the 19th century de-
mands discreet but rather lush use of the
pedal. It was during this period that com-
posers began to give more explicit directions
for pedal usage, although some like Schu-
mann, for instance, directed “pedal at the
discretion of the performer.” A good rule to
remember in this style, as in others: lift the
sustaining pedal whenever there is a possi-
bility of running the sounds of two conflicting
harmonies together. When coaching students
in romantic compositions, teachers should
be just as meticulous and demanding in pedal
accuracy as in other styles.
Unfortunately, a great deal of the music
from the impressionistic period has been pub-
lished in France, and is provided with no
pedal directions. However, music of this pe-
riod lends itself admirably to sustained ef-
fects, as was obviously the intention of the
composers. Because areas which imply a sin-
gle harmony are usually extensive in this
style, pedal may be used frequently without
blurring conflicting harmonies. In fact, if not
pedaled sufficiently, much of this music may
sound severe, brittle, lackluster, meaningless.
Contemporary music needs little instruction
from the teacher in the proper methods of
pedaling. Most composers of the present day
see the need for detailed directions for the
use of the damper pedal and usually include
these in the space beneath the staves.
It is rather strange that such an important
item as a sustaining pedal is not dealt with
more methodically in technical practice. I
am not acquainted with a single volume of
exercises designed to coordinate the action
of the right foot with the action of the fingers.
The Second Impromptu of Schubert forms
an excellent exercise for the study of pedal
effects, as do the “Papillons” of Schumann
and the Bagatelles of Beethoven. Most of the
Nocturnes of Chopin require a superior
knowledge of pedal usage and should be prac-
ticed only by more advanced pianists. These
compositions are excellent also for developing
the “singing tone” Chopin possessed.
There’s quite a difference between the lega-
to effect produced entirely by the fingers
and the sustained effect produced at least
in part by the damper pedal. Discrimination
between these two types of execution is most
important to the mature pianist.
After a student has finished a passage
using incorrect pedal applications, I usually
repeat the section myself, enlarging his mis-
takes. He will then usually deny his errors
and set about to repeat the section, proving
I was wrong in my criticism. It is at this
point that the student begins to listen to his
own playing in earnest, and the problem is
solved
. .
. not with a critical set of directions,
but by a careful analysis of the students
own sound production.
Author Bruce Benward is Professor of Pian0
and Theory at the University of Arkansas-
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Can Students learn to Think?
By GUY MAIER, Mus. Doc.
Read this letter from a fine young teacher
who prefers to be anonymous—but don’t
weep!
“I sometimes despairingly wonder if any-
thing short of an atom bomb or dynamite
could get an active response from some of my
pupils
;
but I console myself with the beautiful
thought that the teacher learns so much from
these obtuse little dar-r-r-lings ! Of course I
have the other kind, too.
“In school most of them are learning only
to be as mediocre as everyone else around
them. The bewildered, agonized glance the
piano teacher gets when they are asked for
the first time to think for themselves would
melt a heart of stone. But they soon learn
that mine is made of harder stuff! It seems
to me that overcoming this indifference and
inertia is the main problem of the present
day teacher.”
How those sentiments echo our own gloomy
thoughts at the end of one of those long, dark
teaching days, when all efforts to sow a love
for music and for recreating it at the piano
fall on stony ground. But let’s not despair.
The most that we can expect is that our own
dynamism and enthusiasm for music will
finally reap a good crop of young people who,
through our influence will grow up with the
love for music firmly implanted. I know many
men and women from twenty-five years and
up who “dropped” their piano playing after
a few years of study in youth, but who have
joyously resumed it; so you see, those seeds
sown by good teachers have simply delayed
sprouting.
As to persuading the dar-r-r-lings to think,
let s consider ourselves fortunate if one or
two out of ten ever get that far. We’ve al-
ways known, alas, that the public schools are
of no help in developing the thinking process.
We can only plod along stubbornly, secure
in the thought that the discipline required by
well taught piano study is one of the best mind
trainers. Besides, it offers young people an
ideal balance of mental, physical, and emo-
tional exercise during their growing years.
Always remember too, if you can’t make ’em
think, your explicit directions for home prac-
tice can insinuate drill and discipline, which
in themselves exact no small measure of con-
centration from the student. What’s more to
the point, practically all of them thrive on
drill. It is a pity the public schools do not
impose more of it on the little dar-r-r-lings.
Here’s a letter from one of those fortunate
teachers with a long waiting list: “This year
there seemed to be only three possibilities for
me: (1) teach fewer pupils, (2) give pupils
less time, (3) teach in groups. No. 1 was out,
for I’ve thought many times of dropping ten
or twelve pupils but could never solve the
problem of who it should be. There seemed
to be some special reason for keeping each
one. As to No. 2, I tried giving each pupil
less time, substituting half-hour lessons for
forty-five minutes. After a month of that I
learned what I knew before I started, that
forty-seven pupils are still forty-seven prob-
lems, whether you have them with you thirty
or forty-five minutes a week, and that the
problem children become more so when the
teacher sees them only thirty minutes at a
time.
“As to No. 3, I am all for group lessons
but there are many questions I haven’t been
able to answer. How group the pupils? I
can t find four or five in the same age group
who are at all near the same grade of advance-
ment.
. . .
How much to charge?
. . .
Then
there is the problem of getting students to
come twice weekly. Many live in small towns
twenty to forty miles distant and depend on
a member of the family to drive them. Do
you think it advisable to attempt a group for
only one hour weekly? I hesitate to do that.
Do you think that I should plunge into group
work in spite of obstacles? Should I drop
some pupils, or do both? Or should I hunt
another job?”
The letter is signed “Desperately.” (Ah,
these poor, despairing teachers with waiting
lists!
)
But why is this fine teacher faced with her
present dilemma? First, because she is a
sincere, first-rate teacher; second, because
she is an excellent solo pianist, and very
wisely insists on practicing, studying, and
making progress as a player as well as teach-
ing a full schedule. In her search for free
time I would suggest that she start with those
ten or twelve impossible-to-drop pupils and
insist on grouping them in one hour weekly
classes. If they object and drop out, okay.
It doesn’t matter a bit if the class ages run
from twelve to sixteen or seven to eleven, or
if the grade of advancement varies. The older
and more advanced pupils take a paternal in-
terest in the younger ones, who in turn ad-
mire their more skilled colleagues.
Dr. Guy Maier, Noted Pianist,
Writer and Musical Educator
As for timidity in tackling such one-hour-
a-week classes, may I say that excellent results
have been achieved by good teachers who
have tried it. Why not put only three students
in such a group, charge each of them your
regular half-hour private lesson fee, and occa-
sionally give them an additional private half-
hour check-up lesson? (I am generally
opposed to half-hour lessons except in the
case of very young children.) That ought to
satisfy everybody, and will give you addi-
tional free time besides a slight financial lift.
But don’t despair; just do some experi-
menting and let the pupils pay for it. As for
another “job,” I’m sure you wouldn’t like it
half so much as teaching, and besides, you
wouldn’t be nearly so good at it!
A Phrasing Tip
Again I caution students against accenting
or stressing the first note of any phrase. To
do so is unmusical and insensitive. Did you
ever hear a good violinist, ’cellist, or singer
do it? Of course not! Then why should pi-
anists be the exception—we who must be for-
ever on our guard against excessive percus-
sion in playing lyric shapes? A phrase must
be “warmed up” and vitalized after the first
note. How can it grow, when it is already
plunked out?
Chief cause of this murderous accent is the
falling down or sinking of the arm at the
beginning of a phrase—a practice unwisely
advocated by many teachers. If you must dip
or drop something on the keys, do it after
you have played your first phrase note. In
that way you will avoid the bump. If instead
of diving into the phrase, you play the begin-
ning with the finger tip in key contact, then
raise your wrist or elbow slightly, you will
set the phrase naturally on its way, ready to
be shaped coolly or ardently, as the composer
directs.
IS
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Schubert leading a charade, “The Fall of Adam.” Water color by Kupelwieser.
The Ariel of Music
Robert Haven Schauffler’s new life of
Franz Schubert is a distinguished biography
MUSIC LOVER’S BOOKSHELF
By B. MEREDITH CADMAN
“FRANZ SCHUBERT.” By Robert Haven
Schauffler. Pages, 427. Publisher, G. P. Put-
nam’s Sons.
Probably no book is ever great unless the
author finds joy in its making, and that is
what Robert Haven Schauffler has shown in
his remarkable series of three biographies on
Beethoven, Brahms, Schumann, and now
Schubert. The author has been an indefatiga-
ble writer, poet, lecturer and essayist all his
life. He has written over 70 books. After grad-
uation from Princeton he went to Berlin to
study musicology and the ’cello. After a short
period playing in a professional trio, he de-
termined upon writing as a career.
In reading Mr. Schauffler’s “Franz Schu-
bert.” your reviewer feels that this is perhaps
his best book. It is written with great insight
and sympathy. To this he has been able to add
much new factual information derived from
the exhaustive studies of Professor 0. E.
Deutsch of Cambridge University.
Mr. Schauffler is more interested in pre-
senting an actual word photograph of the man
than in giving a fantastic picture distorted by
silly romanticism. However, he does make
Schubert walk through his pages as a living
man and not an archeological ghost. The util-
ization of Schubert’s own letters contributes
much to this. In 1797 Franz Schubert wrote a
letter which exposes his feelings and condition
when a boy composer better than it could be
done in volumes. Here is the way in which Mr.
Schauffler presents it : “A sheet of music once
used by the boy choristers of the Imperial
Chapel has been preserved. It is a copy of the
third alto part of Peter Winter’s First Mass.
On it a boyish hand once scribbled some flour-
ishes and these words:
‘Schubert, Franz,
Crowed for the last time,
the 26th July, 1812.’
“Franzl’s voice had broken. Nevertheless,
he was allowed to stay on for some months at
the Convict. Considering that he w'as sur-
rounded by adoring young friends and that
Ruzicka gave him encouragement and dis-
criminating appreciation, his creativeness
was probably as well off there as it would
have been at home. It is, however, hard to
agree with Flower that the Convict was an ex-
cellent nurturer of genius, or with Grove that
the school had much to answer for. To my
mind, it was neither very good nor very bad
for his music. He might have fared much
worse elsewhere.
“True, the following letter of his to Fer-
dinand describes hardships that seem bitter
to us of today but which were then the usual
thing in Austrian schools:
November 24, 1812
“
‘Let me blurt right out what’s on my
heart, and so come sooner to the purpose of
this letter, and not hold you up by beating
about the bush.
“
‘For a good while now I’ve been consider-
ing my condition, and have concluded that on
the whole it is good, but is here and there sus-
ceptible of improvement. You know from ex-
perience that sometimes one would like to eat
a roll and a couple of apples ; all the more so
when, after a mediocre dinner, one can expect
only a wretched supper, and, at that, eight
and a half hours later. ... So how would it be
if every month you let a couple of kreutzer
wander my way? You yourself wouldn’t feel
it, while I, in my monk’s cell, would consider
myself happy and content.
“
‘Your loving, poverty-stricken, hoping,
and yet again I say poverty-stricken brother
Franz’
”
Mr. Schauffler has called Schubert the Ariel
of Music. Ariel seems to he a very versatile
member of the Hierarchy of the Blessed
Angels, as Heywood named them in 1635.
Milton named him a “rebel angel,” Pope a
“Sylph,” and Shakespeare in “The Tempest”
an “ayrie spirit.” Shelley used to call himself
“Ariel.” Mr. Schauffler, however, is quite defi-
nitely using the word in the Shakespearian
connotation.
The second part of the book (224 pages) is
given over to most valuable and understand-
able annotations, indices, lists of composi-
tions, etc. In so far as your reviewer’s exten-
sive reading has reached, this is the most
authoritative, comprehensive and readable bi-
ography of Schubert extant.
The Art of Lieder Singing
“THE WELL-TEMPERED ACCOMPA-
NIST.” By Coenraad V. Bos, as told to
Ashley Pettis. Pages, 160. Price, S2.50. Pub-
lisher, Theodore Presser Co.
Coenraad Bos, accompanist to three gen-
erations of famous singers, has set down his
recollections of a busy musical lifetime.
Bos’ memoirs are of great diversity, rang-
ing from notes on the proper interpretation
of the masterworks of song literature to first-
hand impressions of Brahms, Clara Schu-
mann, Dr. Ludwig Wuellner, Raimund von
Zur-Muehlen and other giants of the 19th
century.
Every singer and accompanist will find
helpful Bos’ clear-cut, detailed explanations
of the problems of Lieder singing. His authori-
tative comments are based on more than a
half-century of experience in public per-
formance.
Mr. Bos’ collaborator, Ashley Pettis,
)’
s
founder and director of the New York Com-
posers’ Forum, and is a well-known critic
and musical writer.
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Let Them
DOODLE!
In the early stages, having fun with
music is more important than sight-reading
By Margaret Jones Hoffmann
Probably every parent wants his children
to have music in their lives, and I am no ex-
ception. Our ten-year-old son has a good
beginning in music and we have been watch-
ing our little five-year-old daughter for some
signs of musical interest. Up until recently she
has been too busy with her trucks and air-
planes and roller skates to have much time
for the piano. But then, in the fall, she started
to kindergarten, and from then on, things
were different.
It wasn’t long until she spent every spare
moment at the piano, struggling with the same
little phrase. She might work at it only a
minute, then dash off to play, but presently
she was back, trying it again.
“Are you sleeping? Are you sleeping? Are
you sleeping?”
The four little notes were almost a theme
song. It greeted us the first thing in the morn-
ing, bade us good-night in the evening, and
acted as a fanfare to announce that she was
home from school.
“Are you sleeping? Are you sleeping?”
She played the same little phrase so many
times that I finally mentioned the matter to
my husband.
"She never gets any further,” I told him.
Shouldn t she get to the second phrase and
the third phrase and so on?”
“Never mind, he told me, in the profes-
sional tones of a Music Educator. “This is the
first evidence of what we call the ‘Piano
,
. .
-o-- “ &*-“<
deal in our classes at the University, but we
don t often get a chance to observe it so
clearly, first-hand. I suppose they are singing
that little song in kindergarten, and these first
few notes are a great adventure to her. If you
will be patient, you will soon hear her trying
more of the piece.”
And he was right. In several weeks she
found the next phrase, and with some help
from her brother, she added the cheery notes
of "Morning bells are ringing, Morning bells
are ringing! Ding! Ding! Dong!, Ding! Ding!
Dong !
”
Di
in
Sometimes she had several extra Ding!
n g! Dongs! Just because they were fun.
As the season progresses, I have no trouble
knowing just what songs they are singing
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in kindergarten, because sooner or later most
of them are added to the repertory of our
home concerts. “The Farmer in the Dell” is
an early fall visitor, as are “Mary and her
Little Lamb.” When I get a little annoyed by
this rather unfinished procession of musical
characters that trip through our living room,
my husband reminds me,
“Let her play ! She is doodling at the piano
just for the great fun there is in it, and she
should be encouraged. Too many parents
make a great mistake in stopping a child at
this stage of his development and insisting on
formal piano lessons, long before he is ready
for it. No wonder so many children hate
music lessons! The fun is all gone. Unless they
find a really inspired and understanding
teacher who knows how to encourage the
creative elements of music, they are forced
into a set, prescribed channel when they are
really wanting to explore and discover the
fascinating world of music for themselves in
their own way.”
“But the thing that bothers me,” I persist,
‘is that she is playing by ear. You know how
hard it is to break down a habit of that sort
when the child begins taking piano lessons.
Shouldn’t I be doing something about it?”
“This is a most important point,” he an-
swers. “The problem of the child who plays
only by ear is a really tough one for the
teacher to combat. But in this case we are still
safe. She can pick up note reading much more
easily next year.”
“But why next year?” I ask.
“By next year, she will begin to learn to
read in school. In some cases, even then it
is too early. Right now she is not acquainted
with the use of letters as symbols for sounds.
It is too much to ask that she should under-
stand the relationship of printed notes on the
page to the sound of notes on the piano.”
“You mean that note-reading will come
easier when she is better acquainted with
book-reading?” I ask.
Exactly,” he tells me. “What we must try
to do now is to encourage the natural, normal
sequence of the learning process at this tender
age. Since the average five-year-old child can’t
read, everything he learns has to be by ear,
by note, by observation. Playing by ear is a
valuable phase of the educational process,
and is dangerous only when it ceases to be-
come a phase of learning, and becomes a skill
in itself.”
“What if she were an older child?” I ask
him.
“Then we would work toward note-reading
much more rapidly. If this piano readiness
were just showing up in a child who could
already read, we would have little difficulty in
helping him to understand that a certain mark
on a certain line tells him to hit a certain key
on the piano. He soon associates the mark
with the desired key, and of course derives
satisfaction from his increasing skill in recog-
nizing it. With the little children, this type of
pressure may take all the excitement out of
their music.”
“Then I suppose there is no use in my' get-
ting some of those clever little books of music
with all the cute pictures on them? Some of
them look just fascinating,” I remark, in some
disappointment.
“Later perhaps,” he says with a smile. “But
not until she is ready for them. Many of these
publications appeal to the parent more than
to the child, although there are many that are
top-notch. Just let her doodle, for now!”
She plays delicately, not pounding and
hammering for the sheer destructive noise of
it, but as if she loved every note. Her hands
are curved, not flat or stiff. She generally uses
both hands, instead of just one.
While her right hand has been finding
tunes, her left hand has not been idle. I rather
expected her to use her left hand as an “oom-
pah” time-beater, or to double the notes of
her right hand, in octaves. But instead, her
left hand often has a tune of its own, or
occasionally it reverses the melodic pattern of
her right hand. When the right hand goes up,
the left goes down, and vice versa. If she
played noisily, the accidental dissonances thus
created would be really painful to listen to,
but her soft little notes have an exotic, foreign
flavor that is quite intriguing.
Her older brother went through a vigorous
hammering phase, but then he hurried off to
his tractors and trains, and his music was
practically forgotten until he came under the
guidance of a fine teacher. Now he plays
rather well, and can transpose simple melodies
into several keys, as well as pick out tunes
and put harmony to them. Rather cannily.
we are “allowing” ( Continued on page 49)
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THE TEACHERS ROUNDTABLE
Conducted by MAURICE DUMESML, Mus. Doc.
Eminent French-American Pianist,
Conductor, Lecturer, and Teacher
Correspondents are requested to limit letters to 150 words
Wants Un-Hackneyed Numbers
I have several students who are interested in
modern French piano music from grade IV up. I
would like to give them something rather un-familiar,
because everybody always uses the same numbers,
such as Prelude, Choral, and Fugue by Franck, the
Ravel Sonatine, or a few Debussy Preludes, of course
always the same ones. Would you please give me
some suggestions; there must be some fine works
that are not so well known and still are by dis-
tinguished composers not of the discordant type.
Thank you very much in advance.
— (Mrs.) L. H. R. : New' York.
Since you speak of Cesar Francks great
work I will mention first the suite of about the
same length by his foremost disciple Vincent
d’Indy : “Poeme des Montagues,” Op. 15. It
belongs to the early period of the composer
and is much in the same vein as his famous
“Symphony on a Mountain Theme for or-
chestra with piano: lyrical, lofty, dignified.
“Theme and Variations” by Camille Che-
villard was written about the same time. Dedi-
cated to, and played by I. J. Paderewski, it
seems almost contemporary with its ingenious,
skilful and original handling of the theme.
Besides, it is a very brilliant concert number.
“impressions et Reliefs” by Lucien Niverd
is a charming suite on the melodic side, grade
IV to V. The composer was born in Nor-
mandy, and his music, always inspired, fresh,
and “springy,” bears the unmistakable stamp
of the lovely country of green meadows and
apple blossoms.
Now for shorter, effective, pianistic pieces:
Scherzo-Valse by Emmanuel Chabrier, typi-
cal of the temperamental, author of Espaiia.
The Donkeys by Gabriel Grovlez, humorous
and poetic in turn, will always make a hit with
audiences, especially if accompanied by a few
verbal comments.
“Fileuses pres de Carantec” by Rhene-Baton
h a spinning song of great impact and virtu-
osity, and part of the suite “En Bretagne” by
the distinguished composer.
Ronde Frangaise by Leon Boellman is a
short and alert number, excellent not only for
recital but for the development of the fingers.
Francis Poulenc’s Pastourelle is an engaging
little piece calling to mind a French country
dance. Be careful in ordering it and insist on
the spelling, for Poulenc has also written a
Pastorale and unless carefully specified you
will always get the latter, and wrong number.
Among the easier repertoire, attractive for
students and valuable technically:
Cache-Cache ( Hide and Seek ) by G. Pierne,
youthful, sparkling and lively.
Debussy’s Page d Alburn (1915), two short
pages, but how exquisite!
Gabriel Fame’s Fourth Barcarolle is typical
of the master's “atmosphere fluid, insinu-
ating, with his accustomed liquid modulations.
Eau courante by Massenet (yes, the famous
author of “Manon” and so many operas, occa-
sionally w'rote for piano, too), light and ca-
pricious like a babbling mountain brook.
C. Saint-Saens’ Bourree for the left hand
alone, is not only a classical bit of rhythmic
music but a sure-fire concert number.
And last but not least, on the poetic, sen-
sitive side:
Melancolie due Bonheur, Clair d’etoiles and
La Maison du souvenir by Gabriel Dupont, not
difficult but with intense appeal.
Charles vs. Charles
The splendid editorial in the May issue of
ETUDE belongs to the kind of articles that
ought to be posted on the bulletin boards of
every Conservatory or Music School. It con-
tained a rebuttal of certain theories advanced
by one Charles F. Smith, expressed in a man-
ner which will be fully approved by those
—
still in an enormous majority—who believe in
inspiration and in the divine origin of music.
In such times as we are living, is there not
enough materialism and brutality everywhere
without attempting to bring some into an Art
which, if it is to be true to its calling, must
come from the soul and go to the soul? Music
cannot be the mechanical product of an assem-
bly line, despite the radical contentions of Mr.
Smith, whose confidential reputation fortu-
nately reaches no further than a small group
of his ilk. He probably wTill sneer at the fol-
lowing story, but I know' it will be enjoyed by
the quasi-unanimity of ETUDE readers:
Once in the eighties Isidor Philipp, who had
just won his first prize at the Paris Conserva-
tory, was engaged to play a Mozart Concerto
with the Societe des Concerts. Wisely, he
selected one of the lesser known, in F major.
Charles Gounod, who adored Mozart and was
then at the peak of his glory, had never heard
it before, so he attended the concert. When it
was over, he went to the artists’ room, con-
gratulated the young virtuoso, and asked him:
“Do you know, my boy, where this concerto
comes from?”
“No, master,” Philipp answered, somewhat
puzzled.
“From Heaven, my boy, directly from
Heaven!”
So Gounod, supreme master of melodic
beauty, believed, as we do, that music comes
from above.
Charles Smith vs. Charles Gounod. My
choice is made.
Keep Posted
I teach many adult beginners, and intermediate
pupils who are slow coming in on time after rests.
I emphasize that they keep in readiness over the
keyboard, anticipate new phrases, make use of
the rests to prepare or move to what follows. One
pupil placed her hand neatly in her lap during a
short period of rest, saying: “Miss X. told me to.”
I explained that the experienced performer can do
many things the beginner cannot. Is there a formula
or stipulated etiquette to be followed regarding the
hand in the lap during varying lengths of rests?
— (Miss) M. B. H., Washington.
Bravo! I agree with your principles and be-
lieve you are absolutely right: experienced
performers and concert artists can indulge in
certain motions, mimics, dramatics, or some-
times even gymnastics. But this phase of
exteriorizing one’s feelings ought to be left to
seasoned artists. Budding virtuosi will find it
more profitable to control themselves and con-
sole themselves with the thought that all the
rest will come in time and above all, naturally-
You are also right as concerns the prepara-
tion and anticipation. Too many pupils let
their hands wander away from position when
tlie next note would happen exactly under their
fingers if they only “stayed put.” Hence, a loss
of time, and slips caused by the necessity of
placing hand and fingers in position again!
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Why Not
Take Lp Your Music Again ?
By KATHRYN SANDERS RIEDER
THE trim, young matron took the musicbooks from the two pleased-looking chil-
dren bidding her goodbye and waved to
her neighbor.
“I’m taking music lessons again,” she called,
“and I love it! Haven’t had them since I was
in school but I always said I would when these
two advanced to the place where I could no
longer help them with their music lessons.”
Her neighbor smiled.
“How’s it going?”
“Fine. I’ve learned two solos already. One
called Monkey Business—isn’t that rich?”
Pride and amusement mingled in her happy
little chuckle. She hurried on, a new sparkle
in her eye, a new lift in her step because of
her stimulating new interest.
Many people are learning the thrill that can
come of taking up their music again. It is a
common thing to hear people once proficient
say, “I’m so sorry I gave up playing.”
If you are one of these, why not take up
your music again? To anyone who has had
some skill and who has experienced what the
love of music can mean, it is a serious loss
when he turns from the enrichment of active
participation. He learns sooner or later that
nothing else can ever take the place of his
music. Music is meant for a lifetime, not only
for the brief years of formal schooling.
Take up your music with the confident
knowledge that you can develop skill again.
Tour intelligence and your innate musical abil-
ity do not change with the years. They are still
there, waiting to be used. In fact, the older
pupil often makes more even progress because
he is surer of himself and of w'hat he wants.
His desire to learn sends him deep into his
study with new and serious application.
But I’m too old!” some very young people
say. Well, they may be too old to think of
learning music as a career but that is not what
most people are interested in. Only a few want
to be, or can be, professional musicians. Usu-
ally they want to be able to sit down at the
piano and play easily. They want to play mu-
sic of medium difficulty with many of the
artistic values intact.
The Urge to Learn
Within this frame there is room for much
accomplishment, and a variety of talent. It is
ndiculous to assume that unless they become
professionals they have failed. Fingers may
not be so nimble as before but they will
improve.
Taking up your music can be good for you
in so many ways. It does feed that hunger to
enjoy music of your own making. Those who
have once played are not completely satisfied
to assume the role of listener all of the time.
I hey need to make some music of their own.
Taking up your music again gives you a
valuable learning interest. Many find life dull
because they have stopped making any effort
to learn anything new. They live a mindless
existence in that most of their life is routine,
their thinking a surface affair that touches
none of their deeper powers of thought. As
they begin to w ork 'at music again, to learn
through doing, they notice a new alertness in
all their thimdng. Their progress in music is
encouraging and sends them on to do better
work generally because of the impetus of the
music period.
Taking up music again associates your
thought and effort in the expression of the
profound creative genius of the masters. It is
not uncommon for music to improve the
health, quiet the nerves, and develop finer per-
sonality. It may also make you able to give
pleasant entertainment to your friends and
family. Y ou may be able to help easily and
naturally as you would like to when various
groups need your particular talent.
One woman took up her music again be-
cause a neighbor’s little girl loved music so
much. The child was only three but she loved
music instinctively, drank it in and demanded
more so naturally that the woman was de-
lighted to play what she could for her. She
began to practice again and rediscovered the
pleasure she had found in her music as a
young woman.
Music and Housework
Another woman took up her music again
because she said she had become kitchen
minded. All of her time was given to thoughts
of meals and cleaning.
“I can’t explain it,” she confided to a friend
she admired. “I want my home to be nice. I
have never looked down on housework as
some do. But it doesn t use some part of me
that my music did. I want to take up my mu-
sic again and at least get back to the place
where I was.”
The friend showed no surprise, only calm
agreement. “Housework doesn’t use the best
part of you, or express you fully. I think you
should keep up your music for your own good.
You’ll be a better h"omemaker for it, whether
your music brought anyone else any pleasure
or not. And your whole family speaks of how
well you once played.”
In taking up your music again get a good
teacher if you can. If you can’t, do go on
alone. Issues of ETUDE occasionally carry
master lessons and articles on technical stud-
ies. It will be a great aid if you can study
with an interesting teacher. Such a teacher
will understand your desire to get back to
your music, as well as the problems involved.
Tell the teacher the kind of music you would
like to study. It may not be his choice but he
will at least give you the best of the type you
want. A good teacher will encourage you.
One woman went back to study somewhat
timidly. She had never been an outstanding
player
—
just a good average student. The first
thing the teacher said was, “You have good
piano hands
—
good reach, supple. You should
be able to play well.”
A Good Omen
The woman said that the teacher would
never know how much his matter-of-fact state-
ment helped her to go at her work with en-
thusiasm. She had been expecting all sorts of
criticism for she knew she did everything
wrong now. Instead the teacher had pointed
out something that was a good omen. She
went to work with real drive to see what she
could do.
Another woman starting again was at work
in a practice room at the conservatory when
the head of the piano department (and not
her teacher) came hurrying through. “You're
doing well. That’s a difficult number,” he said,
smiled and went on.
The woman had been struggling to memo-
rize a six-sharp number and had felt she must
be the slowest ever to try it. His swift word of
kindness gave wings to her effort. She set to
work again and memorized the whole pa«n
that had kept her from finishing it.
Certainly it is not too late to recapture the
joy of self-expression through music, however
modest the technical equipment we possess.
Simple numbers may be beautiful and thev
can carry the deepest appeal.
“I haven’t time!” protest others. Walter B.
Pitkin, for many years Professor of Journal-
ism, Columbia Uni- (Continued on page 59)
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Pictures have IMPACT
One eye-catcher is better than a thousand
words. Why not save your vocal cords?
By Walter R. Olsen and Nell MePliersen
Music teachers must always be dependent
upon the youngster’s ears to convey wisdom
propounded from the podium. But the fact
remains that the youngster’s ear is often the
loser when in competition with his eye.
The endless repetition of the correct breath-
ing ritual palls after the one hundredth admon-
ition to “breathe from the diaphragm,” be-
cause after just so much repetition the student
is likely to be indulging in his own mental
visual concept of the coming football game.
Visual aids must be handled with care,
however, for even they can boomerang. A case
in point was the grade school pupil who
couldn’t understand why the teacher described
a “quarter note,” drawn on a blackboard
with white chalk, as a solid black note, when
this child could plainly see that the note was
a solid white character.
Music teachers have many distressing prob-
lems in common. Here, then, are six visual
solutions, each dealing with a chronic peda-
gogical headache. They are presented with
the thought that a sketchy idea, laboratory
proven, may be expanded to meet other needs.
Most bandmasters have a definite bad time
in exhorting band students to keep the mouth-
pieces of their instruments clean. An unclean
mouthpiece is not only unsanitary, but is often
responsible for stuffy and flat tones. No busy
bandmaster will ever remember to ask re-
peatedly that his charges’ mouthpieces be
cleaned out, and he doesn’t have time to do it
himself, although in desperation he may do it.
Pictures will assist in conquering this per-
ennially vexing problem. The student not only
has the advantage of a different form of coax-
ing to take proper care of his mouthpiece,
but he is humorously scared into consum-
mating the chore. (See cut.)
It makes little difference whether the stu-
dent is using his breath to play' a clarinet or
whether the same source of power is employed
to make his built-in instrument, the vocal
cords, do the proper things. In either case,
an elementary picture (see cut I will bring the
function of the breath into focus.
Army sergeants and teachers of the march-
ing unit have at least one thing in common:
they must teach their recruits the function of
the feet in relation to marching. Since most
recruits and inexperienced bandsmen cannot
be depended upon to know which is the right
or left foot, the time-worn expedient of a
vociferous vocabulary is usually employed to
explain the difference. Sergeants and band-
masters will testify to the fact that the voice,
however strenuously used, is never enough. It
is at this point that a picture I see cut I may
take the pressure off the nerves of the man re-
sponsible for successful drilling.
Music teachers have long since learned the
importance of concentrated listening to im-
prove pitch perception. Most teachers listen
automatically and because critical pitch evalu-
ation has become an unconscious habit with
them, teachers are often at a loss to under-
stand why the student is so careless with his
tonal vibrations.
It is all well and good to be constantly after
the youngster to listen to himself. It helps to
call his attention to his neighbor’s poor in-
tonation—for some reason a sour note always
sounds worse when it is produced by the
Walter R. Olsen and Nell McPhersen are members of
the staff of Fremont City Schools, Fremont, Nebraska.
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A GOOD BASS IS HARD TO FIND
Though sometimes assigned a back seat
in the orchestra, the double-bass is one of
the most exacting of stringed instruments
By Daniel G. Rodman
“other fellow.” Mechanical devices function
as a means of forcing the student to make
comparisons. Proper posture, correct em-
bouchure, natural bow and string instrument
position, are all conducive to attentive
listening.
These approaches are more or less standard.
Necessary and good as they are, they never
quite seem to get results as fast as most teach-
ers would like. Here an exhibit (see cut) may
be brought into play. The idea may thus be
put forward in half humorous fashion, carry-
ing a punch the eye cannot ignore.
The beginning violinist needs authentic ad-
vice to help him become familiar with his in-
strument. Indeed, he must learn to play two
instruments, the violin and the bow. In his
struggle with the violin, he may be careless
with his handling of the moving bow com-
ponent. A breezy illustration with an obvious
point (see cut) will do more in this case than
battling with his clumsy left hand.
Most teachers object to gum chewing in
class. The music teacher especially frowns on
the practice because he knows that his youth-
ful personnel cannot do two things at once.
He knows also that gum chewing adds nothing
to stage appearance. The answer to the prob-
lem may be left to the student, who can be
depended upon to recognize a point (see cut)
presented in a fashion carrying the stigma
of shame.
Most music teachers have neither -the time
nor talent necessary to sketch pictures. For-
tunately, neither is necessary, because high
school art departments are usually willing to
accept assignments of this kind. Although this
type of work can hardly be classed as art, it
is nevertheless a practical project for young-
sters handy with crayon and pencil.
In the absence of an art class, there is
always a talented student who will delight in
turning out the required illustrations. The
primary point is to present a problem in pic-
tures, and the barest outline is usually all that
is necessary. It remains for the teacher to de-
cide which of his teaching problems seem the
most pressing at the moment, then present the
problem in the form of a picture.
If nothing else results, his charges will
realize that he is serious about improving
musical standards. These days students re-
spect imagination. If it . is employed in their
nest interests, they respond amazingly well.
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Symphonic compositions and other concert
music often have very difficult parts for the
double-bass. To play these parts correctly and
artistically, it is necessary to study and prac-
tice the instrument for many years.
Passages which would be fairly easy to play
on any other stringed instrument are often
very difficult to play on the bass because:
(1) The thickness and great tension of the
strings make it difficult to get a musical tone
from the instrument.
(2) These same factors make for sluggish
response or even for resistance to the bow, so
that rapid and delicate bowing is unusually
difficult to master.
13) Bowing is complicated even more by
the awkward hand position required, in which
the left hand is elevated to finger the strings
while the right hand is lowered to bring the
bow to the necessary location.
(4) Other factors which increase the dif-
ficulties of bowing are the large size of the
instrument, the great distance between the
strings, and the wide arc of right-arm move-
ment needed to go from one string to another.
(5) Fingering of the scales is made difficult
by the great distance between intervals on the
fingerboard which neces-
sitates many changes of
left-arm position. These
position changes are diffi-
cult to perform smoothly,
rapidly, and accurately.
Thus, both rapidity of fin-
gering and accuracy of
pitch, as well as a true
legato style, are more
difficult to attain than
on other stringed instru-
ments,
(6) In regard to finger-
ing, it is impossible to
devise a uniform system
for the entire fingerboard.
For example, we find that
the third finger cannot be
used independently up to
the sixth position, but
higher positions demand the use of the third
finger while the fourth finger remains idle. In
order to play still higher on the strings, as is
often necessary, the “thumb-position” must
be employed. The study of. various, fingerings
in the “thumb-position” is quite complex and
requires many years of concentrated study.
(7)
To press the heavy tight strings firmly
to the fingerboard requires great exertion and
is extremely tiring to the left hand and arm.
It is difficult even to find a good instrument
and, of course, it is impossible to play well on
a poor bass. Many basses are made of inferior
materials and poor workmanship, so that a
really fine bass is much more rare than a fine
violin or ’cello.
But all these obstacles and difficulties can-
not be used as an excuse for slovenly and
inartistic playing. The bass part is just as im-
portant as any other part, and it must be
played as close to perfection as possible.
Study of the double-bass may be aided by
the following suggestions, most of which apply
to all stringed instruments:
The player and his instrument are a team;
both are essential to the making of music. The
player cannot force the instrument to do his
will. On the oontrary, the player must learn
from the instrument what he himself must do
if he desires the instrument to produce cer-
tain sounds.
The relationship between player and instru-
ment is so extremely complex, and changes so
rapidly during perform-
ance, that the conscious
mind of the player cannot
fully grasp or control it.
The actual bodily posi-
tions, muscle tensions and
movements of the player
are controlled by delicate
and complex habits, built
up by years of constant
practice and study.
Among the best players,
the act of reading and
playing a piece of music
is very nearly automatic
or perhaps subconscious-
ly controlled.
In the meantime, the
player’s conscious mind
is alert to note any de-
ficiency in the sounds that
come from his instrument and to correct it
immediately. And even more important, he
consciously controls the factors that make for
a truly artistic and beautiful performance
. .
tone quality, tempo, attack-and-release, vol-
ume and intensity, (Continued on page 50)
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THE VIOLINIST'S FORUM conducted by Harold Berkley
Author Gerscliefski cites Spartanburg,
S. C., community-wide program to de-
velop string players. Left: Junior High
School string class goes into action.
Above: Grade School pupil learns prin-
ciples of sight-reading.
Fighting the Famine of Strings
By Edwin 0. Gerscliefski
The problems raised for music in this
country by the trend away from strings are,
of course, serious ones—but I should like to
call attention to one or two hopeful signs.
First of all, the “string problem” reached
its height in those areas with which I am
most familiar about five years ago. It is not
something that “broke out suddenly” just
recently. It came about over a period of more
than a dozen years, as a result of undue em-
phasis on band at the expense of orchestra.
Secondly, it can be said that already this
“anti-string” tendency is beginning to reverse.
To be sure, it is by no means entirely re-
versed, but a definite beginning can be noted.
It is possible, on the basis of actual experi-
ence, to be quite concrete as to the general
method of overcoming shortages of stringed-
instrument players in our national musical
life. This work must be done community by
community, state by state, and, finally, as a
program at the national level. You have to
start somewhere—and, if you are concerned
about this problem, the place to start is right
where you are now.
The two things necessary to improve the
string situation are (1) a well-formulated
program, and (2) a staff to carry it out.
For whatever value it may have in other
communities, I should like to outline briefly
the way we are solving the problem in Spar-
tanburg, South Carolina.
Here's How One Community
Approached the Problem
In 1944, the Spartanburg Symphony Or-
chestra which performed in the music festival
consisted of 38 players—19 strings and an
equal number of winds and percussions. The
Symphony was (and is) an amateur organi-
zation made up of townspeople. Converse Col-
lege students, and college faculty.
As director of the music festival, I found
the situation precarious; one did not know
what to expect in the way of personnel from
year to year. Bad weather meant bad attend-
ance at rehearsal. The welcome volunteers
from nearby Camp Croft might be shipped
to the Pacific by next week. A long-range
program was obviously needed, preferably
one beginning in the elementary grades, but,
if not feasible there, at least beginning at the
college level.
We began by offering classes open without
charge to all college students, academic and
music. We put a secondary applied music re-
quirement into the freshman schedule of all
music majors. We wanted them to begin early
enough so that they might prove useful to
the community as ensemble performers be-
fore they were graduated.
Although courses in all instruments and
voice were available privately as secondary
applied courses, the classes alone were offered
Author Edwin O. Gerscliefski is Dean
of the School of Music at Converse
College, Spartanburg, South Carolina.
without charge, and this encouraged students
to enter the field we wanted to build up. The
gap between the string classes and the sym-
phony itself was far too large, and so the
Converse College Orchestra was formed. This,
fed by the string classes, in turn acted as
feeder to the Spartanburg Symphony.
The plan has paid off. At its final concert
last season, the college orchestra could boast
of 41 players, of whom 17 played strings
—
about the same number as the entire string
representation locally in 1944 in the Spartan-
burg Symphony. The Spartanburg Symphony
itself has just performed under the baton of
its regular conductor, Pedro Sanjuan, in the
1949 music festival with a personnel of 72
members, 40 of whom are string players
more string players than the entire Spartan-
burg Symphony personnel (38) in 1944.
Our program at the college comprises other
features. Bachelor of Music students are re-
quired to do practice teaching of applied
music, both privately and in classes, under
the guidance of faculty members. We have
recently extended this training to include
strings and now have grade-school students
studying such instruments as the violin and
cello.
To encourage young South Carolina per-
formers, we have invited them to be guest
soloists at the music festivals. A high-school
student from Columbia, South Carolina,
played violin solos on the chamber-music pro-
gram several years (Continued on Page 57)
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A PSYCHOLOGIST
LOOKS AT MUSIC
By Victor Scholer
(Interviewer: Gunnar Askluntl)
There’s a definite psychological reason
why one person reacts favorably to Bach,
another to Schumann, another to jazz.
Something in the music awakens sympathy
in the listener. This music tells him something.
The wise educator, in turn, will try to dis-
cover what it is and develop the student’s
taste, progressing from the first sympathetic
listening to wider appreciation.
I know a boy of seventeen who wouldn’t
listen to anything but jazz. One day I asked
him to listen with an open mind while I
played a Beethoven symphony. His reaction
was astonishing.
Jumping toward the record, he cried, “That
swings! I want to hear more!” After talking
with him, I learned that he admired the clean,
clear, rhythmic accuracy of the Toscanini
reading.
It was this same rhythmic attraction that
had drawn him to jazz. From it he seemed
to derive a sense of completeness, of well-
being ... a pleasure the more romantic music
failed to bring him.
Even after this discovery, this seventeen-
year-old still refused to listen to classic music
. . . unless it was played under the direction
of Toscanini. His resistance could be broken
down only very gradually', by finding for him
a number of well-marked rhythmic selections
to obtain his confidence.
Eventually his interest was
won.
The initial approach
to music is of small im-
portance in itself. One
may begin with Lieder,
with Bach, with jazz, with
Toscanini.
If an untrained listener
dislikes Schumann, his
taste will never be formed
hy forcing Schumann
down his throat. But if
he expresses a liking for
Bach fugues, let him en-
joy them. Then suggest
that he listen to other,
more romantic, fugues,
and as his interest broad-
ens, one day introduce a
fugue by Schumann. Play
it for him simply as fugal music and ask if
he likes it. Chances are that he will
. . . and
his resistance to Schumann will be lower.
Forty years ago, the only way to bring a
child and music together was to give the child
music lessons. Some children liked to play;
some did not. The latter fact was unimpor-
tant. To assure the child’s acquaintance with
music, he was forced to study and to practice.
Today we recognize the distinction between
producing music and being receptive to it.
Producing music, or expressing oneself
through music, is good only for those who
have the natural inclination or talent for musi-
cal self expression, whether it is a great talent
or a lesser one. I am not speaking only of the
superior gifts of artistry. The small gift af-
fords its owner much joy, and like the greater
gift, it usually shows itself at an early age in
a desire to sing, pick out tunes, and have fun
with music. The child so endowed is the one
who should have lessons.
Given the will to produce music, the child
will accept good training and like it. But how
shall he discipline himself to practice?
The old view of discipline contended that
a child should be commanded, forced and
punished until he did what was “right” and
“good.”
The modern view, poles away from the
old, holds that the child
should follow his own will,
without force.
The ideal condition, I
believe, lies between the
two. In no social commu-
nity can anyone be com-
pletely free. Doing only
what I want would cer-
tainly prevent you from
doing what you want to
do. A certain amount of
discipline is both whole-
some and essential. But
the best discipline is self-
discipline, which stems
from an understanding
approach.
Suppose the child says
to himself, “I hate to prac-
tice. Still, it is a good
( Continued on page 52)
About VICTOR SCHOLER
Celebrated Danish
Pianist and Physician
When Hitler came back to power in
1933, Denmark’s foremost pianist, Vic-
tor Scholer, refused to play in Germany.
As Hitler took over other countries,
Scholer refused to enter them.
Cutting off his chief fields of concert
tour because of his antipathy for Nazi
doctrines, Scholer decided to pursue
another of his interests ... the study
of medicine. He entered the University
of Copenhagen, specializing in psychol-
ogy, attending classes by day and prac-
ticing or playing concerts by night.
In 1939 he received his M.D. de-
gree, then created a dual career, giving
concerts in winter, joining the staff of
a mental hospital in summer.
Because he worked cultural sabotage
on Nazi propaganda, Victor Scholer
ranked high on Hitler’s blacklist, fled
to Stockholm in 1943, and during the
succeeding 18 months in Sweden pre-
sented 150 successful concerts.
On V-E Day, Scholer returned to
Copenhagen, resuming his music. His
first visit to America (1948) was hailed
with such enthusiasm that he now tours
the U. S. regularly'.
Scholer was born in Copenhagen. His
father was a noted pianist-composer,
and his mother, a pupil of Busoni,
ranked among Europe’s great pianists.
Young Victor began playing the piano
at three. His first teacher, his mother,
gave him sympathetic assistance, rather
than dogmatic method. When he longed
to play the Overture to “Die Meister-
singer,” she pointed out that he could
not master that work by ear. He then
taught himself to read notes.
At 18, after four years of formal aca-
demic and piano studies combined with
a concert career, he began studying with
Artur Schnabel.
To students of piano, Victor Scholer
advises: “Any piece can seem difficult
until you dissect it measure by measure
;
find the places that are difficult, analyze
them, then practice those parts.
“I have done this throughout my
years of study. When I meet a difficult
spot, I analyze it and associate it with
some difficulty already overcome.
Then I say, ‘Aha ... I know you . . .
How do you do!’ and the problem as-
pects vanish.”
Scholer opposes piano dogma
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^^^uestions
Ask Your Teacher!
Q. I am a boy of fifteen and am studying fourth
grade piano music. I would like very much to begin
the study of harmony and theory with the help of
a teacher, and I would be grateful to you if you
would give me the names of the harmony and theory
books that you would recommend for me.—M. B. C.
A. There are available many excellent texts,
and I do not feel like recommending any one of
them above all the others. I have found “Har-
mony for Ear, Eye, and Keyboard” written by
my dear friend and former teacher, Professor
Arthur E. Heacox, to be very practical, but
your teacher may have other ideas, and in gen-
eral it is well for young people to allow them-
selves to be guided by their teachers; so my
suggestion is that you first find yourself a
good teacher, and then use whatever books or
other materials this teacher suggests.—K. G.
Theory for the Piano Student
Q. Will you outline a course of ten lessons in
Theory, to be given one morning a week during
summer vacation for my more advanced piano stu-
dents? I know this is asking quite a lot, hut would
it not be of general interest to other teachers who,
like myself, have difficulty in covering technique,
repertoire, tone, and style in regular lessons?—W.H.S.
A. Much as I should like to help you, it is
impossible within the confines of these columns
to give as complete an outline as you are re-
questing. The most important thing I can do
is to remind you that such a series of lessons
is a course in basic musicianship, and so
should approach music from every possible
point of view. I assume that you will want to
include the teaching of certain facts about
musical structure, such as key signatures and
scales (both major and minor), rhythmic no-
tation, the primary chords (I, IV, V), and so
forth. But in addition, work should also be
done in 1. Ear Training (that is, dictation of
both tonal and rhythmic problems) ; 2. Solfege
or Sight-Singing; 3. Keyboard work, with par-
ticular emphasis upon using melodic, rhyth-
mic, and harmonic progression in a free, pi-
anistic style, and not in the rigid fashion of
keyboard courses in most music schools and
conservatories; 4. Creative work; and 5. An-
alysis (finding the problems the class is study-
ing in the actual music they are playing or
singing).
I cannot even recommend a text for you to
follow, for I know of no one book that covers
the field adequately. But all of the following
have some excellent ideas, and by studying
A
and / Xnswers
Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS 5 Mus. Doc. 9
Music Editor, Webster’s New International
Dictionary, and Professor Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College.
them yourself during the next several months,
you should be able to devise a course that will
about fit your needs: “First Theory Book,'’ by
Angela Diller; “Fundamentals of Musician-
ship, Book One, Abridged Edition,” by Smith,
Krone, and Schaeffer; “Elementary Music
Theory,” by R. F. Smith; “Elements of Musi-
cal Theory,” by Boyd and Earhart; “Yorke
Trotter Principles of Musicianship for Teach-
ers and Students,” by T. H. Yorke Trotter and
Stanley Chappie; “Harmony in Pianoforte-
Study,” by Ernest Fowles; and “Keyboard
Music Study> Books I, II, and III,” by Angela
Diller.
What you really need is a fine piano normal
course, and if you are interested in doing this
sort of thing really well, I would urge you to
plan to take such a course some summer at
one of our first-rate music schools or with one
of the several teachers who make a specialty
of such work. In the meantime, let hie con-
gratulate you upon your plan to incorporate
this work into your piano teaching. Such
training in basic musicianship is coming to be
more and more widely included in every
child’s course of music lessons, and the old-
fashioned teachers who are still restricting
their lessons exclusively to the playing of an
instrument are failing to produce the all-round
musicians that they should.—K. G.
What Does “Inaferando” Mean?
Q. What is the meaning of the musical term “in-
aferando,” which is found on page two of Poeme,
Op. 32, No. 1 by Scriabine, edited by Siloti? I have
been unable to find the word in any of the diction-
aries at my disposal, and the musicians whom I have
asked are not familiar with the term. —B. D.
A. Since this term appears in editions other
than the one you mention, it was obviously
placed there by the composer, and not by any
particular editor. But there is no such word
as “inaferando” in Italian. Either Scriabine
did not know Italian very well, or he inten-
tionally coined the word. I can therefore only
guess as to what he meant.
Scriabine might have had in mind the Ital-
ian verb “afferrare,” meaning “to grasp.”
The term could then be interpreted as mean-
ing “not in a grasping manner,” or without
stress or turbulence. Or it might be related to
the verb “affrettare,” meaning “to hurry.” It
is from this verb that the frequently-encoun-
tered term “affrettando” comes. The word “in-
aferando” could then be taken for “non af-
frettando,” and would mean to perform the
passage without rushing it. If it comes from
either stem, it should have a double “f.” But
so far as I can discover, there is no word in
Italian with the spelling of “aferare.” The
character of the music would lead me to be-
lieve that Scriabine meant the W'ord as a warn-
ing not to play the passage in a hurried, agi-
tated fashion. It is music which might well
tempt the performer to play faster and louder,
but which should be kept quite subdued, with
only a slight crescendo in the third score.
—K. G.
About Playing in Public
Q. I am a piano teacher with about 60 pupils.
For the most part they do very well, but when they
play in recital I am always disappointed because
the performance does not go smoothly no matter how
much we practice. The larger ones do pretty well,
but they, too, have rough places in their playing,
and I am wondering whether the pieces are too hard.
Could you help me solve this problem?
-A. B.
A. Probably you are expecting your pupils
to play music that is too difficult for them, and
when they try to do them in public where there
is always some tendency to be fearful or
nervous even under the best of conditions,
the places that are too hard loom up to the
point where the whole performance is spoiled.
I suggest that you give your pupils music that
they can play perfectly, without slowing dowrn
or stopping, even when someone is listening.
To give them more practice in playing for
others, I suggest also that you plan to have the
entire class meet together at least once a month
and play for each other so that the tension
of playing before an audience may be eased a
bit. If there are too many to meet all at once,
have the older ones meet as a group and then
take the younger ones by themselves. You
might even appoint a pupil committee to ar-
range the program for each of these pupil
recitals. This would give them some excellent
practice in arranging programs, and it would
also help them a bit to understand the work-
ing of “the democratic process”—in other
words, it would help teach them to run their
own affairs.
—K. G.
A Reader Gives Assistance
I would like to reply to your statement in the
Ftude of June, 1947, concerning the notation of
chromatics that the explanation given by Renee
Fongy-Miquelle on page 59 of her book “Principles
of Music Theory’ seems to be very satisfactory so
far as my needs are concerned. W. F. L.
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BARGAIN COUNTER CARILLON
Bell Effects Are Now Within The
Means of The Average Church
By Alexander McCurdy
From ancient times listeners have been
touched and exalted by the carillons in the
great belfries of the world. The sound of bells
has been imitated in many orchestral works,
notably Moussorgsky’s “Pictures at an Exhi-
bition and Tchaikovsky’s “1812” Overture.
The effect of bells is used dramatically in
Parsifal, “Rigoletto,” “Les Huguenots”
and many other operas.
Relatively few listeners, however, have
heard a satisfactory carillon at first hand.
The great bronze bells, the largest of which
weigh several tons, are beyond the means of
the average church and congregation. Also,
it is extremely difficult to cast bells which
are true in pitch and free from distortion in
harmonic overtones.
Both these handicaps are overcome by the
recent invention of G. J. Schulmerich, of
Sellersville, Pa., the Schulmerich Carillonic
Bells. These are in reality tuned metal bars,
electronically amplified to give the volume
and tonal pattern of cast bells without being
out of tune or subject to distorted harmonics.
Anything that is written for organ and
chimes can be played on the organ and the
Schulmerich Carillonic Bells. The new inven-
tion, in fact, opens up vast new possibilities
for organists.
In organ music we have been content for
years with a tinkle here and a tinkle there
rom chimes. Now we have an instrument
which can create the effect of large cast bells,
with the widest possible range of dynamics,
ar*d always under complete control. Certain
botes and chords, up to this time obtainable
or,ly on large carillons, are now no longer
mere dreams to the possessor of even a small
instrument.
The Schulmerich Carillonic Bells have aston-
ishing versatility. They may be played from
any manual that the organist wishes. The
volume control may be connected to any
expression shoe chosen by the organist. He
can install his speakers in any chamber be-
hind swell boxes, or outside the box. He can
make the tone sound directly, or he can
diffuse it. He can make the bell tone brilliant
or veiled at will.
In order to develop the possibilities of
the new system, Mr. Schulmerich in 1947
launched a prize contest for composers with
awards totaling $1,000. Judges were Harl
McDonald, John Finley Williamson, Seth
Bingham and James Francis Cooke.
The first prize was won by Robert Elmore,
with his composition, “Speranza.” Second
and third honors went to David S. York and
Rollo F. Maitland. Other awards were won
by Louis B. Balogh, Florence Durrell Clark,
M. Austin Dunn, Willard Somers Elliot.
Walter Lindsay, Ellen Jane Lorenz, Rob Roy
Peery, Frederick C. Schreiber, William C.
Steere and Hobart Whitman.
Mr. Elmore’s prize-winning work demon-
strates some of the unusual effects that can
be achieved with the Schulmerich Bells. Mr.
Elmore has visualized the potentialities of the
new instrument and has exploited them with
great skill.
In the first three bars of the composition
the cohesive sound of the bells, fundamental
tones and harmonics, blends admirably with
the tone of the organ:
HAMMER AND TONE GEN-
ERATOR (above), basic ele-
ments of the carillon. At left,
installation at University of Min-
nesota: 1—Power cabinets; 2
—
Five octave Flemish type caril-
lon; 3—English 25-note Caril-
lon; 4—Program clock with
Westminster strike; 5—Key-
board for English-type Carillon.
English carillon also plays from
organ console, Flemish from
portable console in auditorium.
Next comes an effect which is, as far as
I know, possible only on the Schulmerich
bells. The chord sounded by the bells does
not fit the chord played on the organ. The
bells are not heard, however, because, as
indicated by the composer, the swell-box is
closed. The bells are struck but not heard.
Then, as the box is gradually opened, the
sound of the bells is heard with increasing
intensity, mixing beautifully with the chord
being resolved by the organ.
In Example 3, Mr. Elmore takes advantage
of the rich harmonics of the bells, with a re-
peated figure in the bells against an ascend-
ing organ passage:
q Piu mosso
{•Continued on page 52)
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of GRATITUDEThe Day
Music has always been associated with gratitude. Ancient
history, particularly as it is brought to us through the scrip-
tures, is filled with songs of thanksgiving.
This is the month of the historic American “day of grati-
tude”. Who, of all the people of the earth, have more reason
to be thankful every day of the year? More and more the ser-
ious people of our land should celebrate Thanksgiving in their
churches. Thousands of churches all over our richly blessed
land conduct opulent services of acknowledgement to God for
His rich gifts to man. The picture
presented herewith of the service of
the church of the Reverend Willard
G. Weida at Nelfs, Pennsylvania,
represents a scene that will be fa-
miliar to millions this month.
It is not enough to let our great
day of gi'atitude pass with a gastro-
nomical festival of turkey, cran-
berry sauce, mashed potatoes, pump-
kin pie, and the “trimmin’s” to con-
vince ourselves that we really are
gloriously thankful.
“Gratitude is the sign of noble
souls,” preaches Aesop in his fable
“Androcles and the Lion”. There
is no word with a more contemptu-
ous connotation than “ingrate”.
Dante condemned all ingrates to the
lowest circle in his “Inferno”—the
worst of all being Brutus and Judas
Iscariot.
While this is the time of the year when our hearts overflow
with gratitude for all the wonderful blessings we have re-
ceived from the Almighty, the present-day world at large is
beset with complexities for which man has no solution. There
are, alas, hundreds of millions who have very little indeed for
which to be thankful in this, the fourth year after a great war.
A very heartwarming token of gratitude came to the people
of the United States early this year from France. It was the
Merci Train of forty-nine cars, in which the people—not the
government—of our sister nation sent us their personal treas-
ures, their family heirlooms of historic value, things long
cherished and dear to their hearts. It was the true soul of
France speaking, with an eloquence that was unmistakable.
They wanted to thank us for the Friendship Train, promoted
by Mr. Drew Pearson, to which hundreds of' thousands of
Americans had contributed in sending necessities of life to
26
the country which came to our aid so valiantly when our
nation was fighting for liberty, and for which we are ever-
lastingly grateful. The French are too fine, too proud, and
too courteous a people not to express their thanks to the limit
of their means.
From the palaces of the old French aristocracy and from the
cottages of the peasants came their beloved keepsakes. Many
parted with them with thankful tears of gratitude. When one
of the freshly painted Merci cars was leaving a small French
community, a little girl ran up and
put her hand on the fresh paint,
saying, “I haven’t anything to send
but my hand print.” This surely was
La Belle France talking. It repre-
sented the heart of the people.
The music-loving people of
America can never forget that after
World War I the French Govern-
ment made another magnificent ges-
ture of gratitude by establishing the
now famous American School at
Fontainebleau, in part of the gor-
geous palaces of the great French
kings and emperors, a short distance
from Paris. There Francois I, the
resplendent Louis XIV, as well as
Napoleon held forth in all their
regal and imperial power, little
dreaming that some day students
from the “uncivilized” America
would study music there.
Your Editor served upon the American Committee for
Fontainebleau from the very beginning. It was thrilling to
witness how French artists and French musicians like Widor,
Decreus, Philipp, Boulanger, Ravel and others lent their serv-
ices for a pittance to this wonderful artistic musical educa-
tional entente cordiale born of gratitude. Nothing could better
emphasize the historic brotherhood between France and the
Lnited States. The results are now being splendidly revealed
in the woik of a surprising number of American musicians
vho came undei the influence of study at Fontainebleau and
travel in inspiring France.
In every country of Europe there are millions of high-
minded men and women who have in their hearts the thought
that a lasting solution of the problem of peace can never come
fiom the mouths of cannons. They are looking for a spread-
ing of the spirit of the brotherhood (Continued on page 54)
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WINTER FROLIC
This composition has a finely worked out melodic outline which fits the student’s hand like a glove. Close observation of the
phrases with a touch of the damper pedal here and there makes this a very charming third grade recital piece. Grade 3j.
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SONATA XVII, in A Major
(Giuseppe) Domenico Scarlatti (1685-1757), (son of the illustrious Alessandro Scarlatti, 1659-1725, who rose to his greatest
heights in opera), was one of the first of the distinguished keyboard virtuosi. His instrument was the harpsichord. Many call
him the father of modern pianoforte playing. Born in the same year as Bach and Handel, his style and objectives were notably
different. He devised many figures and technical factors which influenced the art up to the time of Chopin. He wrote over six
hundred compositions of which the Sonata XVII in A Major is a brilliant specimen. The Italian - American piano virtuoso,
Sylvio Scionti, has always insisted that no technical drill was better for accurate, crisp, brilliant playing than the Sonatd^ of
Scarlatti. Grade 5. 5 DOMENICO SCARLAT IT
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TWELVE O’CLOCK WALTZ
Dim lights, and floating figures on the ball room floor, and with t^hemthe impelling adagio strains of a charming little slow w'altz make
Stanford King’s dainty cameoof the dance especially interesting. Grade 3.
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from aLES PRELUDES”
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POETIC FRAGMENT
from “LES PRELUDES”
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HOW A ROSE E’ER BLOOMING
CHORAL IMPROVISATION 16th CENTURY MELODY
Slowly, with expression Arr. by Ralph E. Marryott
THE SHEPHERDS AND THE INN
Adapted from the'Mexican by A MEXICAN CHRISTMAS CAROL#
OSCAR AVERY Arr. by HARVEY GAUL
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Words by Lawrence E Munn
SANTA CLAUS IN TOWN
WILLIAM O. MUNN
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Let Them Doodle!
(Continued, from Page 17)
him to help his sister, which helps
him too, as he has to figure out
what he is teaching her.
By Christmas time, she can play
several little songs. We listen for
the usual Christmas melodies, but
not many of them appear. There
are snatches of “Silent Night” but
the jump from “Holy Night” to
“All is Calm” is too wide a skip
for her small hands. She dares not
let go of one note until she finds
the next or she is lost.
“Up on the house-top ... Up
on the house-top . . . Up on the
house-top. . . .
She comes skipping from the
piano.
“Did you hear me just now?”
she asks. “Didn’t that sound just
like ‘Up on the house-top’? I was
playing ‘Morning bells are ring-
ing,’ and I didn’t get it quite right,
so I tried it again, and it was ‘Up
on the house-top’!”
And so it is. But the entire piece
never materializes. It must be too
long, or too intricate, but even this
much of it elates her.
By the time she has added
“Jingle Bells” to her programs, we
hear her experimenting with a
change in key. If she starts on the
right note, the jingling comes out
rather well, but occasionally she
starts on a higher note, and it isn’t
long before her brother comes fly-
ing from some place to help her.
“It has to have some black
keys!” he says. “It just doesn’t
sound right if it doesn’t have any
black keys! Here, try this.”
This blustering treatment on his
part isn’t always successful. She
leaves the piano in tears, or sulks
for half an hour. But perhaps a
week later she calls and asks me,
"Did you hear how I did 'Jingle
Bells’ just now? All on the black
keys! It wasn’t on the white keys
at all, and it sounded just per-
fect!”
This is a little beyond me, but
at least she is working in the right
direction.
“Are you sleeping?” moves
around through all sorts of ar-
rangements, now in one key, now
another. The “modal” affects she
gets by missing some of the in-
tervals are quite startling. I can’t
decide whether her music is ancient
or modern, but at least it is unique!
About this time, my husband
chances to hear her practicing and
says to me,
“Do you remember hearing Mar-
cel Dupre, the great organist, sit
at the console and improvise a
whole organ symphony?”
“I will never forget it! He plays
as fast as his fingers and feet can
fly, making it up as he goes along.
Magnificent music! And a magnifi-
cent artist!” I answer.
“Well, how do you suppose he
got his start? By doodling, of
course! Just like many other great
musicians. And just like our own
little lady! Then he carried it on
to a sound musical education and
a lifetime of great music.”
I begin glowing inwardly at the
thought of being the parent of a
future virtuoso, but he nips this in
the bud by remarking cheerfully,
“Remember, even if she is our
child, she is no genius!”
Then he repeats what he has
told me so many times,
“Let her go her own way! This
first experimenting with the piano
may be the greatest fun she’ll ever
have with music. We’ll help her
when she wants it, of course, but
most of all, we 11 just let her play!
That’s enough for now. The rest
will all come later, when she is
ready for it.”
As he dashes off to a late after-
noon class, I hear from the piano
for the thousandth time, ‘‘Are you
sleeping? Are you sleeping? Are
you sleeping?”
I smile happily to myself and
say,
“Let her doodle!”
The author of this article is Mrs.
Arnold E. Hoffmann, w ife of a mem-
ber of the faculty of the School of
Music, Florida State University, Tal-
lahassee, Florida.
The conductor Hans von Buelow prided himself on his infallible
memory. Rehearsing without a score for a concert at the Metropolitan
Opera House at which he was guest conductor, von Buelow summoned
the orchestra librarian and demanded to know why the contrabassoon
part was missing in Brahms’ “Tragic” Overture. When the harassed
ibrarian started to explain, von Buelow abruptly began the rehearsal.
Later he handed the librarian a five-dollar bill. “Don’t say anything
about this, von Buelow begged. “I just remembered that there is no
contrabassoon in the ‘Tragic’ Overture.”
V
^/ons,*ons Pinza, Traubel, Tourel,
Weede, Flagstad, Martini, Elmo
. . . these, and many other
world-renowned singers prefer
the Baldwin for the same qualities which make Baldwin
the choice of so many of today’s great pianists, composers
conductors, instrumentalists, and music organizations.
Singers of today
CHOOSE BALDWIN
Let the considered opinion of these experts
be your guide in selecting a piano for your own use.
See your Baldwin dealer today.
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THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO
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here
are Century's latest publications
for grades I and 2. ,20c a copy.
SHURA DVORINE
3636 At Church
3937 Dopo tha Donkey
3938 Lonely Shore
3939 Song of the Prairie
3940 Yellow Butterfly
MEETING THE MASTERS
Very easy arrangements
FANNY G. ECKHARDT
3957 Beethoven for the Young Pianist
3958 Brahms for the Young Pianist
3959 Chopin for the Young Pianist
3960 Mozart for the Young Pianist
3961 Schubert for the Young Pianist
3962 Schumann for the Young Pianist
3963 Tschaikowsky for the Young Pianist
3964 Wagner for the Young Pianist
WILLIAM KREVIT
3942 The Clowns
3941 Little Lost Bear
3943 Picnic Party
3944 Trapeze Waltz
"STATES OF OUR NATION"
Additions to this popular 2nd
grade folk song series by
BERNARD WHITEFIELD
*3951 California
*3952 Louisiana
*3953 Minnesota
*3954 North Carolina
*3955 Ohio
*3956 Pennsylvania
* These pieces have words for singing if de-
sired. Our graded and classified or our com-
plete catalogue listing over 3900 numbers is
free at your dealers or on request from us.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
I A Good Bass
( Continued from Page 21)
pitch in relation to other instru-
ments playing with it.
Nearly all practicing on the bass
should be done softly, delicately,
and smoothly. It is all too easy to
play loudly, harshly, and roughly.
But to play a real cantabile or
sostenuto style, softly and precisely
and with good round tone, that is
something that requires practice
—
and it is thus that one moves on
gradually to the subtle variations
of dynamics, tempo, phrasing, and
tone quality which make music so
delicately expressive.
There is no part of a double-
bass or bow which is not im-
portant. The strings must be a
matched set, suited to the particu-
lar instrument, and in good “live”
condition. The bridge must be
properly placed, well fitted, and
neither too tall nor too short.
The soundpost must be well
placed and neither too tight nor
too loose. The peg in the bottom
of the bass must be adjusted to
exactly the right height for the in-
dividual player. Everything on the
instrument must be well secured,
to work perfectly without rattle.
As to the bow, it may be either
is Hard to Find
“French” or “German” style; each
has its advantages. But it must be
in perfect working order, with
plenty of hair. It must be screwed
up neither too tight nor too loose,
and have neither too much nor too
little rosin. Rosin must be secured
in various degrees of hardness to
suit varying weather conditions
and temperatures.
Just a few moments spent play-
ing the double-bass—experiencing
the fun of it all—make you readily
understand why all double-bassists
are so willing to spend their lives
carting the “immobile” creature in
subways, on streetcars, buses and
automobiles.
When musicians of high degree
of excellence are banded together
to perform the works of the mas-
ters, one may expect a revelation
of the true art of music. However
marvelous the other types of music
may be, they cannot (in my opin-
ion) approach the beauty of con-
certed instrumental music at its
highest level.
Have you ever considered how
impossible an orchestration would
be without “Mr. Double-bass?” He
is indispensable. Ask any com-
poser or conductor!
47 West 43rd St. New York 23, N. Y.
D'ANGELO MUSIC COMPANY
presents new SACRED music and CLASSICAL
catalogue sent upon request. Latest patriotic re-
lease— “The Atlantic Pact March”—45c. Write to
D’ANGELO MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY
Station G, Box 7054, Los Angeles, Calif.
2nd EDITION. COMPLETE TREATISE ON
TRANSPOSITION
Covering ALL problems of Transposition
Ask your DEALER or send $2.00 for book
to the author, Charles Lagourgue, 35 W. 57th St..New York 19, New York
Richly styled.
Finely crafted.
Protects music
against damage.
By maker of
nationally known
Tonk furniture.
Special drawer
trays for easy
filing; quick
finding.
PROTECT your
SHEET MUSIC
— in a handsome TONKahinet. You’ll
keep it neat, clean, orderly, safe and easy
to find. Almost hands you the music you
want. Styles and sizes for homes, schools,
bands. Style 604 shown, holds 450 sheets.
Write for dealer’s name and pictures of
other styles. Tonk Mfg. Co., 1912 North
Magnolia Avenue
,
Chicago 14.
TONKcibinets
for Sheet Music
DREAM OF A SALESMAN
. . .
John Alpm Graydon, 72-year-old retired sales executive hasinvented a unique violin bow. Actually it is four bows fastened
at the ends. Finger stops on the bow make it possible to nlav
one, two, three or all four strings at the same time for chords^
llie unusual fingerboard is tilted at an angle of 45 degrees Mr’Graydon is a graduate of Fordham University and Stevens
Institute of Technology. Since his retirement he experiments
with gadgets in his home-laboratory, Ridgefield, New Jersey
£ there
is something for every musical
taste in Century Edition at 20c a
copy.
EARLY FRENCH KEYBOARD MUSIC
. , .
Masterfully Edited by
ISIDOR PHILIPP
3903 COUPERIN, The Butterflies, Dm-2-4
3904 COUPERIN, The Fickle Countrymaid
A-4-5
3905 DAGINCOURT. The Windmill D-4
3906 DAQUIN, The Swallow, D-4
3907 RAMEAU, The Hen, Gm-4
PIANO SOLOS
in Grades 3, 4 and 5
3899 BACH, Prelude and Fugue in C Minor -5
3909 BARTOK, Evening in the Country, 2-3*
3910 BEETHOVEN, Bagatelle Op. 33 No. 6 D-3
3898 BEETHOVEN, Polonaise, Op. 89, C-5*
3902 BRAHMS, Rhapsody Op. 119 No. 4, Eb-4
3843 CHOPIN, Polonaise in A Flat, Op. 53, 5-6
3901 CHOPIN, Three Etudes (Posthumous)
-4
3946 COWELL, All Dressed Up, D-3
3947 COWELL. The Good Old Days, Dm-3
3948 COWELL. Homesick Lilt, F-3
3949 COWELL, Pa Jigs Them All Down, G-3
3950 COWELL, Pegleg Dance, Am-4
3913 HANDEL, Adagio & Bourree, (Water
Music), -3
3914 HANDEL, Air (Water Music), F-3
3915 HANDEL, Andante & Hornpipe (Water
Music), F-3
3911 KABALEVSKY, Sonatina, Am-2-3
3912 LIADOV, Prelude in Bb Minor, -3
3849 NEVIN, Narcissus, Ab-3
3900 SCHUBERT, Moment Musical, Op. 94
No. I, C-4
3908 SCHYTTE, Witches Revel, Am-3
ORGAN SOLOS
Arranged by Kenneth Walton
3927 Arioso, Medium
3928 The Palms (Les Rameoux) Medium
3929 Star of the East, Medium
3930 Elegie, Easy
3931 Coronation March, Medium
3932 Evening Star, Medium
Our graded and classified or our complete
catalogue listing over 3900 numbers is free at
your dealers or on request from us.
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
47 West 63rd SI. New York 23. N. Y.
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What Is Your
(Continued from Page 11)
training in a few years and we’re
afraid he may damage his fine
tenor voice. What do you advise?
A. I do not believe that playing
a saxophone will hurt your son’s
voice as it has nothing to do with
his vocal cords. On the contrary,
I believe that it would be a benefit
provided that he uses the right
technique in his breath control
and he releases the air in his lungs
through the work of his dia-
phragm.
Singing after
Tonsillectomy
Q. I have learned from my doc-
tor that I must undergo a tonsil-
lectomy. How soon may I safely
resume voice training afterwards?
Would you consider a month too
soon? I am 25 years old and am
a lyric tenor. Is my range likely
to be affected by the operation?
A. You should let your doctor
decide when you should resume
your singing after the tonsillec-
tomy. There could be some change
in the quality of your voice, but
its type will not change. I think
you will find that your voice will
benefit by the operation.
A Singer, but not
an Actor
Q. My 19 year old son Jack is
showing real promise as a singer.
He has a baritone voice that would
seem to lend itself to dramatic work
and he is active with some other
young folks who are forming a
community light opera group. He
doesn't want to sing in the chorus
because he has been spending his
own money on voice lessons for
the past year and he knows he can
do solo work. The director of the
group doesn’t consider him mate-
rial for the leading roles because
Jack doesn’t act as well as several
of the other boys. So Jack devotes
himself to the prop committee.
How can he learn to improve his
acting so he will be chosen for a
singing role?
A. Your question is rather dif-
ficult to answer. The boy must be
seen in person before it can be
determined whether he is or is not
fitted for larger parts. Usually the
ability to act is born in a person,
but in many cases may be devel-
oped to a certain extent. However,
the actor must have an imagina-
tion and be able to transform his
Vocal Problem?
whole being into a different type
of character
—
giving the imagina-
ry person life and realism. Most
people who do not know how to
act never seem to know what to
do with their hands and body
when they go out on the stage;
and they appear to have extra
limbs they don’t know what to do
with.
I believe that the director of the
group who knows soniecmng of
art and acting would be the best
judge of your son and he is the
one who could advise him what to
do. One thing your son must never
do is lose his interest and enthusi-
asm in the work he is doing there.
It is not only a great deal of fun,
but a source of fine development
in musical culture—even without
being the leading soloist.
French and German
Q. A 22 year old business man
came to me a year ago to study
voice. He is making first rate
progress, has a good tenor range
and is seriously interested in be-
coming a concert or radio singer.
He feels the need, however, for
more than his cursory high school
study of languages, and as this is
not a college town I am somewhat
at a loss to suggest a way for him
to obtain quickly the facility with
French and German he needs. Do
you recommend correspondence
courses? If so, how can he pick
up pronunciation?
A. No one can learn to speak a
language well through correspond-
ence. Someone who is familiar
with the language should correct
his pronunciation of the songs that
he sings. It is not necessary to
speak the language fluently to be
able to sing it well.
Overcoming Fear of
Cracking
Q. A 27 year old lyric tenor, I
have been soloist for a large
church choir for almost two years,
but I am still plagued by the fear
that my voice will crack when I
near the top of my range. To date
it has fortunately never cracked in
public, but it does frequently when
I practice. Is there some practical
help you can recommend?
A. If your voice is cracking
there is most likely something
wrong with your singing tech-
nique. I feel sure that you are
singing too high in the register
without the correct support of
your diaphragm. It is the dia-
phragm that controls your singing
and breathing, not your vocal
cords. Therefore when your tech-
nique is first class, you need have
no more fear of your voice crack-
ing on any of its tones.
Try vocalizing while lying on
the floor flat on your back. It will
help you to feel the right sort of
diaphragm action and will teach
you to fill your lungs from below
No musical knowledge needed. Piano
tuners in great demand everywhere. Train
under experts. Learn with phonograph
recordings in 30 days. We furnish record-
ings, instruction books and professional
tools (including record player if needed).
We show you how to line up part or full
time work for big earnings. Send for
FREE literature today.
CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
Dept. 1140, 211 E. Michigan Ave.. Lansing. Michigan
Pianos '125.”
FINE CONDITION AGENTS WANTED
Delivered To Your Door
Write for details
CUNNINGHAM PIANO CO.
PHILA. 44. PENNA.
-
—like you fill a bag of potatoes.
When your lungs are full, sing
your vocalization by gradually
drawing in your diaphragm, but
do not let your chest collapse. Keep
it high so that the air left in it is
always your reserve.
The End
Original —Krueger CUSHION
FOR YOUR PIANO BENCH
Protects new benches, beautifies old
Custom tailored in genuine Boylston up-
holstery fabric. 3 colors, Dove Gray, Bur-
gundy or Forest Green in a conservative,
striated texture weave. Reversible cushion
has welt-cord edges and button-on, buckled
straps of same fine material. Thick foam-
rubber filled for comfort and liftetime
resilience. Specify color and send bench-
top measurements. Ideal Christmas gift.
Money-back guarantee. Delivery, ..n -n
ten days, postpaid $ 1 .4.011
No C.O.D.’s, mail check or M.O. to:
-J(ruefyer CUSHION CO-
2107 Drexel Ave. Ft. Wayne 5, Ind.
CLASSIFIED ADS
TRUE MUSIC UNDERSTANDING
through correspondence course (Har-
mony, Counterpoint, Analysis). Manu-
scripts discussed, revised, Music
Reading by mail. Write for informa-
tion. Goldner. So Barrow, New York
N. Y.
HARMONY. Composition, Orches-
tration, Musical Theory. Private orCorrespondence Instruction. Manu-
scripts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler. 32-46 107
tat.. Corona, N, Y,
STUDENTS, PIANISTS. TE H ll-ERS. Something entirely new in piano
solos. Book of Favorite Standard
Melodies. Entertaining arrangementsby Radio pianist and Teacher. Price
$1.25. Harold Hanft, 40 W. Ashlev St.
Jacksonville 2
,
Fla.
LEARN PIANO TUNING—Simpli-
fied, authentic instruction $4.00—Lit-
erature free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
St., Elmira, N. Y.
LEARN PIANO TUNING AT HOME.
Course by Dr. Wm. Braid White. Pay
as you learn. Write Karl Bartenbach.
1001A Wells St., Lafayette, Ind.
PIANO PRACTICING W NO! INCOTHERS? Mayo’s Muting Device Eas-
ily Attached or Detached bv Anyone
without harming mechanism. State
upright, grand or spinet. Send $5.00
for mute, full instructions. Moneyback guarantee. Prichard Mayo, Piano
Technician. Dept. 003, 1120 Latona
Street, Phila. 47, Pa.
ORGANS FOR SALE: Guaranteed
pipe organs, reed organs and pianos.Cannarsa Organ Company, Hollidavs-
burg, Pa.
OBOE REEDS. Hand Made. Tuned
and Tested. $1.50 each: $15.00 dozen
C. Robison, 216 W. 41st St„ Marion
Ind.
n.VCK POPULAR SHEET MUSIC to
1850. Ballads, Ragtime, Everything.
List 10d. Classics exchanged for Popu-
lar. Fore’s, E3151 High, Denver 5. Colo.
VOCAL LESSONS—Learn the inter-
val method. Quickest way to Bel
Canto Singing. Harold K. Don, 5535%
Pulaski Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.GE 8-7476, -
BOOKS ON THE VIOLIN: Invalu-
able for technique and connoisseur-
ship. Few inexpensive hand made
fiddles. Houghton, 42 Newbridge
Street. Newcastle-on-Tyne 2, England.
MASON-HAMLIN GRAND, 6'-2",
ebonized finish, reasonable. Joseph C.
Holstad, 337 Oak Grove, Minneapolis,
Minn.
YOUR UNWANTED MUSIC ex-
changed piece for piece, 5e each;
quality matched. Burpee’s Specialty
Shoppe, Delton, Mich.
MELODEONS FOR SALE. Beautiful
reconditioned instruments. C SharpHobby Shop, 415 S. Diamond, Grand
Rapids. Mich.
AVANTED—Player piano rolls, SS^
note, classical only; and Deagan cata-logs Showing big marimbas with U-
shaped tubes, other pictures and in-formation about same. Who has such
a marimba ? Write—F. K. MacCallum,
1815 E. Rio Grande, E l Paso, Texas.
PIANISTS: Aid to improvising
sheets and professional bass sheets
provide the clue to easy improvising.
Excellent for student, teacher, and
professional. Two new releases (4
sheets) every other month. Informa-
tion on request. John P. Maher, Box
194, Ansonia P. O., New York 23, N. Y.
C. MEISEL, INC., 4 St. Marks Place,New York City 3, N. Y. Sottnek Mas-
ter Tuner Tailpiece for Violin to-
gether with Cathedral Chromespun
Strings Set Complete $10.00.
PLAY PIANO BY' EAR! A “sound”
system. Booklet free. Joe Boucher,
Box 12-E, Ottawa, Canada. (Back
numbers popular songs for sale. Old
songs wanted. List l Od coin.)
METROPOLITAN”MUSIC CO. (Jerry
Juzek) endorses VIOLIN TONEPOST,
fitting $1500. 150 ’’Oid/New” Masters$3500 to $4200. Guaranteed. PATMOR
FIDDLEP.Y, Zion, 111.
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER sellsRARE PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Lists. E. Hirschmann, 100 Duncan
Jersey City, New Jersey.
VIOLINS FOR SALE: Disposing
Cremonas including Stradivarius
Guadagnini, Camelli. Gaglianos, and
others. Hill, Hermann. Lewis, Hamma
certificates. Write: Fine Arts Gal-
leries, 714 E. Second Street, Flint
Mich.
MUSICAL PERSONALIZED STA-
TIONERY. Beautifully printed withYOUR name and Photocut of ANY In-
strument—100 Letterheads
—75 Enve-
lopes. Both $2.00 Postpaid. WONDEP.-FUL Christmas — Birthday GIFTS.TERMINAL, 4818% Kimball, Chicago
25,
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ADDS NEW COLOR TO ORGAN MUSIC
Schulmerich CARILLONIC BELLS, the climax
of development in church electronics, surpasses
by far the limited powers of organ chimes.
CARILLONIC BELLS not only adds the pure,
brilliant loveliness of true bell tones to your organ;
but can also send out full bell harmonies from
your church tower.
Through CARILLONIC BELLS, your church
acquires a voice of incomparable, beauty in the
community, a heart-stirring eloquence, loved and
identified by all who hear it. Nearly seven hundred
churches and institutions throughout the nation
have chosen CARILLONIC BELLS for true clarity
of tone and musical versatility. And now has come
an even more gratifying tribute . .
.
CARILLONIC lillS • YOWIR MUSIC SYSTEMS • ACOUSTIC CORRECTION UNITS • SOUND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS • CHURCH HIARINC AIDS
The famous Westminster Choir College of
Princeton, A'pit Jersey has nerer before pro-
vided Instruction on chimes or bells. Today
,
hotcerer, the artistry of CAHMM.LO.XIC BELLS has
so Impressed this school of sacred music that a.
course In Campanology has been Inaugurated
featuring this marvelous Instrument In con-
junction u-lih organ and as a tou-er Instrument,
To add new color to the music within your church,
or send forth a melodious reminder of its spiritual
purpose, or to create a memorial of lasting beauty,
choose Schulmerich CARILLONIC BELLS. For
complete particulars, address Dept. ET-1
ofc/ui/mewcA
ELECTRONICS, INC.
SEILERSVILLE, PA.
GIVE IT AS A Ckristntas present
ETUDE the music magazine/
Christmas gift rates are:
1 one year subscription — $3.00
2 one year subscriptions— $5.00
3 one year subscriptions— $7.50
each additional subscription — $2.50
Canadian postage 25 cents per year additional
Foreign postage $1.00 year additional
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
Bargain Counter Carillon
( Continued from page 25)
Now we find an open fifth for
full organ against bells fortissimo:
Ex. 4 _
jxt
A Toccata follows, employing
the figuration and theme shown
in Ex. 5. This section does not
use the bells, but prepares for
their entrance (Ex. 6), with
double pedal:
The piece ends with the softest
stops on the organ being used as
accompaniment to the flute solo,
with its delayed resolution, while
the bells, struck pianissimo, are
augmented in tone, then dimin-
ished. The effect is indescribably
beautiful.
Ex. 8
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The climax is reached (Ex. 7)
with C major chords for full
organ, with a dissonant strike in
the bells:
Altogether the new bells afford
for the organist a vast new palette
of tone-color. The Schulmerich
Bells offer great variety and flexi-
bility. They may be used in any
form of the diminished chord, in
as many as ten notes at once,
sounded together or arpeggiated,
with any desired volume of tone.
Likewise the use of single notes,
in minor thirds, open fifths, oc-
taves and the like, fires the imagi-
nation with the extent of the prac-
tical worth of this new instrument
as an adjunct to the organ.
A Psychologist Looks At Music
( Continued from Page 23)
thing to do, so I will do it, in order
to be good.”
That is a bad attitude. It may
actually prove harmful in sup-
pressing natural inclinations. The
wholesome attitude is the reason-
ing one.
for all its difficulties, practice
is useful. Brought to recognize
this, the student may intelligentlv
say to himself, “I very much want
the help that this can give me, so
I shall do it willingly, keeping my
eyes on the goal.” This constitutes
the foundation for valuable self-
discipline.
The man who feels the need to
make music will do so, even if he
has to teach himself at forty. While
there is no harm whatever in omit-
ting lessons for the child who has
no desire for music, there is great
harm in forcing them upon him,
since the forcing may turn him
completely away from music, even
as a listener.
Why should we expect every-
body to find expression in music?
It is far more important that the
majority of people can receive the
music they hear, and understand
its spiritual message.
ETUDE-NOVEMBER 1919
for Hie Hammond Organist!
\ MODERN 1
RHYTHM
PATTERNS
for Hammond Organ
I
I
!
*1.00
A practical guide to the mastery
of modern rhythm forms. The
fundamentals of left hand and
pedal coordination are clearly
presented with studies and com-
plete solos based on the rhythms
of the Woltz, Boogie Woogie,
Fox Trot, Tango, Samba, Be*
guine. Rhumba, Shuffle Rhythm.
ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP.
1 19 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
JACK EPSTEIN
BARITONE
Inquiries to
1401 Steinway Bldg.. New York City
PIANO TEACHERS
New Technical Exercise for strengthening
the fingers that eliminates the necessity of
all others. One complimentary sample to
all piano teachers.
Write
LUCILLE DESIN
West Main Rd. North East, Pa.
VOICESTRENGTHEN Your
you can now build yourself a powerful speaking:
singing voice with this amazing new scientifically
sound tested method. Sclf-trainintr ... no music or
„
roqu
)rod - Results GUARANTEED. Just sendiam ® for t }'e sensational details. FREE chart ofyour vocal mechanism included!
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
Studio L-lOO 1141 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5. III.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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Brass, Woodwinds, and Percussion
Public School Music, Composition,
nreWf Musicology, Chorus, Glee Club,TwS a ’ B2nd - Faculty includes members ofSj,n?Phon y- Bachelor’s and Master’s De-
nr»T t musical subjects. Dorms. Catalog.
Bostol
MUSIC, Room 115, 25 Blagden St..
Xmas Cards
with Envelopes
beautifully lithographed in J- dftftfour color, with
,„yings Iho , ™' > M (J(J
will endear you in the hearts ONLY #°t your musical friends. / Prepaid
Appropriate Card for every Instrumentalist,
music teacher, singer, choral group —
even barber shop quartet
Send ONE DOLLAR or MONEY ORDER to
^
Mon,, „luod,d H not totilfiod
* PETER GEORGE ART SERVICE, Inc. •
-
frier.W New Ted. 12. N. Y.
ORGAN QUESTIONS
By Frederick Phillips
I
I
Q. I play the piano, and as our
church needs an organist I am consider-
ing taking up the organ. As a girl I
played reed organ, and have since
played the organ to some extent. I am
forty-eight years of age, so not very
young to start such a venture. There
are no organ teachers in town, so much
of my work will have to be done alone,
going out of town for occasional les-
sons. Can you suggest studies that will
help me? Do you think I am foolish
to start such a thing? I will have to
practice a great deal on the piano.
-H. Q.
A. Your very last sentence offers
the most serious obstacle. Unless
you have access to an organ for
practice, or can arrange to buy a
set of pedals for practice purposes,
you will be able to make little prog-
ress, as the foot work, and the co-
ordination of feet with hands, is
the basis of pipe organ study. Can
you not arrange with your own or
some nearby church to use the
organ for practice? After this is
arranged the way should be fairly
smooth. Get a copy of “The Or-
gan” by Stainer, and it will give
you valuable information as to the
construction of the organ, the func-
tions of the different stops, and
then lead you into practical work
with hands first, then with feet,
and then combining hands and feet.
The book contains most of what
you will need in the way of funda-
mental studies, hut the Stainer
Volume may be supplemented by
Sheppard’s “Pedal Studies,” Whil-
ing “Progressive Studies,” and
Carl's “Master Studies.” If you can
arrange for practice, we see no
reason at all why you should not
make a success of the venture. If
you plan to study even occasionally
under a teacher, it would be well
to make this contact first, and get
his advice.
Q. Is the most powerful stop the
Ophicleide? Is it good taste to use
Chrysoglott in church? When the
Hammond organ was first manufactured,
were the pre-set qualities different than
the later models (C*—A) ? From what
set of pipes is the Tierce I 3/5 and
Twelfth 2 2/5 derived? Are all Tibias
made of wood? When do you use the
mixture (2 ranks on my organ) ? Is
Octave 4 always a flute?
—R. B.
A. The Ophicleide is certainly
among the most powerful stops,
and probably ranks first. The name
"Chrysoglott” does not appear in
our reference books and is not
familiar to us, so we are unable to
advise you on this point. We sug-
gest that you write to the Ham-
mond Instrument Company for
information regarding possible
changes in the pre-set keys, and
we are sending you their address.
The Tierce and Twelfth are not
derived from other stops, but are
independent. As far as our infor-
mation goes, all Tibias are of wood.
1 lie Octave 4? is a small scale metal
pipe, somewhat similar to the dia-
pason in quality. Mixtures should
be used when it is desired to am-
plify the harmonic; there is no
rule other than that of sound judg-
ment, and tonal agreeableness.
Q. I should like you to advise me
regarding the use of an electric organ
in our new church building. Do you
think an electric organ with fairly rich
tones would prove reasonably satisfac-
tory? We have to consider the cost,
and of course the difference between
an electric and a pipe organ we realize
is considerable. Would an electric organ
stand up over a period of years? Would
you care to offer comparisons between
the following makes (names desig-
nated ) ?
—F. C. H.
A. In recent years many im-
provements have been made in the
manufacture of electronic instru-
ments, and the present day instru-
ments hear better comparison with
pipe organs than formerly, hut
there is still considerable difference
between them, and we suggest a
very careful hearing of both types
before making a decision. In check-
ing the electronic instruments it
would he well to develop full organ,
with full volume, to ascertain if the
increased volume brings about any
distortion of tone. ETUDE cannot
of course recommend individual
makes, hut we are sending you a
list of manufacturers of both types
of instruments, in case you wish to
contact any you may not yet have
considered. Also read the article
by Dr. McCurdy on Electronic
Organs in the January 1949 issue
of ETL DE.
Q. The organ at our church has the
following stops (specifications given).
There are two spare tabs on the Great
and Swell, and one on Pedal. What
stops would you suggest that we add?
—R. E. B.
A. On the Great you could add
Trumpet 8', and Gamba 8', and on
fhe Swell the Voix Celeste 8' and
Cornopean 8'. For the Pedal we
suggest either Bourdon 16' or Vio-
lone 16'. We are assuming that the
Sub-Base 16' is in effect a Dia-
pason.
For tta Hammond Organist!
f MUSIC IN |
MEM0RIAM
FOR HAMMOND ORGAN
with
PIPE ORGAN REGISTRATIONS
Modified arrangements with
interesting registration ideas.
Contents include — ANGEL'S
SERENADE (Braga) • THE
DEATH OF ASE (Grieg) •
LARGO (Dvorak) • PRELUDE
IN C MINOR (Chopin) •
ELEGIE (Massenet) * COME,
SWEET DEATH (Bach) •
FUNERAL MARCH (Chopin)
COMPLETE BOOK *1.00
ETHEL SMITH MUSIC CORP.
1 19 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
IS PRACTISING A PLEASURE?
Use a good metronome and
enjoy the rapid progress
5 Yr. Written
Guarantee
At your dealer or send direct
Remittance enclosed, please send me:
Standard Franz Electric
Metronome
.. Q $15.00
With Perfect Flash-Beat $15.95
Book, "Metronome Techniques"..,Q $ 1.00
Name
Address
FRANZ MFG. CO., INC.
New Haven, Conn.
PIANO TUNING PAYS
Learn this Independent Profession
AT HOME
Our patented TONOMETER with BEAT
GAUGE is a scientific ‘teaching-tuning
instrument that simplifies learning and
assures accuracy with or without knowl-
edge of music. Action Model and tools
furnished. Diploma granted. Great
shortage of tuners makes this a PROF-
ITABLE and UNCROWDED field.
PIONEER SCHOOL—50th YEAR. G.I.
APPROVED. Write for free booklet.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
Bryant Bldg., Washington 16, D. C.10
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The Day of Gratitude
OBERLIN
COLLEGE
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
O
FRANK H. SHAW, Director
Box 5119, Oberlin, Ohio
An attractive college town lends quiet
charm to this school for professional
musicians.
Thorough instruction in all branches
of music under artist teachers. High
standard of admission. Special train-
ing in band, orchestra and choir di-
rection.
Write for catalogue describing Ober-
lin's conservatory courses and its
superior equipment (200 practice
rooms, 26 modern organs, etc.).
Degrees: Bachelor of Music, Bachelor
of Music Education; Master of Music,
Master of Music Education.
Member of the National Association
of Schools of Music.
( Continued from Page 26)
of man through high spiritual
forces, through better understand-
ing, education, and the arts. They
feel deeply that through the bond
of music, the international lan-
guage, the building of a frater-
nal cooperation will be greatly
strengthened, giving us cause for
an international day of Thanks-
giving.
We of ETUDE are grateful for
the rare spirit of friendship and
cooperation shown to us by our
thousands of loyal friends, who
make our continual expansion pos-
sible.
We are grateful, at this Thanks-
giving hour, for the privilege of
serving in the splendid field of
music education. We are grateful
for the privilege of living in this
wonderful age, when in most of
the homes of our country the finest
( Continued from Page 13)
“hit” tunes is that when people
learn these melodies the easy way,
they will be more ready to accept
them in context. In other words,
we will accept the tune as a popu-
lar song, while we shy away from
it in the form intended by the
composer.
Why not get to know and love
fine music in its own dress? The
best way to do this is to expose
oneself to as much good music as
possible. I have found this true in
my work with the Boston “Pop”
Concerts, with the summer Es-
planade Concerts which grew out
of the “Pops,” and the Wednesday
Children’s Concerts that grew out
of the Esplanade series.
All these are “popular” concerts,
yet we present only fine music, in
original form. The tens of thou-
sands of listeners, young and old,
who keep coming back for more,
leave no doubt that neople will
welcome good things if given the
chance.
Once program material for the
high school orchestra has been
chosen, from simple originals and
artistic arrangements, the question
remains of how the works are to
music of the world, played by the
foremost interpreters, may be
turned on with the flip of a button.
We are grateful for the inspirit-
ing music of the lighter composers,
which brings so much rhythmic
and melodic charm to our lives.
We are grateful for the use of
music in industry, which robs
many a worker’s day of monotony.
We are grateful for the high
privilege of making music our-
selves—one of the rarest joys of
life.
At all times, unceasingly culti-
vate gratitude for the good and
the nobility of your own soul. Cic-
ero proclaimed, “While I would
fain have some tincture of all the
virtues, there is no quality I would
rather have and be thought to have
than gratitude. For it is not only
the greatest virtue, but even the
mother of all the rest.”
be combined into interesting pro-
grams.
In building programs for the
“Pops” and Esplanade series, I have
always tried to get as much va-
riety as possible. The trick is to
group your selections so that each
listener will find at least one thing
to delight him.
We print our full week’s pro-
gram in advance, on long paper
streamers (we also call them “sa-
lami,”) which are displayed for
the benefit of ticket buyers. It is
enlightening to overhear the com-
ments of prospective purchasers.
One says, “Oh, Ravel’s Bolero
again—I won’t go that night. Let’s
get seats for the Leonore Over-
ture.”
A few paces behind him, some-
one says, “Beethoven again? Not
for me, thanks! But I do want to
hear the Bolero.”
The solution? Give both. Then
everyone is pleased, and comes to
hear music. Which is good.
The same system can be applied
to the young orchestra’s prob-
lems. It is more than ever impor-
tant that our young people should
be introduced pleasantly to fine
music.
THE TWO COURSES FOR PIANO
By John Thompson
may be used separately or interchangeably
'MELODY ALL THE WAY"
COURSE
THE PREPARATORY BOOK
Based entirely on familiar airs, this
book covers the same ground as
TEACHING LITTLE FINGERS TO
PLAY from ’’The Modern Course for
the Piano'.*’
Price, 75 cents
BOOKS 1-a AND 1-b
These two books (together! cover
the same range of pianism as THE
FIRST GRADE BOOK from ‘'The
Modern Course for the Piano."
BOOK 1-a is in Grade 1.
BOOK 1-b is in Grade 1 .,
Price, 75 cents, each
BOOKS 2-a AND 2-b
These two boo-ks (together) cover
the same degree of pianism as THE
SECOND GRADE BOOK from "The
Modern Course for the Piano."
BOOK 2-a is in Grade 2.
BOOK 2-b is in Grade 2Vz-
Price, 75 cents, each
TfhCttlNGLlTTLCtl&KERS
TO PLAY
MODERN COURSE
FOR THE PIANO
TEACHING LITTLE FINGERS
TO PLAY
A book for the earliest beginner
combining ROTE and NOTE
approach for private or class in-
struction. Each subject is presented
ONE THING AT A TIME.
Price, CO cents
THE FIRST GRADE BOOK
Something New Every Lesson. The
object of this book is to lay a clear,
correct and complete foundation for
piano study.
Price, $1.00
THE SECOND GRADE BOOK
Follows uninterruptedly and in pro-
gressive sequence from the exact
point where THE FIRST GRADE
BOCK suspended.
Price, $1.00
TINY TECHNICS, may be used for beginners in either course. Price, 75 cents.
7^ WILLIS MUSIC CO.
124 EAST FOURTH STREET, CINCINNATI 1, OHIO
In Handel s time it was the custom for singers to improvise their
cadenzas. Often the results were more spectacular than musicianly.
Once Handel conducted a performance at which the tenor Michael
Kelly modulated into ever-remoter keys, finally with great difficulty-
returning to the dominant. In a voice audible all over the house, Handel
exclaimed: “Velcome home, Mr. Kelly!”
Let's Help Our Young Orchestras
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VIOLIN QUESTIONS
Answered by Harold Berkley
A BRILLIANT NEW METHOD!
Matchless contribution to Piano Pedagogy —
COURSE FOR P/AR/STS
by JUNE WEySRICHT
A Mental Concept First
B. S., New York. Thank you for
your interesting letter. Some of
your thoughts are provocative. I
wish I had the space to discuss
your ideas as fully as they deserve.
If you will refer to the October
1947 issue of ETUDE, I think you
will find that we agree on the psy-
chological qualities of the vibrato,
and particularly on the way it
should be taught, I am at one with
you in thinking that no player or
singer can perform a phrase beau-
tifully without having a clear im-
aginative idea of how the phrase
should sound.
Cannot Identify Copyist
J. F. M., Missouri. It was pleas-
ant to get a letter from someone
who has read my columns carefully
enough to know that a violin
branded “Stainer” cannot be a
genuine instrument. But it is not
possible to tell from the label who
the copyist was. The fact that the
date on the label was not completed
might lead one to think that the
violin is a German or Bohemian
factory product about a hundred
years old. Occasionally one finds
a violin of this class which has an
uncommonly good tone.
Helpful Comments
F. F. C., Ohio. I am very glad
indeed that the remarks I made on
the Schubert Sonatine were so
helpful to you and to your student.
It must have gratified you to have
her do so well in the contest. Don’t
hesitate to send in any question
that may occur to you. All that you
have sent in have been more than
interesting.
Suggested Material
D. L. 0., Transvaal, South Afri-
ca. The sonatas for 2 violins and
piano of Handel, Purcell, and
Corelli are the best of their class.
They are not technically difficult,
but are musically demanding. The
Moszkowski Suite is difficult, effec-
tive, and good music. You know
the Bach D minor concerto, of
course, but do you know his
Sonata in C major? The Suite
Antique of Albert Stoessel is good,
and you would find it useful. The
Sinding Suite is a bit old-fash-
ioned, but still effective. (2) You
will find your second question an-
swered in the June issue.
Wants College Post
Miss J. P., Florida. The Head of
the Music Department of your own
college can answer your question
much better than I can. All I can
tell you is that most colleges and
conservatories prefer to engage
their own graduates as junior
teachers. It may not do you any
good, but you might write to the
Director, The Kansas City Con-
servatory of Music, Armour at
Walnut, Kansas City 2, Missouri.
The Modern Thorough Piano Course for the Student
who wants to play Better. Excellent method for both
teacher and student. Highly recommended.
BOOK ONE— The Beginner’s Book
Includes: Reading up and down from the middle of the
staff, from the space notes of the treble clef, from the
space notes of the bass clef and introduction to musical,
playing.
BOOK TWO— The Follow-Up Book
BOOK THREE— The Key Signature Book
BOOK FOUR— Scale and Chord Book
BOOK FIVE— The Dance Form Book
BOOK SIX The Classics Book
NEW!
ETUDES
for
PIANISTS
by JUNE
WEYBRIGHT
BOOK ONE
75 cents each book
The Hand in Third Position
L. G., Illinois. In the 9th Con-
certo of De Beriot, the high F in
the fourth measure of the violin
solo should be taken as a har-
monic. It sounds lighter and more
brilliant if played in that manner.
(2) In the octave passage on the
second page of the Concerto, the
two slurred notes should be played
Up bow. (3) In general, your hand
should not touch the ribs of the
violin when you are playing in the
third position, though there are
occasions when it may be allowed
to do so. It is impossible to lay
down rules on this. But don’t let
it be your usual manner of play-
ing. For one thing, it will hinder
your vibrato.
A Good Teacher
Mrs. M. E., Connecticut. I was
glad to hear from you again and to
know that your playing is getting
along so well. I am glad, too, to
know that your teacher agreed with
the advice I gave you. He evidently
knows his job very well, so don’t
he hesitant about following his
suggestions. Good luck!
Genuine Voirin?
C. L. S., Michigan. Voirin was a
very fine bow maker indeed, but
there are many bows stamped with
his name that never saw the inside
of his workshop. They are, in
short, inferior copies. Few bows
not stamped “F. N. Voirin” are
genuine
;
and many so stamped are
fakes, too. Personally, I question
that your bow is a genuine Voirin,
but there is a chance it may be.
So why don’t you take or send it
to Kenneth Warren, 28 East Jack-
son, Chicago 4, Illinois, or to Wm.
Lewis & Son, 30 East Adams
Street, Chicago 3, Illinois? Either
firm will give you a reliable ap-
praisal.
WORK BOOKS to accompany
"COURSE FOR PIANISTS ”
Books ONE • TWO • THREE • FOUR
Coordinated Work Books for "stock-faking" and as-
sured progress. Checks the student’s comprehension of
his subject. May be used at the lesson or assigned for
homework. Designed to supplement the materials in
the first four study books of the course.
.50 each book
TECHNIC FOR PIANISTS of Junior Grade
Modern Dexterity Exercises for the technical growth
of the young student, without cousing tension — psy-
chologically and musically coordinating the eyes, ears
and hands.
BOOK ONE 60 BOOK TWO ... .75
BOOK TWO
Various technical pat-
terns are approoched
with the accent on
melody and descrip-
tive moods. Each
study is in itself a
recital piece, there-
fore, bringing the
student characteristic
technic in its most
enjoyable form. These
Etudes conform with
Miss Weybright’s
"Course for Pianists."
.60 each book
Writ* for FREE descriptive folder.
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC ,INC.
Sol. Selling Agents: MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.
LEARN "SWING" MUSIC
Quick course to pUvers of all Instrument*—make you*
srTsnsreroenta of “hot” breaks, choruses, obbligato*,
embellishments, figurations, blue notes, whole tones. etc.MODERN DANCE ARRANGING
Duets, trios, quartettes and ensembles
—special choruses
—modulating to ether keys—suspensions— anticipations
—organ points—color effects—swingy backgrounds—
Write today.
ELMER B. FUCHS
335 East IRth St. Brooklyn 2«. M. Y.
I
JOHN MARKERT & CO.
141 WEST I5TH ST.. NEW YORK II. N. Y.
VIOLINS OLD & NEW
.Expert Repairing. Send for Catalog
THE MANNES
MUSIC SCHOOL
Professionals* Non- Professionals* Children
Class and Individual Instruction
Artist Teachers
Scholarships for Orchestral Instruments
DAVID & LEOPOLD MANNES. Directors
Room 33, 157 East 74th St., New York 21, N. Y.
DILLER-QUAILE
School of Music
Teacher Training and General
Musicianship Courses
66 East 80 St. New York 21. N. Y.
• RARE VIOLINS •
• $50 up. Send For New List 0
FRANCIS DRAKE BALLARD
• 50 Chippewa Road — Tuckahoe. N. V. 0
1 14 Pictures of Composers 8Va*H ondl*,
r 7 Pictures of Old Instruments -- (51.00
45 Songs and Special Bird Colls $1.00
65 Ro+e Piano Pieces for Reading or
Rote $1.00
I Ploy Myself Book, Special for
Reading $1.00r[V EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
103 East 86fh St. (Pork Ave.) New York City
CMote: CHURCH ORGANISTS
ORGAN HYMN TINE TRANSCRIPTIONS
Choice collection of 19 popular hymn
tunes ; registrations for pipe and electric
organs. Perma-plastic binding SI.25
Write for complete choir catalog.
Available at religious book stores
ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING HOUSE
L Grand Rapids 2, Michigan
IVi/ltjvn. cuutSort
30 E. Adams St.—Chicago 3, III.
Specialists in Violins, Bows, Repairs, etc.
ESTABLISHED IN 1874. WRITE FOR CATALOG
Publishers of "VIOLINS and VIOLINISTS"
$2.50 per year—Specimen Copy 35c.
V
<
IOLINS DEEP,MELLOW,SOULFUL—
Easy terms for wonderful instruments.
Get details today.GUSTAV V. HENNING
1106 N. 49th St., Seattle, Washington I
WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY
Flutes of Distinction
STERLING SILVER— GOLD— PLATINUM
Catalog on request
108 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston 15. Mass.
PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY
Founded 1870 •-Now in 80TH SEASON
JANI SZANTO, President- Director, 1617 Spruce St. Phila. 3, Pa.
COMPLETE COURSES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS OF MUSIC
Special Opera Department — Master Classes with Noted Artists
Inquiries Welcomed — Catalogue on Request
Approved for Veterans Training
Chartered by State*
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The World of Music
( Continued from page 3)
with the University of Illinois Sym-
phony Orchestra and Sinfonietta.
He also will conduct seminars in
composition and interpretation.
Obituary
E. Robert Schmitz, French-
American concert pianist, who for
the past 30 years has been a promi-
nent figure on the pianistic scene,
died September 5, in San Fran-
cisco, at the age of 60. He was
considered an authority on the
interpretation of modern French
compositions. He was a friend of
Debussy, with whom he worked
on the original production of
“Pelleas and Melisande.”
Herman Devries, retired dean
of Chicago music critics, former
opera singer and teacher, died
August 24 in Chicago. He had
retired in 1944 after 30 years as
critic for the Chicago Herald-
American. From 1879 to 1901
he had appeared with leading
opera companies in Europe and
America.
R. Pick-Mangiagalli, since
1936 director of the Milan Con-
servatory, died in that city on July
8 at the age of 67. Of his many
works the best-known is “The
Magic Carillon.”
Dr. Hans Kindler, founder
and conductor of the National
Symphony Orchestra, Washington,
D. C., died August 29, at the age
of 56. Dr. Kindler began his ca-
reer as a concert cellist and ap-
peared with many of the leading
orchestras of the world. From 1914
to 1919 he was first cellist of the
Philadelphia Orchestra. Following
an extensive concert career he or-
ganized the National Symphony
Orchestra in 1931, remaining as
its conductor until 1948.
Harry T. Burleigh, Negro
composer and singer, who had
served over 50 years as baritone
soloist in St. George’s Episcopal
Church,- New York City, died there
on Sept. 12. Among his best-known
songs are “Deep River,” “Little
Mother of Mine,” “0 Perfect
Love” and “Just You.”
Henri Rabaud, French com-
poser and conductor, died Septem-
ber 12, in Paris, at the age of 75.
His best-known operatic work was
“Marouf,” which was produced at
the Metropolitan Opera House in
1917. Following Karl Muck’s re-
tirement from the conductorship
of the Boston Symphony in 1918,
M. Rabaud became conductor of
that organization for one season.
Competitions
The seventh annual Psalm
Tune Competition is announced
by Monmouth College, Monmouth,
Illinois. An award of .$100 will
be given for the best setting of
the 23d Psalm. The closing date
is February 28, 1950. All details
may be secured from Thomas H.
Hamilton, Monmouth College,
Monmouth, Illinois.
The Columbia University
Band announces its 1950 Com-
position Contest, with an award
of $150.00 as first prize. The com-
petition will be for a Brass Quartet
in the form of a concerto or suite.
The combination of instruments
will be left to the discretion of the
composer. The closing date is
September 15, 1950. All details
may be secured from the Depart-
ment of Music, Columbia Univer-
sity, New York 27, N. Y.
An award of fifty dollars is
offered by the Northern California
Harpists Association for the best
harp composition written by a
contemporary composer in the
United States during the year
1949. The aims of the award are
“to enlarge the harp literature and
to familiarize composers with how
to write for harp.” The closing
date is January 1, 1950, and all
details may be secured from Pris-
cilla Leuer, 1937 Stockton Street.
San Francisco, California.
An award of one hundred dol-
lars plus royalty is offered by J.
Fischer and Bro., under the aus-
pices of the American Guild of
Organists, for the best organ com-
position submitted by any musi-
cian residing in the United States
or Canada. The piece should not
exceed five or six minutes in
length. The closing date is January
1, 1950. and all details may be
secured by writing to the Amer-
ican Guild of Organists, 630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
OPPORTUNITIES
...in the l^jusic ^jdield
ADVANCED COURSES OFFERED BY THE
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
BY THE HOME STUDY METHOD
Music has always ranked high among professions. There is
never an overcrowded field for the well trained musician.
• Interesting positions are open in every part of the
field. Schools and Colleges are making it necessary for
every teacher to be equipped for his work; the Radio
is calling for highly specialized training and standard-
ized teaching makes competition keen even in small
communities.
Are you an ambitious musician?
A successful musician is most always a busy one. Be-
cause of this very fact it is almost impossible for him
to go away for additional instruction; yet he always
finds time to broaden his experience. To such as these
our Extension Courses are -of greatest benefit.
Digging out for yourself new
ideas for the betterment of
your students is a wearisome
time-taking task. When you
can affiliate with a school
recommended by thousands of
successful teachers, you may
be sure that their confidence
justifies your confidence in
new ideas or your work which
we make available to you.
Look back over the past year!
What progress have you made?
If you are ambitious to make
further progress, enjoy greater
recognition, and increasing fi-
nancial returns, then you owe
it to yourself to find out
what this great Home Study
Musical Organization has to offer you. At
very small cost and no interference with your
regular work, you, easily and quickly can
qualify for higher and more profitable posi-
tions in the musical world.
DIPLOMA OR BACHELOR'S DEGREE
We help you to earn more and to prepare
for bigger things in the teaching field or any
branch of the musical profession. We award
the Degree of Bachelor of Music. With a
diploma or Bachelor's Degree you can meet
all competition.
-----------
-
-fill In antl Mail This Coupon
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. AM7
28 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois.
Please send me catalog, illustrated lessons,
course I have marked below,
Piano, Teacher’s Normal Course Harmony
Piano, Student’s Course Cornet—Trumpet
Public School Music—Beginner’s Advanced Cornet
and full information regarding
_
Public School Music—Advanced
Advanced Composition
Ear Training & Sight Singing
History of Music
__
Voice
Choral Conducting
Clarinet
Dance Band Arranging
Violin
Cuitar
Mandolin
[3 Saxophone
Reed Organ
Banjo
Name ....
Street No.
.Adult or juvenile.
State
Are you teaching now? If so, how many pupils have you?.
Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate? Have you studied Harmony?.
Would you like to earn the Degree of Bachelor of Music?
THE UnIVERSITyExTEMSIOIV Conservato,
28 EAST JACKSON BLVD. (DEPT, A-6 8 7), CHICAGO 4, ILL
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The Gersehefskis and their musical family: Jo Ellen 15
violinist, trumpeter, pianist; Peter, 13, clarinetist, pianist;
Martha, 7, pianist, composer; Johnny and Michael, who have
yet to select instruments.
Fighting the Famine of Strings
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION ETC
Required by the Acts of Congress
of August 24, 1912, and March 3, 1933
( Continued from Page 22)
ago; plans are now under way to
have a Spartanburg youngster ap-
pear each year as soloist with the
Spartanburg Symphony at one of
the children’s concerts. The Alex-
ander scholarships—for orchestral
instruments only—have been estab-
lished at the Converse College
School of Music by a local music
dealer.
Two $250 awards are available
annually to graduates of high
schools in the state of South Caro-
lina. It is our aim to set up similar
scholarships in other states of our
region. Two winners every year
from each of eight different states
will give us an orchestra of 64
plajers over a four-year period.
The college is not alone in its
interest in developing string play-
ers in our community. Last fall,
Mr. K. B. Hallman, superintendent
of schools in Spartanburg, hired a
teacher, Miss Minnie Lou Dent, to
train string players exclusively. As
reported by Miss Dent the follow-
ing program has been set up in
the Spartanburg Public Schools:
At present there are twenty-five
or more violin students in the 5th
and 6th grades of the city schools
who show promise and expect to
continue violin at least through
high school. This year there will
?e two classes
—one for beginners,
the other for advanced players.
These students have been presented
in a music review held by the city
schools, performing a program
"hich was favorably received.
In one of the junior high
schools, students are given the op-
portunity to study violin, cello, or
double bass. Most of those who ac-
cept this opportunity study orches-
tra as well. The same program
is being instituted in the other jun-
ior high schools this year, and a
large number of students have al-
ready registered for the class.
While on tour, several years
ago, I met a college official who
deplored the lack of string playing
in his institution. I asked who the
violin teacher was.
“Oh,” he replied, “we haven’t
any. We’re waiting for enough
students to enroll for violin in-
struction to warrant our hiring a
fiddler.”
That sort of approach will never
solve the problem. It requires no
ability at all to meet a demand that
has already been created; the gist
of the matter is precisely to create
the demand—whereupon meeting
it will not be much trouble. And
to organize the work necessary,
competent people must take the
initiative.
This much can certainly be said
:
the notion that there can be a
highly developed musical culture
in the United States alongside a
dearth of competent string-instru-
ment players is an absurdity on
the face of it.
Our music must have strings
—
and that is one reason why we
can be very sure that strings will
be forthcoming. But they will not
be forthcoming automatically, for
achievement of this goal requires
that we take action along lines
that lead to the goal.
The End
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Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
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brands Cooke, who, having been duly sworn ac-
cording to law, deposes and says that he is the
Editor of The Etude Music Magazine and that the
following is, to the best of his knowledge and
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ment, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required by the
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March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Postal
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:
Publisher Theodore Presser Company, Bryn Mawr,
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Editor James Francis Cooke
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., Bala-
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Managing Editor John Briggs, 310 Pembroke Road,
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Very First Piano Book with keyboard
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First Grade Piano Book 1.00
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New comprehensive catalog
of Music in All Classifications.
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teachers and students.
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Richard Strauss
i
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
Private Teachers (Western)
HAROLD HURLBUT
PARIS—NEW YORK—HOLLYWOOD
Singers Who Have Studied with Him Include
NADINE CONNER
Distinguished Soprano Metropolitan Opera
HENRY CORDY, N.Y. City Center & Havana
Operas... EVELYN HERBERT. .. ROBERT HALLI-
DAY...LOIS LEE and other Stars of Opera,
Stage and Radio
Address: Hollywood, Calif. Phone: GL. 1056
THE LIVERETTE VOCAL STUDIOS
AND OPERA ACADEMY
Formerly assistant to Dr. Lazar Samoiloff
Lucia Liverette, Director
Former Director of L. A. Civic Grand Opera Co.
CONCERT RADIO OPERA
Beginners to professional artists
Write for information
—
1833 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Teacher for Piano Teachers
Modern Piano Technic: Group work for Teach-
ers: Coaching concert pianists: Conducting
"Piano Teachers Forum."
BROOKS MAYS MUSIC STUDIOS
l005'/2 Elm Street, Dallas 2, Texas Phone C-6214
EVANGELINE LEHMAN
TEACHER OF SINGING
Opera—Operetta—Oratorio—Concert.
167 Elmhurst Av., Detroit 3, Mich. To. 5-8413
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist—Artist Teacher
229 So. Harvard Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.
Ft. 2597
THE SAMOILOFF
BEL CANTO STUDIOS & OPERA ACADEMY
The only place where you can learn the original
Samoiloff Bel Canto Method which developed
such outstanding voices as NELSON EDDY,
BIANCA SAROYA, DIMITRI ONOFRI and
many others. Now under the direction of Zepha
Samoiloff.
Write for Catalog, 3150 West Sixth St.
Los Angeles 5
Phone FE 8294 No charge for Audition
DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advance Piano Interpretation and the Theory
work required for the degrees of Mus. Bach.,
and Mus. Mas. Special Chopin interpretation.
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Detroit, Mich.
Private Teachers (New York city)
HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist
Interesting course
—
piano, harmony
Many Successful Pupils
166 W. 72nd St., N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385
MARY BOXALL BOYD
(Pupil of Leschetizky)
Pianist—Teacher—Coach—Program Building
"The results she can obtain are miraculous"
Writes Leland Hall—Prof, of Music
—
Smith College
Address—Steinway Hall—Nola Studios
—
113 W. 57th St., New York City, N. Y.
(Also 9 Chambers Terrace, Princeton, N. J.)
Tel. 2079 M
JACK EPSTEIN
BARITONE
Concerts — Opera — Teaching
Music Studios Palm Beach, Fla.
Inquiries to
1401 Steinway Bldg., New York City
ROY CAMPBELL
Teacher of Successful Singers of
Radio—Theatre—Pictures—Concert—Opera
"STYLE-IZING" for Radio and the Theatre
—Studio—
607-8 Carnegie Hall New York City
Telephone Cl 5-9244
Private Teachers (New York city)
LUCIUS DUNCAN
Concert Violinist—Teacher
Pupil of Schradieck
WESTCHESTER CONCERT BUREAU
White Plains, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa.
54 Bank St. 104 N. Mole St.
White Plains 9-7808 LO 7-0723
EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND FOR UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING POSITIONS
WINTER TEACHING SEASON: SEPTEMBER
TO JUNE
For full information address:
338 West 89th Street New York 29, N Y.
Tel. SChuyler 9-0261
MONTHLY SESSIONS IN WASHINGTON. D.C.
CHARLES LAGOURGUE
STUDIOS
VOICE PRODUCTION—SINGING
COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION
Mr. Lagourgue is the author of
"The Secret"—Daily Vocal Exercises.
Expert in solving all problems of the SINGING
and SPEAKING Voice — huskiness, nasality,
throatiness. Also stammering corrected.
35 West 57th Street, New York
EL. 5-2367
(FRANK) (ERNESTO)
LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice—Piano
Among those who have studied with Mr. La
Forge are: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tib-
bett, Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer.
MOO Park Ave., Corner 89th St., New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
Exponent TOBIAS MATTHAY
Private lessons, class lessons in Fundamentals
Summer-class, Southwest Harbor, Me.
801 Steinway Bldg. New York City
EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Planiit—Artist-Teacher
Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Mortiz Mosz-
kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837,
57th St. at 7th Ave.
Tel. Columbus 5-4357 New York City
Summer Master Class
—
June 15 to August 15.
MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HULL)
Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing— "Bel Canto"
Experienced European trained Artist
Coaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct voice production, defective singing
corrected.
Beginners accepted
Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
608 West End Ave. New York City
CRYSTAL WATERS
Concert Singer — Teacher
Voice Building, Breathing,
Diction, Expression, Style.
In preparation for
Radio, Screen, Stage,
Concert, Opera.
Write for Circular
405 E. 54 St. New York City
Tel. Vo-5—1362
LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Pianist and teacher
Teacher of Aron Copland, Elie Siegmeister
and many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Specialist in Technical Development and the
Art of Interpretation. Coaching for Recitals.
Hotel Ansonia, B'way at 73rd St., New York City
CECILE JAHIEL
CONCERT PIANIST—COMPOSER
1st prize of the Paris Conservatory
Former pupil of Cortot and Ravel
Coaching concert pianists for recital.
Courses for piano teachers and advanced pupils.
Master classes for concert pianists.
Private lessons. Register now for winter classes.
18 East 78th Street New York City, N. Y.
REgent 7-7030 or RHeinelander 4-1589
( Continued from Page 7)
not tower to the heights of that
composed before the war. Of course,
there are a few exceptions, notably
the works of Sibelius. Shostako-
vitch and Prokofiev. Perhaps the
world has not yet settled down
after the military convulsions of
1914 and 1939.
We must remember that 20 per-
cent of the first half of the present
century has been consumed by the
most frightful wars known to man.
It may take a few more decades
before the great creative minds can
get their perspective and begin to
work anew in the field of art. We
are very optimistic about this, and
believe that art in all its phases
will soar to greater heights in the
future, as humanity slowly realizes
that foundation problems of civili-
zation are not to be settled by mass
murder but by rich and broad
human understanding based upon
the spirit of the “Sermon on the
Mount.”
The Illustrierte Zeitung, prob-
ably the most representative of
German magazines, paid a notable
tribute in a special issue in 1939
to the 75th birthday of Strauss,
and at that time brought forward
certain facts that may be interest-
ing to readers of ETUDE.
Strauss gave as his first great in-
spiration a performance he heard
as a child of Weber’s “Der Frei-
schiitz”, the impression of which
he said was still unerasable. As
his two favorites, he gave Mozart’s
“Le Nozze de Figaro” and Wag-
ner’s “Tristan und Isolde.”
The Illustrierte Zeitung con-
tinues: “Once, when conducting a
rehearsal of the ‘Alpine Sym-
phony,’ just as they reached a place
where the lightning was supposed
to strike, the first concertmaster
dropped his bow. Strauss stopped
them a moment and said whimsi-
cally, ‘Gentlemen, we must wait a
second; the concertmaster has lost
his umbrella.’
“At another rehearsal, the clar-
inet sounded too loud. He stopped
the orchestra and whispered dra-
matically, ‘If I even hear the clari-
net there, it is altogether too loud.’
“Once, during a rehearsal of
‘Salome,’ Strauss stopped the or-
chestra and argued with the direc-
tor over the tempo. Finally, he
exclaimed in exasperation, ‘Did I
compose the opera, or did you
compose it?’
“
‘Thank God it was you.’ bland-
ly replied the director.
“When Strauss was rehearsing
‘Salome’ in another city, he re-
marked to the orchestra, ‘Gentle-
men, do not concern yourselves
with the difficulties and problems;
the opera is really a scherzo with a
tragic ending.’
“On another occasion an enthu-
siastic lad came to Strauss and
commented very fervidly upon the
words of ‘Salome’ and upon the
production of the drama.
“‘But the music?’ queried Frau
Strauss, who was also present. ‘You
have not said anything about that.'
“To which the man replied, ‘To
tell the truth, I did not notice
that.’
“‘Bravo!’ exclaimed Strauss,
patting him on the shoulder, ‘That
is the greatest compliment I have
ever had.’
“Once when Strauss was visited
by a young composer who asked
him to look over his works, the
master said, ‘You know, my dear
friend, I think it would be better
for you to give up composition
and choose another calling.’
“The very much discouraged
young man picked up his books
and started for the door. Just as
he was going out, Strauss called
encouragingly, ‘Do not be dis-
“When he said he was a
I to know he meant the
union man, how was
Teamsters’ Union?”
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turbed by my criticism. I had the
same advice given to me when I
was a young man.’
“Another young composer came
to him and exclaimed with fan-
tastic eagerness, ‘I am thrilled by
all your works, master; and I con-
tinually try to imitate you.’
“To which Strauss replied, ‘You
could not do anything more stu-
pid. If you want to learn some-
thing good, buy the symphonies
and quartets of Mozart; but leave
my works alone, as they are not
proper food for young people.’ ”
Anyone who imagines that
Strauss’ artistic life was a bed of
roses should take the trouble to
read some of the German criti-
cisms which accompanied the pro-
duction of two of his best known
works—“Elektra” and “Der Rosen-
kavalier”. Nothing was too severe
for the critics to say about these
operas which have been given over
and over again successfully in
many of the artistic centers of the
world.
Despite his academic back-
ground and the lofty musical level
upon which he lived, Strauss per-
sonally was a very genial, simple,
likable person, who in his private
life had no more ostentation than
the typical German citizen of the
last century. In discussing musical
Why Not Take Up
( Continued, from Page 19)
versity and author of many books
on efficient living says, “The only
people who truly haven’t time are
dead. Dead and buried. All others
who insist they haven’t time fall
into a few familiar classes, to wit:
fools, loafers, shirkers, and was-
trels.”
Avoid Time-Killing
Pursuits
What they really mean, he con-
tinues, is that they haven’t great
amounts of time. But it doesn’t
take that. A little time used con-
sistently at the piano each day will
pay rich dividends. Just as novels
have been written by people who
could work at them only five min-
utes at a time, so much can be done
in music with a little regular time.
These people learn to get into
their work fast, to get a little prog-
ress from even a fragment of time.
When we think of the time we
waste daily at time-killing pur-
suits we must admit that it is
nothing more than poor manage-
ment that keeps one from using a
ittle time each day for the things
ETUDE-NOVEMBER 1949
matters with him we found him
very conservative, sincere, learned,
dignified and genial, although in
his younger years he was looked
upon as a fiery radical. Once he
said to us:
“In my own music I find myself
continually leaning toward sim-
plicity and pure melody. The sim-
pler and clearer, the better. The
more complicated music becomes,
the more unlikely it is to survive,
unless it possesses the true melodic
character. Incoherent jumbles of
notes do not live and go down
through the centuries. The beauti-
ful melodies of Mozart, Beethoven,
Bach, Schubert, and others, will.”
The Strauss symphonic poems,
by which he is most likely to be
remembered, despite the great
popular success of his operas, “Der
Rosenkavalier” and “Salome,” im-
press most musicians as whole-
some, viable, emotionally beauti-
ful works, handled with a musi-
cianly skill which is epochal. Of
these, most critics concede that
the spontaneous verve, the inspira-
tion, the masterly freshness and
amazing technical devices of ex-
pression in “Till Eulenspiegel’s
Merry Pranks” made this work the
towering masterpiece of a musi-
cally historical career.
The End
Your Music Again?
most important to us. Whether the
period is fifteen minutes or an
hour, it could mean important
things in taking up music again.
Set aside a period each day to
play the piano, and adhere closely
to your schedule. As you continue,
you form the habit of spending
that hour at the piano until, at
last, you will feel quite irritated
if anyone tries to keep you from
your regular practice time. Fol-
low this faithfully for three weeks
without exception and the habit
will be formed. If you miss a day
you must start again.
As you take up your music
again, start quietly. Don’t tell
others about it at first. After you
have progressed to the point that
you feel you are definitely on your
way back, you will be able to men-
tion it to better advantage, for you
will have a solid background of
achievement from which to speak.
Too often we dissipate our aims
in too much talk. Direct the desire
into doing, not talking.
Start in a small way. Too many
try to accomplish too much at
once. One woman was so afraid
( Continued, on Page 64)
THE FIRST NAME IN PIANO METHODS
MICHAEL AARON
PIANO COURSE
Perfect Uninterrupted Sequence— Natural Progression
MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER 60
GRADE ONE ].00
GRADE TWO 1.00
GRADE THREE i.oo
GRADE FOUR i.oo
MICHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE 1.00
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC—Book One 75
MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC Book Two 75
Leading PIANO BOOKS
for Students and Teachers
H| WUut* YOUR CHOPIN BOOK
" 23 Chopin compositions especially compiled by the gifted teacher
Preludes, Mazurkas, Nocturnes, Waltzes, Polonaises, etc.
3 THINKING FINGERS= GUY MAIER & HERBERT BRADSHAW
1.00
1.00
.75
Not only HUNDREDS of finger exercises for intermediate and advanced
pianists — but exact, stimulating and original directions on how to prac-
tice them.
MOZART: Sonata in Bb Major (K.570)
with Introduction and Fingering by Guy Maler
Beautiful Sonata available for first time in single American edition.
CHDHD PLAYING for piano 1.00
by WILLIAM KREVIT
The Three Basic Hand-Shapes of early Keyboard Harmony in Short, Tuneful
Pieces for FINGER STRENGTH, IMPROVED SIGHT READING and BETTER
MUSICIANSHIP.
A Learning Music Program
HAZEL Piano Books
by FLORENCE FENDER BINKLEY
Supplements the student's beginning material and aids the teachers in
planning. a well-balanced study program.
MY MUSIC READING BOOK 60
23 familiar melodies make sighf reading easier, foster and more alfracfive
for the beginning piano student.
Other Books by Florence Fender Binkley
MT MUSIC DRAWING BOOK .... 60MY MUSIC WRITING BOOK “ 60MY MUSIC SPELLING BOOK 60
TONE TUNE TECHNIC — 2 Books
Book One • Book Two
.each .75
m
• THIS WAY TO MUSIC
An easy reading approach to the piano.
• RHYTHM with RHYME and REASON
Counfing made "Easy as pie."
GETTING ACQUAINTED with the KEYBOARD
• Book One: PRACTICE PATTERNS
• Book Two: SCALE PATTERNS eath bo«k 75 cents
-4-
10 CHARACTERISTIC DANCES <60
by WILLIAM SCHER
Original musical interpretations of the folk dance music of fen countries.
FREE.1 32 Page Thema tic Piano Catalog! Write Dept. E- 1
1
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Chicago 4, III. Los Ang.|„ , 4 Ca||f
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Recordings for
Teen-Agers
How is your record collection
progressing? Now that school af-
fairs are back on schedule and
your practicing periods and home-
work arranged, this might be a
good time to think about adding
another record to your musical li-
brary. The following suggested
numbers are attractive, not expen-
sive and add lots of variety
:
RCA Victor
Piano, Barcarolle in F-sharp by
Chopin, plated by Arthur Ru-
binstein, No. 12-0378.
Soprano, Three songs by Tschai-
kowsky, At the Ball, Children’s
Song and One Small Word, all
on one record sung by Maria
Kurenko, No. 11-0020.
Columbia
Violin, Caprice in A minor by
Wieniawski, played by Frances-
catti, No. 17478' D.
Orchestra, Bridal Song and Sere-
nade from Goldmark’s Rustic
Wedding Symphony, played by
Columbia Broadcasting Orches-
tra, No. 69724 D.
A Musical Acrostic
by Edna
My first is in tempo, but is not in swing;
My second’s in beat
,
but is not in sing.
My third is in accent, but not in legato
;
My fourth is in dolce, but not in stac-
cato.
My fifth is in forte, but is not in slow;
My sixth’s in ’cello, but is not in bow.
My seventh’s in sharp, not in accidental;
M. Wilfert
My eighth is in presto, but not in
gentle.
My ninth is in note, but is not in clef;
My tenth is in hear, but is not in deaf.
My eleventh’s in hand, and in position,
My whole is the name of a famous
musician.
(Answer
:
Mendelssohn)
Upside Down Game
Divide sheets of typewriter size paper
lengthwise, or cut pieces of paper to
similar size.
On each piece of paper draw a staff
with crayon.
On each staff write the first phrase
of a well-known melody.
Pin these on the wall upside down.
The player who can write down the
names of the melodies from recognizing
What tune is this?
them upside down is the winner. This
may seem rather easy, but you’ll be
surprised
!
November Birthday and Anniversaries
November 4 is the anniversary of the
death of Mendelssohn ( 1847 )
.
November 6 is the birthday of the great
Polish pianist, Paderewski (1860).
He was also Premier of his country.
November 6 is also the birthday of the
American “March king,” John Philip
Sousa (1854).
November 7 is the birthday of the Ital-
ian Mascagni (1863), composer of
the opera “Cavalleria Rusticana.”
November 11 celebrates the Armistice
Day of the First World War (1918).
November 22 is the anniversary of the
death of Sir Arthur Sullivan (1900),
English composer of the light opera,
Pinafore, and others.
November 22 is the birthday of the
Spanish-born pianist Iturbi, (1895)
whom you have probably seen play-
ing the piano in moving pictures.
November 24 is Thanksgiving Day. Be
sure to play a hymn in honor of the
day.
November 28 (or 29 according to some
authorities) is the birthday of another
world-famous pianist, Anton Rubin-
stein ( 1830 l . The anniversary of his
death is also in November. (Nov. 20,
1894).
November 29, Byrd flew across the
South Pole. 1929.
Information Wanted
By Leonora Sill Ashton
The StafI Music Club received
its name from the fact that each
month a staff of five members
planned the program for the meet-
ing. This month the program was
“Information wanted about the
Sonata,” and each member was
asked to tell something about the
development of Sonata Form and
also to be able to answer questions
about the information he had pre-
sented.
Sara came first and read her in-
formation carefully from her note-
book. “The Sonata Form is used
for compositions for a solo in-
strument, as a piano Sonata, or a
Sonata for violin and piano. When
not get too hard. “You see,” he
continued, “the general rule was
to begin with a dance, somewhat
bold and decisive in character,
then a rather slow, or quiet one,
then the third one would be gay
and lively. That plan influenced
the character of the different
movements in Sonata Form.”
Juliet’s turn came next and she
read from her notebook: “The
name of the great musician who
wrote many such Suites, giving to
each number the title of a Dance
form, was John Sebastian Bach;
he usually included more than
three dance forms in his Suites.”
“Did the dances have names?”
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Suite Basic Plan for a Classic Suite
this form is used for an orchestral
composition it is called a Sym-
phony; or if it is composed for a
solo instrument with orchestra it
is called a concerto. The Sonata
Form is also used for a String
Quartette, or trio, or other com-
binations of Chamber Music.”
Ethel asked a question: “What
is Chamber Music?”, and Sara
gave the answer: “Music composed
for small combinations of instru-
ments, one player to a part, in-
tended to be played in houses or
small auditoriums.”
Arthur asked a question : “What
is a trio?”, but Sara knew the an-
swer to that one, too. “A Trio,”
she replied, “is a composition in
Sonata Form for three solo instru-
ments, usually a piano, violin and
’cello, though other combinations
can be used, too.”
Arthur continued. “I like to
learn about the very beginnings of
things; how they started. The fact
that I have about Sonata Form is
that it developed from the Cycle
Form of music, and later, the
Suite, in which two or more sepa-
rate compositions were combined
to make up one larger composi-
tion.”
“What kind of compositions
were those single ones?”, was Ed’s
question, and Arthur had his an-
swer: “They were usually differ-
ent kinds of dances, which, when
combined, were called a Suite.”
“How did dances turn into parts
of a Sonata?” asked Dean.
“That’s a good question,” said
Arthur,lioping the questions would
asked Dick.
Arthur had the answer to that
one, too, as he was very much in-
terested in those old Suites. “Of
course they had names,” he be-
gan, “but very often there was an
opening number called Prelude, a
sort of introduction, and then the
dance forms followed.”
“What were the dances called?”
asked Patsy.
“Usually, and in nearly all of
Bach's Suites, the Allemande came
first, after the introduction. This
was of German origin and was in
four-four time. Then came a
Courante, in triple time, of French
and Italian origin; then the next
was usually a Sarabande, rather
dignified, and probably of Span-
ish or Moorish origin. The last
number was usually a Gigue, or as
we would call it, a Jig. Many
composers, however, included a
{Continued on Next Page)
Hop-0 ’
-My-Thumb
by Marjorie Hunt Pettit
To run the scale is like a race,
A lively, tuneful steeple chase,
As up we lope and down we come
—
Hop-O’-My-Thumb, Hop-O’-My-Thumb.
Around the course we dash and fly,
Ten restless horses, swift and spry;
And if the jockey holds the pace
Hop-O’-My-Thumb will win the race.
We hurdle every fence and hedge,
And jump the black keys, all on edge;
The winning horse is sure to be
Hop-0
-My-Thumb
—
just wait and see!
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Junior Etude
Gavotte or a Minuet in their
Suites.”
“So far,” said Roselle, “we have
learned the Sonata Form was de-
veloped from a cycle of old dance
forms, combined into one Suite.
Who wrote some of the early
Sonatas?”
Elbert was ready to answer that,
as he raised his hand. “Some early
Sonatas were written for violin by
Corelli (who did much to develop
this form of composition), and
some for the spinet, or harpsi-
chord, by Dominico Scarlatti (who
did much to develop the technic
of performance), but the Sonata
as we know it was really developed
by Haydn.”
“Where did Mozart come in?”,
asked Julet, and Ed answered: “He
followed Haydn, of course, and
then came the great Beethoven,
whose Sonatas are considered to
be some of the world’s finest ex-
amples of Sonatas.”
That was the end of the ques-
tion period, and then Ralph played
a Sonata by Mozart, after which
Elbert announced: “Since I am
the chairman of the Staff Club
for the next meeting, I think we
will continue the subject of the
Sonata. It is a very interesting
topic.”
We had our picture in the Junior
Etide. i would like to hear from others
who are interested in Junior Etude.
Kay Kile (Age 12),
Michigan
Linda
Theresa
Catalano
(9 months)
California
Musicians Acclaim WgM
Answer to July Puzzle
From the letters in HAT, TELE-
PHONE, DART, subtract the letters in
HEART, POT, ET. The remaining let-
ters spell HANDEL.
Prize Winners for July Puzzle:
Class A, Peggy Hutchinson (Age 14),
Ohio
Class B, Sandra Nickel (Age 12), Ore-
gon
Class C, none received
Prize Winners for July Essay,
“Pleasant Musical Experience”:
Class A, Sara McRoy (Age 17), Texas
Class B, Stephen Hunt (Age 13), North
Carolina
(.lass C, Rosirita T. Amoriello (Age
10), Pennsylvania
Letter Boxers
Send replies to Letters on this page
in care of JUNIOR Etide, and they
will be forwarded to the writers.
I would like to hear from Junior
Etude readers who are going to make
music their life work. I study piano
and theory and want to he a composer.
Karen Gable ( Age 17)
,
Canada
Honorable Mention for Essays:
Shirley Rehn, Caye McLucas, Judith
Wiggins, Nancy Dedrick, Patricia Zem-
ke, Robert Sheppard, Charles Witsber-
ger, Ann M. Martin, Janet Louise Ryan,
Helen Hunt Dobdon, Richard Slack,
Matilda Wirtz, Edna Masters, Jean El-
lery, June Fitzpatrick, Florence Scan-
lon, Eunice Smith, Nancy Hoyt, Martha
Robbins, Mary Merriman, Adele Yerkes,
Laurence Bevoir, Patsy Collins, Helen
Becker, Tommy Hart, Georgia Pent,
Edna May Dickson, Della Waters, Ma-
rian Jensen, Charles Brown, Jr.
Honorable Mention for July Puzzle:
Special Honorable Mention to Blanche
Lasseigne and Lindsay Jackson. Honor-
able Mention to Nancy Daniel, Ora
Parks, Ella Jackson, Annet Sullivan,
Morris White, Esther Mills, Doris Alien,
Eileen Hughes, Roberta Stiles, Allen
Anderson, Maybelle Andrews, Wilbur
Orr, Stella Walters, Sidney Hall, Teddy
Wells, Alma George, Edith Brown, San-
dra Hoffman, Elvira Moyer, Nancy Law-
ton, Lucille Kline, Anita Bush, Laura
O’Keefe, Miriam Wolff, George Sander-
son, Kitty Benson, Julia Peterson.
SHERWOOD
Many leading artists and teach-
ers attribute their success to the
professional caliber of instruc-
tion at Sherwood. The faculty of
this 50-year-old Conservatory
includes numerous distinguished
Artist Teachers.
Lakefront location. Dormitory
accommodations at moderate
cost.
Training
Degree courses in Piano, Voice,
Violin, Organ, Cello, Wind In-
struments, Public School Music,
Conducting, Theory, Composi-
tion. Courses for Veterans un-
der G. I. Bill of Rights.
For free catalog, write Arthur
Wildman, Musical Director,
1014 South Michigan Ave.,
Chicago 5, 111.
MEMBER OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF MUSIC
SHERW US/C SCHOOL-
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. Luther A. Richman, Dean of Faculty
Established 1867, Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts
affiliated with University of Cincinnati. Complete school of music—Faculty of
international reputation. Degrees, Diplomas, Certificates—dormitories, 10 acre
campus. Address.
Box E. T., C. M. BENJAMIN, Registrar CINCINNATI 19. OHIO
QlrbrlaniJnHltlut? nf(Qufiir
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma
BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director 3411 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.
Charter Member of the National Association of Schools of Music
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC—CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic art
62nd year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Musicbend for a free catalog—Address : John R. Hattstaedt, Pres., 583 Kimball Bldg., Chicago
CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE
Founded 1867 by Dr. F. Ziegfeld RUDOLPH GANZ, President
CONFERS DEGREES OF B.MUS.. B.MUS.ED., M.MUS., M.MUS.ED.
Member of North Central Association and National Association of Schools of Music
All Branches of Music. Special Instruction for Children and Non-Professionals
Address Registrar, 60 E. Van Buren St., Chicago 5, Illinois
Junior Etude Contest
The Junior Etude will at
three attractive prizes each m
for the neatest and best storie
essays and for answers to puz
ontest is open to all boys and
|
under eighteen years of age.
Class A, fifteen to eighteen y
o age; Class B, twelve to fiftt
Class C, under twelve years.
Barnes of prize winners will
Pear on this page in a future ii
0 [ ETLIDE. The thirty next
contributors will receive honor:
mention.
Put your name, age and clasi
which you enter on upper left cor-
ner of your paper and put your ad-
dress on upper right corner of your
paper.
Write on one side of paper only.
Do not use typewriters and do not
have anyone copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one
hundred and fifty words and must
be received at the Junior Etude
Office, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, on
or before the tenth of December.
Results in March. No puzzle this
month. Subject for essay: A Thanks-
giving Day story.
IMPROVE YOUR PLAYING
Pianists—Send for free booklet
showing: how you may greatly
improve your technic, accuracy,
* memorizing, sight-reading and
playing thru mental muscular co-
ordination. Quick results. Practice effort mini-
mized. Used by famous pianists, teachers and
students. No obligation.
Broadwell Studios Schools, Dept. 69L, Covina. Cal.
k I” CHOIR ^ IL
O J ' ANTHEM CATALOG ^
^
Choir Directors, Minister*
— ^
j Send for your free octavo anthem L
and choir book catalog containing a ^
list of new anthems, standard anthems, jJ
* 4 gospel hymn anthems, etc. *|
\The R
HI ch
SEND TODAY!
ODEHEAVER HALL. MACK CO.*
HOIR CATALOG DEP ARTMENT \ £
Winono Lake, Ind.
MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM
By Sister M. Xaveria, O.S.F., Mus.M.
The MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM
transforms the task of early music
teaching into pleasure for the teacher,
and affords happiness to the child
while he is acquiring the skills neces-
sary for playing and reading music.
My Music Picture Book. .75
My Music Color Book.
. . .75
My Music Letter Book..
.75
My Music Note Book...
.75
Music and Guide Book.. 1.00
Postage extra
THE SERAPHIC PRESS
1501 So. Layton Blvd., Milwaukee 15, Wis.
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ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION SALE
All the books in this list are in prepara-
tion for publication. The low Advance
of Publication Cash Prices apply only
to single copy orders placed prior to
publication. Delivery (postpaid) will be
made when the books are ready.
Use coupon at lower right hand corner
for all orders. PRINT name and address .
ff I Assembly Band Boot—For Ele-
mentary Bands Gordon .40
#2 Ditson Album of Organ and
Piano Duets Stoughton .70
#3 Favorite Pieces and Songs
Mason .50
#4 Grab-Bag Carleton .30
#5 High School Harmonies. . King .40
#6 More Stunts for the Piano
Richter .25
#1
ASSEMBLY BAND BOOK
A First Book for Elementary Bands
Compiled and Arranged
by Philip Gordon
A welcome compilation making
available standard, popular, and
original compositions suitable for
elementary bands.
Schumann’s Soldiers’ March;
Schubert’s Excerpts from Symphony
No. 2; Adair’s Song of the Pines;
and Rolfe’s Heigh-Ho! are among
the interesting arrangements. The
collection will be published in 16
books with parts for: C Flute; B-flat
Clarinet A; B-flat Clarinet B; B-flat
Cornet A; B-flat Cornet B; E-flat
alto Saxophone; B-flat Tenor Saxo-
phone; E-flat Alto Horn A; E-flat
Alto Horn B; E-flat Horn C (Op-
tional) ; Trombones A and B; Trom-
bone C; Baritone (bass clef) ; Bari-
tone (treble clef) ; Basses and
Drums. Also a two-staff Conductor’s
Score.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
20 cents each part, postpaid; Con-
ductor’s Score 40 cents, postpaid.
#2
DITSON ALBUM OF ORGAN
AND PIANO DUETS
Arranged by Roy S. Stoughton
A new collection of duets to add to
the limited repertory for organ and
piano. An outstanding job of arrang-
ing ten classics for average players.
Included are Tschaikovsky’s Andante
from the “Sixth Symphony” ; Bach-
Gounod’s Avc Maria; Ravel’s Pa-
vane; Debussy’s Revery and others.
Two copies are required for per-
formance.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
70 cents each, postpaid.
ff 7 Mother Goose in Noteland
Perry .40
ff 8 Organ Compositions
with Chimes Kinder .35
#9 Partners at the Keyboard
Ketterer .35
#10 Second Solovox Album.. Finke .70
# II Twelve Melodious Studies
Lemont .40
#12 Twenty-Four Miniature Studies
Lemont .40
#3
FAVORITE PIECES AND SONGS
by Mary Bacon Mason
As a seqdel to Folk Songs and Fa-
mous Pictures, this book is bound to
be very popular. It will teach chil-
dren to enjoy good music by playing
and singing it, thereby developing
good musical tastes. Without using
octave studies, difficult chords, or
intricate finger work, Miss Mason
has arranged these masterpieces so
that pupils from eight to twelve will
get much pleasure from playing
them. For grade two to two-and-a-
lialf.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
50 cents, postpaid.
#4
GRAB-BAG
by Bruce Carleton
Here is a grab-bag with every pur-
chaser a winner! No one could pos-
sibly lose by ordering a book by the
well-known composer and arranger,
Bruce Carleton. For average pianists.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
30 cents, postpaid.
#5
HIGH SCHOOL HARMONIES
by Stanford King
Tunes and rhythms comparable to
things teen-agers enjoy! Ten orig-
inal pieces with such titles as Swing-
ing Doivn Sycamore Lane, Bubble
Gum Boogie, Rumpus Room Rhumba
and others of equal appeal, really
offer pleasant recreational material.
It’s excellent training in technic and
style as well. For adults and third
and fourth grade pianists.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
40 cents, postpaid.
#*
MORE STUNTS FOR THE PIANO
by Ada Richter
This sequel to Mrs. Richter’s earlier
book Stunts for the Piano, can be
used to supplement any course of
instruction bridging the gap between
the easy exercises and the introduc-
tion of the sonatina.
Circus Stunts, Stunts in a Plane,
Stunts at a Picnic and Stunts at a
Rodeo, are all stimulating musically
and offer such technical work as
changing fingers on one note, playing
grace notes, wrist staccato and many
other technical problems. The book
presents an opportunity to learn at-
tractive pieces and at the same time
build the fundamental aspects of
good technic.
Advance of Publication Cash. Price,
25 cents, postpaid.
#7
MOTHER GOOSE IN NOTELAND
A “Colorful” Music Reader for the
Rather Young
by Josephine Hovey Perry
A comprehensive explanation of the
treble and bass section of keys and
notes and their correlation one to
the other. In the first part, the child
colors the notes; separate colors for
bass and for treble. Many little
games are used to make the child
note-conscious and rest-conscious.
In the second part, the child plays
folk songs and other airs with satis-
fying melodic content. Through her
ingenious methods, Mrs. Perry has
succeeded in making this well-
planned first music reader a note-
reading joy instead of a chore.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
40 cents, postpaid.
#5
ORGAN COMPOSITIONS
WITH CHIMES
Compiled and arranged by
Ralph Kinder
Whenever the use of chimes is ap-
propriate, the easy and tuneful num-
bers in this collection will be wel-
comed. Hammond organ registrations
are given.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
50 cents, postpaid.
#»
PARTNERS AT THE KEYBOARD
A Piano Duet Boojc
by Ella Ketterer
Here is a generous supply of original
and tuneful music in a new book
for the more advanced. Both the
Primo and Secondo parts are de-
cidedly interesting and melodious.
Upright shape.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
35 cents, postpaid,
#10
SECOND SOLOVOX ALBUM
Compiled and Arranged
by John Finke, Jr,
Included in these special transcrip-
tions are the Evening Star from
“Tannliauser” by Wagner; Serenade
from the ballet “The Millions of
Harlequin” by Drigo; some Chopin
waltzes, and others.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
70 cents, postpaid.
TWELVE MELODIOUS STUDIES
For Piano
by Wilmot Lemont
A new Oliver Ditson edition in the
neat, attractive style of the Music
Education Series, written for pupils
in grades three to four. Such tech-
nics as sixths over a balanced left
hand, triplets, right hand scale pas-
sages, sustained melody over moving
accompaniment, arpeggios divided
between the hands, etc. Each etude
is carefully edited, with appropriate
fingering and phrasing.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
40 .cents, postpaid.
#12
TWENTY-FOUR MINIATURE
STUDIES
For the Piano
by Cedric W. Lemont
Each of these brief studies, for the
most part eight measures long, has
a definite purpose in technical de-
velopment. It presents practice op-
portunity for right and left hand
scale passages, left hand melody pas-
sages, speed in small groups for
right hand sixths and others. Pro-
gressive teachers will recognize the
value of the variety which the book
offers.
Advance of Publication Cash Price,
4Q
a
cents, postpaid.
WITHDRAWALS:
With this announcement the spe-
cial Advance of Publication price
on the following books is withdrawn.
Copies may now be had from your
local dealer or from the Publisher
for examination.
Classic Italian Songs, Vol. 2—
Available in Medium High Voice and
Medium Low Voice (by Mabelle
Glenn and Bernard U. Taylor)
brings to serious voice students a
rich repertoire from the best in
Italian song literature. Carefully
compiled and edited by Mabelle
Glenn and Bernard U. Taylor, emi-
nent authorities on voice develop-
ment who previously have produced
such outstanding works as Art Songs
(2 vols.), French Art Songs, and
German Art Songs. These books have
been universally adopted as text
books in leading colleges, conserva-
tories and schools of music. Price,
$1.25 each.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
November, 1949
ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION SALE
Please send me the following:
Item No. Price
$
$
$ -
$
$
$
I enclose (total) $ ,
Nome:
Address:.
(Please Print)
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332-40036 The Lamh and Jesus Slept
Anthem for Mixed Voices S.A.T.B.
words by Mary L. Freeman music by Frances HaI1
A hushed atmosphere surrounds this beautiful melody. Not only is it excellent
writing for voices, but the arpeggio accompaniment blends to create a perfect pro-
gram mood. A very modern effect without difficulties above the scope of the average
choir. In addition, the text is unusually fine. No solo requirements are present and
the parts are equally interesting. An original and plaintive carol, written in modern
style. Highly recommended for any choir or chorus.
Price, 16 cents per copy
332-40044 Only a Manger
Christmas Anthem for Mixed Voices
with Soprano Solo
by Ralph E. Marryott
This a cappella chorus opens with a soprano solo
passage effectively accompanied by mixed
voices with sustained humming parts. The num-
ber is very melodic, creating a dignified Christ-
mas mood. The melody is hauntingly beautiful
and simple to perform; equally suitable for
Church, Sunday School or Concert programs.
Price, 15 cents per copy
332-40030 Unto This Rose
A Christmas Song for Mixed Voices
a cappella
words by Joanna S. Andres
music by Leland B. Sateren
A most unusual Christmas a cappella number
for presentation by the average choir. It is much
easier to sing than it sounds; melodic and mov-
ing in all parts. Especially recommended to
those directors who are looking for well-written
works that are “different.”
Price, 15 cents per copy
332-40029 Christmas Street
Carol for Men’s Voices
words and music by Ralph E. Marryott
At last a new carol for men’s voices is born!
I Unusual contrast and color is added to any pro-
gram by this rhythmic, cheerful picture of a
leal snowy winter street-scene at Christmas
with glowing windows and walking people . . .
it never strays from the original Christmas
eme. Beautiful moving parts and very easy
to sing effectively.
Price, 16 cents per copy
312-40031 Shepherds, Hark The
Song
!
Christmas Anthem for Mixed Voices
Louis Claude Daquin
words by Elsie Duncan Yale
music arranged for chorus by N. Clifford Page
The plaintive melody of this old French carol is
beautifully adapted to choral work. It will be
well-received on any Christmas program, es-
pecially where there is a good bass section to do
justice to the excellent movement in the bass
parts. Mr. Page, well-known composer-
arranger, has made of this melody a choral work
worthy of every choir’s repertoire.
Price, 16 cents per copy
312-40022 Angels From the
Realms of Glory
Christmas Anthem for Mixed Voices
words by James Montgomery
music by John M. Rasley
Effective opportunities for solo singing, with
solos for alto, tenor and soprano, and unison
passages for the basses. After the choral part,
the chorus swings into the “Regent Square”
tune, building up to a climactic closing. Easy
range, and the passages are not too difficult.
Price, 16 cents per copy
312-40032 Star of the Sky
Christmas Anthem for Mixed Voices
by Benjamin Godard
words by Elsie Duncan Yale
arranged by N. Clifford Page
The familiar concert favorite “Florian Song”
reappears in this new choral arrangement, to
the delight of listeners. It’s quick in tempo,
catching in melody and has appropriate words.
Not too difficult for the average choir; well ar-
ranged and adapted for church use—it will
appear just as well on a Christmas Concert
program.
Price, 16 cents per copy
OLIVER DITSON and THEODORE PRESSER Editions
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA
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312-40063 Hallowed Night
Christmas Song for Mixed Voices
a cappella
by Robert Hernried
A haunting lullaby with a lilting melody sung
with a rocking motion
. . . topped with a beau-
tiful soprano obligato that isn’t too difficult
. . .
completes the picture of Joseph and Mary, the
Holy Babe, the Inn and Manger. Creates a most
appropriate effect.
Price, 16 cents per copy
312-40027 Sing Noel
Carol for Two-part Voices
by Geoffrey O’Hara
This well-known composer’s brilliant piece of
writing for two-part treble chorus makes an
effective choral number on any Christmas pro-
gram. Bright words, tuneful melody, strong
march-like accompaniment.
Price, 10 cents per copy
312-40020 O Christmas, Blessed
by Heaven
Carol for Mixed Voices
words by N. W. Siefers
Italian melody arranged by H. P. Hopkins
Brilliant in style, this effective and easy num-
ber is to be sung with accompaniment—which
bolsters up the voices. The simple melody and
harmony provide a charming Christmas num-
ber for the average choir. There are no solo
parts.
Price, 15 cents per copy
312-40021 Sing We Nowell
Christmas Carol for Men’s Voices
by Charles L. Talmadge
For men’s voices—an excellent, fast-moving,
very effective number, to be sung a cappella.
This carol will be well received in church, Sun-
day School or at regular concerts. Not too dif-
ficult, nor too widely ranged.
Price, 12 cents per copy
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RUSHjjMbUO
Booklet
As
Described
on
Back
Cover
A Challenge—
“It is a Challenge to
Teachers and Pupils Alike
to Aim for the High Goals” of the
HATIOHflL GUILD ot PIANO TEACHERS
Chapters in 300 Cities
For Information about Your City write
Irl Allison, Pres. Box 1113, Austin, Texas
Schools
— colleges
CONVERSE COLLEGEa
Edwin Gerschefski, Dean, Spartanburg, S. C.
KNOX Department of Music
Galesburg, Illinois
COLLEGE Thomas W. Wi liams, ChairmanCatalogue sent upon request.
SHENANDOAH
CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC
L. E. Hill, Pres.
Courses leading to the B. Mus. and B. Mus.
Ed. degrees. Member NASM. In the heart
of the Shenandoah Valley, Dayton, Virginia.
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flKiene TKeatre
i Dramatic, Lyric and Dance Arts
Est. 1894
STAGE • RADIO • TELEVISION
Speech Arts, Drama, Playwrighting Musical-
Comedy, Musical-Drama, Vocal, Dance Revues,
Ballet, Toe, Tap, Exhibition. Technical and
practical training essential to the layman, to a
career, teaching and directing G. I. Bill
Write Sec’y.Shubert, 1780 Broadway, N.Y.City 19.
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR. ILLINOIS
Offers thorough training in music. Courses lead-
ing to degrees of : Bachelor of Music. Bachelor of
Music Education, Master of Music, and Master
of Music Education.
Member oftheNationalAssociationSchoolsofMusic
Bulletin sent upon request
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director
250 Genuine Violin Label Facsimiles and Brandmarks
of the most important Makers—each marked as to
Nationality, Color of Varnish, and Price Range. This
newly published booklet is the “one and only’’ of its
kind, and is a must for Violinists. Dealers, and Col-
lectors. An authentic guide to the identification and
value of old violins. Price $2.
SUBURBAN MUSIC STUDIOS
643 Stuyvesant Ave. Irvington, N. J.
COSMOPOLITAN
School of Music
Courses offered in all branches of Music. Depart-
ment of Speech and Theatre Art Certificates,
diplomas, and degrees awarded. Member N.A. S.M.
Fot information and catalog:
REGISTRAR, Box E. 306 S. Wa-
bash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois
The DUNNING COURSE
of Improved Music Study
MILDRED BRIGGS, Dean of Education Faculty
Annual Convention Class. Colorado Springs,
Colo., July 31, 1950.
For information and other class dates address
EXECUTIVE HEADQUARTERS
666 Washington, Grosse Pointe, Michigan
SWING PIANO BY MAIL
30 lessons $3.00. Self teaching book.
—CLASSICAL ENTHUSIASTS—
Piano Concerto No. 1 & No. 2, each $2.00
Keyboard tricks 1.00
Spring Sunset 1.00
Petite Valse in C Minor 1.00
New work by a new composer & publisher.
Write for complete free list.
PHIL BRETON PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8, Nebr., U.S.A.
BALDWIN-WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA. OHIO (luburb ot Cl.ioliod)
Affiliated with a flnt clan Liberal Arta College.
Pour and fl»e year cour»e* leading to degree*. Faculty
of Artiat Teacbera. fiend for catalogue or Informa-
tion to-
HAROLD W. BALTZ. Dean. Beraa. Obit
Philadelphia Conservatory
Of Music Founded 7877
Maria Ezerman Drake, Director
Eminent Faculty
Expert Child Training
Courses leading to Degrees
216 S. 20th Sf. LOcust 7-1877
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Why Not Take Up Your Music Again?
( Continued, from Page 59)
that she could no longer learn to
play that she explained it by say-
ing that she was doing it to avoid
rheumatism in her hands. Not
only did her hands grow more
supple, and attractive, but she was
able to play again and the accom-
plishment gave her many hours of
pleasure as well as new interest in
living.
She said she had observed that
so many, as they grew older, live
such restricted lives. Their circle
of interests and activities grows
smaller and smaller. They become
uninteresting to themselves and to
others. She found that as she took
up her own music again she grew
more interested in the musical
things going on in her community
and in the musical world at large.
There was no question that she
found herself again through her
interest in music. The time that
others spent in recounting their
ailments and injuries, she put to
good use in memorizing a page of
music.
A Release from Pressure
Taking up music again is im-
portant aside from the musical
achievement involved. Active par-
ticipation performs the needed
service of taking the pressure off
daily living at times when prob-
lems are oppressive. We cannot
think of two things at the same
time, so if we have our minds on
music (and wrong sounds will
draw us up short if we do not) we
lay aside our concerns for that
time at least.
To be able to go to the piano
and play off our low moods is a
real boon. One mother whose large
family sometimes tried every bit
of her patience, avoided many a
family dispute by going to the
piano and playing until she could
feel sure she had full command of
herself. Often she gave the child
a moment to see reason, too, as she
was playing. Mornings when the
chidren came downstairs cross, or
if they were slow in coming at all,
she would go to the piano. Some
quiet, serene music, or some cheer-
ful, happy-to-start-the-day melody
helped a great deal.
She said that she could never
have brought up her family with-
out her piano. Yet she had never
had more than ten lessons in her
life. Still she could not live with-
out music, and she derived more
from it than many who had been
blessed with fine training in their
early years.
As you take up your music again
cultivate friends who have like
interests. Join the music clubs to
supplement the individual work
you are doing. It is encouraging
to be working with people who are
doing the same things, those who
are very much interested in the
same goals.
If you would recapture the joy
in music to get more living from
each day, if you would find a more
satisfying answer to the problem
of your leisure, take up your music
again. The problem of leisure time
is an important one for young and
old alike, but it need never be for
anyone who has hopefully taken
up the study of music to regain
his skill.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
MUSICLEF CHRISTMAS CARD ORDER BLANK
Please ship the following:
9uantitY Cord No. Price
— $
— S
— s
s
Print clearly name(s) to be imprinted:
—
-Imprinting charge $
Total Amount $
Cash with order Charge to my account
Date 19 . . . .
Name
Address
CitY State
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'
TH&Vlty say it with
Envelopes included with all cards
No. 504. $1.25 per box (25). 4" x 5"
"and a Holiday of Good Cheer"
< ? y
"Ljf 1
*****
i
No. 1505. $3.75 per box (25). 5" x 6 ’.4"
"Earth and heaven sing— music fills the
air— joy in everything— gladness
everywhere"
No. 1004. $2.50 per box (25). AW x 5'W
on a tree full of wishes for holiday cheer"
No. 1003. $2.50 per box (25). AW x 5W
"Let us be instrumental in bringing you new
wishes for an old season"
No. 2501. $6.25 per box (25)5W x 7" steel engraved
"Hearken to the carolers, voices ringing
clear . . . Yuletide greetings and
a glad New Year"
No. 503. $1.25 per box (25). 4" x 5"
"plucked from the heart—a string of good
wishes for the happiest of holiday seasons"
ARTISTIC CHRISTMAS CARDS Cheated
etfieciaUty fan music-minded people
No. 502. $1.25 per box (25). 4" x 5"
"Always in tune with a note of cheer for c
merry xmas and a happy new year"
'
No. 1506. $3.75 per box (25). 5" x 614"
"variations on an old theme—a Christmas
melody in harmony with the New Year"
No. 1501. $3.75 per box (25)
5" x 614" steel engraved
"a serenade of the season to express every
wish for your holiday happiness"
No. 2502. $6.25 per box (25)5W x 7" steel engraved
"a holiday duet so sweet to your ear
.
a merry christmas, a happy new year'
Message of card shown below each illustration
No. 1504. $3.75 per box (25)
5" x 614" steel engraved
"Holiday Cheer"
No. 1502. $3.75 per box (25)
5" x 614" steel engraved
"and a Happy New Year"
No. 1001. $2.50 per box (25). AW x 5W
"The only tune that we can play is for a
Happy Holiday. Jingle Bells . .
.
Jingle Bells
. .
."
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No. 501. $1.25 per box (25). 4" x 5"
"On wings of song comes the sweetest wish
of all
. . . happiness all ways, always"
No. 1503. $3.75 per box (25)
5" x 614" steel engraved
"on our toes to wish you the happiest of
holidays"
No. 1002. $2.50 per box (25). AW x 5W
"A duet of good wishes— a very Merry'
Christmas, a very Happy New Year"
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE!!
Musical Christmas cards—the kind you'll be proud to send!
ey re distinctive, attractively boxed, colorful—with appropriate
sentiments.
Personalize them by having your name imprinted on each
card^ Imprinting c° sts; 25—$2.25; 50—$2.50; 75—$2.75; 100—
,
each additional 25
—25 cents. These charges are in addi-
!
0n to P r 'ces of cards as shown above. Be sure to PRINT clearlythe name or names to be imprinted.
USE THE ORDER BLANK ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE.
Clip it out, fill in your order and mail to us. Please allow two
weeks for delivery.
ThV6 C° r<^ s corne 25 to a box. We're sorry we cannot send lessan 25 of one number! However, we have a
SPECIAL ASSORTMENT!
One of each of the 16 cards shown above—all sixteen
—$2.00!
No Imprinting on this assortment.
?*-***m
Charge for imprinting Gee
Gee Clef cards in addition
to cost of cards; 1 box,
$1.75; 2 boxes, $2.75; 3
boxes, $3.25; 4 boxes,
$3.50.
INTRODUCING
Gee Gee Clef!
The Christmas Greeting Doll
16 Different Cards for $1.00!
Each one is individual, cute,
lively, likeable, colorful, musical,
full of rhyme and the Christmas
spirit! Attractively boxed. Young
people— especially music stu-
dents — will want to send them
this Christmas.
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
THE
LOWREY
ON YOUR OWN
PIANO KEYBOARD
tyHixmfluui
-th ORGAN
ORGANmd PIANO
tfb PIANO aUcmJb
Listen to The Lowrey ORGANO, Today!
GET COMPLETE INFORMA TION
in this new ORGANO booklet.
Use handy coupon on page 64.
This saves your Etude cover.
LOWREY ORGAN DIVISION
CENTRAL COMMERCIAL COMPANY
332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois
The Amazing Electronic Piano-Organ Attachment
Now you can play organ music— in complete chord structures—
with both hands—on your own piano keyboard!
Three-Way Performance
With The Lowrey ORGANO installed, you not only can play the
ORGAN alone or the PIANO alone but you can combine the two
and ACTUALLY PLAY AN ORGAN-PIANO DUET WITH
YOURSELF. TheORGANO opens a new field of musical possibilities.
This new electronic instrument provides an unobtrusive bank of
switches which are actuated by the piano keys. Another unit, the
Control Panel, is fitted with stops to permit the selection of a wide
variety of voice and tremolo combinations. The attachment is fitted
to any standard piano in a matter of minutes. The ORGANO in-
stallation is compact, for the attractive Tone Chamber requires less
than two square feet of floor space.
For homes—for schools— for churches, clubs, and entertainers
—
ORGANO makes fine organ music possible for practically everyone.
Its low cost will surprise you. Send the coupon, today, for complete
information and dealer’s name.
For the home,
ORGANO means
new satisfaction
and pleasure.
For the enter'
tainer, ORGANO
offers interesting
new musical effects.
